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Abstract:
We reviewanddevelopthe quantumtheoryof measurementalongthe line ofthoughtofthemany-Hilbert-spaceapproach,

originally proposedby MachidaandNamiki someyearsago. Our main interestis to analyzethe mechanismof the wave-
function collapseby measurement.We startby discussingthewave—particledualism of quantummechanicalparticles,as
observedin a typical interferenceexperimentof the Young type, andthen analyzethe quantummeasurementprocess
from a physicalpoint of view. On the basisof thesearguments,we reformulatethe notion of wave-functioncollapseby
measurement:We view the collapseas a dephasingprocessamongthe branch wavesafter they have undergonespectral
decomposition,in oppositionto the conventionalCopenhageninterpretation.

Oneof themostimportantpointsof thepresentapproachis theintroductionof anorderparameter~ (nameddecoherence
parameter)that rangesfrom 0 to 1 andquantitativelyrepresentsthe degreeof decoherence.In termsof this parameter
we formulatea definitecriterion to judge whetheran instrumentworks well or not asa measuringapparatus:The caseof
perfectdecoherence,~ = 1, describesan apparatusby which we canperformperfectmeasurement,while the caseof perfect
coherence,~ = 0, describesan instrumentby which we observeperfect interference.The intermediatevaluesbetween 1
and0 correspondto imperfect measurementsor mesoscopicphenomena.From this point of view, we briefly give acritical
reviewof somefamousmeasurementtheories.

The presenttheory of measurementis also theoreticallyformulatedin termsof density matriceswithin the mathematical
frameworkofthe continuousdirect sum of manyHilbert spaces(thecontinuous-superselection-rulespace).

In orderto showthe characteristicsof the theory, we introduceseveralsolvabledetectormodelsandperform numerical
simulations.Finally we analyze,by meansof similar orderparameters,miscellaneousrelatedproblems,including neutron
andphoton interferencephenomena.



1. Introduction

The greatsuccessof quantummechanicsin explaininga broad variety of physicalphenomena
leaveslittle room to questionits practicalusefulnessor to doubt its intrinsic validity. Since its birth
at the beginningof this century, quantummechanicshasneverbeen found in disagreementwith
any experimentaldata,andhasbeenableto predict the most disparateresults, evenin fields like
chemistryandbiology, which were in a certainsense“orthogonal” to physicsuntil a few decades
ago. Modern cosmologyis now developingwith the help of quantumphysics.

Nevertheless,we shouldnot forget that manyseriousquestionsarousedaboutsomefundamental
problems,andsomehistoric debatesamongrenownedscientistsdeeply influencedthe earlydevel-
opmentof thetheory.Theseissues,that were previouslydiscussedonly in philosophicalcirclesand
triggeredlittle interestin the scientific community,arenowbecomingobjectof widespreadattention
amongactiveresearchers.It seemsthatafterover 60 yearsof unconditionalandundisputedsuccess,
physicistsarenow willing to understandwherethe foundationsof the theory lie, andwhy somany
deepquestionsarestill unanswered.

The debatesoverquantummechanicscanbe broadlyclassifiedin two groups:
(i) The Einstein—Bohrdebateaboutthe fundamentalpostulatesof quantummechanics.
(ii) The Wigner—Rosenfelddebateaboutthe wave-functioncollapseby measurement.
In the first and most well-known controversy, the very validity of quantummechanicswas

questioned,and its completenessas a physical theorywas discussed.This gaverise to a profound
discussionon the meaningof the conceptsof locality andphysical reality and their implications.

Disputationsof the secondclassconcernedthe following question:Can the presenttheoretical
frameworkof quantummechanicsaccountfor the wave-functioncollapseby measurement?In our
opinion, this argumentis at leastas importantas the first one, becauseits solution would provide
uswith aself-consistentinterpretationof the quantum-mechanicalformalism,andin turn this might
indicatethe routeto follow to understandwherethe problemlies in the first case.

Aim of the presentstudy is to investigateunder which circumstancesand in which sensethe
problemof quantummeasurementscan be tackled within quantummechanics.The conventional
approach[1] to the quantummeasurementproblemis indeed very unsatisfactory,becauseboth
the Copenhageninterpretationandvon Neumann’spostulaterequire the presenceof an external
observerin order to explainthe evolutionfrom apureto amixed state.The existenceof “classical”
apparatais an essentialrequirementof the Copenhagenapproach,and this is at the sametime
discontentingand baffling, becausethe necessityof introducing classical conceptsin order to
explain the quantumpostulateshinders quantummechanicsfrom being a self-containedtheory.
To understandwhether quantumtheory is self-containedor not is important not only from an
epistemologicalpoint of view, but also becauseit might help us to comprehendwhetherthe theory
is complete,bringing uscloser to a solutionof the point (i).

There havebeenmany attemptsin the past [2] in order to explain quantummeasurements.
None of them was fully satisfactory.In the presentpaperwe shall try to formulate the notion of
wave-functioncollapseby measurementas a dephasingprocess,by following apoint of view which
is opposite to the conventionalCopenhageninterpretation.About a decadeago, S. Machidaand
oneof the presentauthorspointedout [3,4] that it is possibleto explainthe evolution from a pure
stateto a mixed statewithout resortingto classical concepts.In their many-Hilbert-space(MHS)
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approach,the wave-functioncollapse is indeed describedwithin quantummechanicsitself via a
continuoussuperselectionrule whoseprecisemathematicalmeaningwas laterdiscussedby Araki
[5].

Besidesthe questionsthat the Copenhageninterpretationleavesunanswered,we are now facing
new problemscoming from recentexperiment,like for instanceneutron interferometry[6] and
mesoscopicphenomena[71,which seemto be hardly understandablein termsof the naiveCopen-
hageninterpretation.In order to explain the above-mentionedexperiments,we haveto reconsider
the meaningof wave-functioncollapse by measurement,and furthermorewe should reformulate
our measurementtheory soas to give a definitecriterion to judgewhetheran instrumentcanwork
well or not as a measuringapparatus.We shall seethat in this way new insightswill be obtained
in the analysisof somehigh energynuclearreactions[81aswell as recentexperimentsin quantum
optics [9, 10].

In the light of theseconsiderations,we believethatnowadaysanymeasurementtheoryhasto be
consideredunsatisfactoryunlessit is capablenot only of describingtheoreticallythe measurement
process,but also of analyzingconcretelythe most recentexperiments,andof suggestingpossible
solutionsto openproblems.In this context,theconceptof measurementin quantummechanicshas
changedover the pasttenyearsfrom an abstracttheoreticalissueto a very challengingproblemof
practicalinterest.

An estimatefor the occurrenceof the wave-functioncollapsewas originally formulatedin terms
of an inequality [3,4], by meansof which some crucial points of neutron interferometrywere
analyzed[4, 11]. An alternativecriterion for the wave-functioncollapse,not as an inequality but
as aquantitativecondition, was latergiven [12] in termsof an orderparametere, which givesan
estimateof the degreeofdecoherenceof a quantumsystem.This new criterion was appliedto the
neutron interferenceexperimentswith an absorber[131 as well as to severalother theoreticaland
practicalsituations.

The parameterc hasbeennameddecoherenceparameterandis oneof the most importantpoints
of the approachwe propose.We wish to stressthat the introductionof c makes the MHS theory
liable to experimentalcheck: This constitutesprobably the most important difference with most
alternativeapproaches,for whichanexperimentaldiscriminationfrom the conventionalCopenhagen
interpretationhasnot beenproposed.

Thispaperis organizedin the following way: Thewave—particledualismas the fundamentalbasis
of quantummechanicsandits puzzlingfacetsareintroducedin section2. The measurementproblem
is formulated in section 3. The present theory does not rely upon the so-called “measurement
postulate” (the conventionalCopenhageninterpretation)which statesthat, in asinglemeasurement,
all otherbranchwavesdisappearandonly oneisleft to yield adefinite result,becausea measurement
shouldnot be dealtwith as a “postulate”,but ratheras a physicalprocesswhich is to be analyzedby
quantummechanicsitself. We formulatethe measurementproblem, i.e. the wave-functioncollapse
by measurement,on the basis of the statistical interpretationof quantummechanics,according
to which quantummechanicsneverpredictsadefinite result for a single measurementperformed
on one system,but canonly yield a definiteprediction for the accumulateddistributionof many
independentexperiments(exceptfor the specialcasein which the objectsystemis in ancigenstateof
the observableto be measured).We also showthat the presenttheorycandealwith the observation
of a single system.The decoherenceparameter,which is an orderparameterthatcanjudgewhether
an instrumentcanperformwell as a detector,is definedin section4, wherethe conceptof dephaser
is introduced,adefinition of imperfectmeasurementis given, and it is shown that it corresponds
to a partial collapseof the wavefunction. A density-matrixdescriptionof the measurementprocess
is developedin section5, togetherwith a rapid sketchof the mathematicalbackgroundof the MHS
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theory.A critical reviewof famousmeasurementtheoriesis given in section6, in which we stress
that the orthogonaldecompositionof the apparatuswave function doesnot necessarilyproducethe
wave-functioncollapse.In section7 severalsolvablemodelsareshown. In section8 we performa
numericalsimulation,by modelling a detectoras a Dirac comb of complex potentials,and focus
on whetherthe absorptioneffectsof eachelementaryinteractionareessentialfor the wave-function
collapse.The decoherenceparameteris estimatedin all thesecases.Severalexperimentsof neutron
andphoton interferencephenomenaand othersare analyzedin section 9, and the decoherence
parameteris evaluatedin some casesof practicalinterest. Section 10 is devotedto the quantum
Zenoeffect. We concludewith afew remarksin section 11.

Much of the content of the presentwork is original, and even old results have been largely
reconsideredin the light of recentexperimentaland theoreticaldevelopment.

2. Wave—particledualism

A quantum-mechanical“particle” hasboth the wave andparticle nature:This is called wave—
particle dualism. The “particle” is a wave in the senseof showing interferencephenomena,and
is a particle in the senseof being indivisible. The wave nature (specifiedby wave numberk and
frequencyw) andthe particlenature(specifiedby momentump andenergyE) arerelatedto each
otherby the de Broglie relations

k = p/h, w = E/h, (2.1)

h beingthe Planckconstant.The wave—particledualismis an experimentalfact—thefundamental
fact on which we can constructthe whole theory of quantummechanics.

For thisreasonweshall startoff our considerationsby analyzingthe mostfundamentalquantum-
mechanicalinterferenceexperiment,by which all of the essentialfeaturesof the wave—particle
dualismare disclosed:The double-slitexperiment.This experimentwill be analyzedfrom different
pointsof view, in orderto give a meaningfuldefinition of quantum-mechanicalcoherence.We shall
arguethat our approach,unlike the conventionalCopenhageninterpretation,yields somedefinite
numericalcriteria to judgewhether (andto what extent) the quantum-mechanicalcoherenceis lost.
In this way, adoor will be open to investigatephysical situationsin which coherenceis partially
lost.

2.1. Experimentalfacts

We first discussthe wave nature, which is characterizedby the occurrenceof interference
phenomena.We describea wave with awavefunction w~or morepreciselyW(x,t),which depends
on the spacecoordinatex and the time variable t, andconsideran interferenceexperimentof the
Youngtype, in which aplanewave of wavelength2 illuminatesafencewith two openslits (fig. 1).
The theoreticaldescriptionof this experimenthingesupon two fundamentalpostulatesimposedon
the wave function:

(i) The total outgoingwave w behindthe slits is written as

W = Wa + Wi,, (2.2)

whereWa andW~arethe two wavesoriginatingfrom slits aandb, respectively.This is the so-called
superpositionprinciple.
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Fig. 1. Interferenceexperimentof theYoung type.

(ii) The intensityof the wave w is proportionalto WI2. This intensityrepresentsthe distribution
of aphysical quantity for a classical wave,but only the probability distribution for a quantum
“particle”, as will be discussedlater. The intensityobservedat the screenis proportionalto

1~= IWI~= IWaI2 + IW~I2+ 2Re(WW~)= Pa + ~b + 2Re(WW~), (2.3)
where we havedefinedP, = I w~I2~i = a,b. Notice the presenceof the characteristicinterference
term 2 Re (W Wb), which is responsiblefor the interferencepatternat the screen,as shownin fig. 1.

The mechanismof interferenceis commonamongall waves,classicalandquantum-mechanical.
The experimentalfact that quantum-mechanicalparticles,suchas photons,electrons,neutronsand
so on, possessthe wave naturewas first visualized by meansof interferenceexperimentsfor an
incident beamof considerablystrong intensity. The de Broglie relationsfor quantum-mechanical
particleswere alsoverified by interferenceexperiments.

The essentialdifferencebetweenthe quantum-mechanicalwave—particledualismandthe classical
wavenaturebecomesclear for abeamof very weak intensity.

Whenthe beamintensityis graduallyweakened,the interferencepatternfor quantum-mechanical
particlesbeginsto collapsein the way shownin fig. 2a, while the patternfor classicalwavesis kept
unaltered,althoughits height is continuouslyreduced.Eventually, if we observethe screenfor a
short elapseof time, only a singlespotappearson the screen,as in fig. 2a, for an extremelyweak
beam.This is the quantum-particlenature, in the sensethat one particle is never “captured” by
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Fig. 2. Theexperimentalperspectiveof thewave—particledualism: (a) Observationof theparticlenatureby weakeningthe
beamintensity (from thebottom to thetop). (b) Observationof the wavenature:Reproductionof the interferencepattern
by accumulatingmanysingle spots(from the bottom to the top).

two or more detectorsat the sametime. (Note that the screencanbe thoughtof as composedof
many small detectors.)In otherwords, the particlenature of quantum-mechanicalobjects never
manifestsitself in morethanoneplaceat a time: particlesareindivisible.

At first glance onemight think that the wave nature hasdisappearedin the aboveobservation
of a single spot, but the “particle” never “forgets” its wave nature, even in this case. In fact,
the accumulationof many single spots madeby many independentparticles will reproducethe
interferencepatternon the screen.This is pictorially shownin fig. 2b, in which the accumulated
distributionhasthe sameform as in the interferencein fig. 1. Note thatan incidentbeamof strong
intensitycan perform this accumulationprocessin avery short elapseof time.

We wish to emphasizethat the above is not to be viewed as a gedankenexperiment,but can
be observedby actual experiments:nowadays’technologyallows us to considerconcretephysical
situations in which particles are recorded,one by one, by a macroscopicexperimentalsetup
(detector).Thebeautifulphotographin fig. 3 clearlyshowsthewave—particledualismof theelectron
by meansof the accumulationof manysinglespots,correspondingto independentelectrons,in an
interferometryexperimentperformedby A. Tonomura.

Thewholebehaviorjust describedis the very experimentalcontentof the wave—particledualism.

2.2. Theprobabilistic interpretationand the wave-functioncollapse

As is well known, we can consistentlyunderstandthe above experimentalfacts by meansof
a purely probabilistic interpretationof the wave function: P — 1w (x, t) 2 is proportionalto the
probability of finding aparticleata space-pointx at time t, whenit is in astaterepresentedby W.
Underthis assumption,manyparticlescan arrive aroundthe peaksof P, becauseprobabilitiesare
high, but only afew particlescan reachits valleysbecauseprobabilitiesarelower.
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We arethus led to quantummechanics(wavemechanics),basedon the postulatesthat the wave
function w representingaparticlestatebe subjectto (i) the superpositionprinciple, and (ii) the
probabilisticinterpretation.In addition to these,we mustassume(iii) the Schrödingerequation

= (2.4)

as the dynamicalpostulateof wave mechanics.The Hamiltonian H~is a self-adjoint operator
governingthe dynamicalbehaviourof the object particleQ.

Supposewe find a particle at point X on the screen in the interferenceexperimentof fig. 1.
On the basisof the probabilistic interpretation,we can state that the particle state immediately
after the observationmustbe representedby a wave function Wx, distributedonly aroundX (for
simplicity, we suppressthe time variable t): the measurementhascausedthe following changeof
the wave function

W~Wx. (2.5)

We call thischangethe “wave-functioncollapse”by measurement.Onecan understandthe meaning
of this word by referringagainto fig. 1. This meansthat the probabilisticinterpretationinevitably
leadsus to the notion of wave-functioncollapseby measurement.

On the other hand, if we find the particleat X’ differentfrom X, thenthe correspondingwave-
functioncollapsebecomesw —~ Wx’. For the sameinitial statew~we do not knowwhich changewill
takeplace,whethervi —~ vix or vi —~ Wi’. Thismeansthat the wave-functioncollapseis not a causal
wave motion, continuouslyshrinking from vi to vix or Wx’, but is ratheran acausaland purely
probabilistic event. Quantummechanicsonly gives the probabilisticprediction that the probability
of finding eacheventis proportionalto lvi (X) 12 or lvi (X’ ) I~.

We should also remark that the wave-functioncollapsecannotbe describedby the Schrödinger
equation(2.4) which producesonly causalchanges.This gives rise to theseriousquestionwhether
quantummechanicsis anon self-containedtheory,becausethe measuringprocesson the screenin
fig. 1 cannotbe describedby quantummechanicsitself. This questionengendersa primitive form
of the so-calledmeasurementproblem:Can quantummechanicsdescribethe measuringprocess?
We will formulatethe measurementproblemin a more exactform later.

Another interesting(or ratherparadoxical)point in the detectionprocess(2.5) on the screen
is the fact that we havefound the particleonly at a space-pointX althoughthe wave function,
immediatelybefore the detection,spreadsover a macroscopicallywide region and interactswith
many fine detectorsdistributedon the screen.In this context we can say that the “interaction”
doesnot always yield the “event”. We shall see a similar behaviourof the wave function in the
caseof negative-resultmeasurements[14—161,as will be discussedin later sections.However, it is
not correctto think thatone fraction of the wave function interactswith a macroscopicapparatus
(or its local systems),independentlyof otherfractions,just like a classicalwave.This is oneof the
very confusingcharacteristicsof quantummechanics,namelythe appearanceof the “indivisibility”
of quantumsystemsin Bohr’s sense.In this context,it is usefulto refer to the Einstein—Bohrdebate
[17, 181. Most recently, however,neutron interferometryseemsto hint at a sort of reality of the
wave function, in somesense,as if it werepossibleto talk aboutthe interactionof one fraction of
the wave function with an apparatus,as will be discussedlater.

Finally let ustalk aboutthe quantum-mechanicalmeasurementprocedurein amoregeneralform,
apartfrom the aboveinterferenceexperimentof the Young-type. First of all, we must reformulate
the probabilisticinterpretationin sucha way that the probability of finding a staterepresentedby a
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wavefunction~ in astaterepresentedby vi is proportionalto I (~,vi) 12. Considerthe measurement
of an observableF on an objectparticleQ in anormalizedsuperposedstate

vi = >c,ut; c, = (u,,vi), ~lc~l2 = 1, (2.6)

where u
1 is a normalizedeigenstateof t relative to an eigenvalue2~,so that Fu, = 21u1, and

(u1,u3) = ô,,. The probabilisticinterpretationmeansthat the probability of finding the eigenvalue
2k (i.e. the correspondingeigenstateUk) in the measurementof F on astatevi is equalto lckl2, in
thefollowing sense:Forthe measurementwe haveto preparea probabilityensembleof N dynamical
systems,eachof which is describedby the samewavefunctionw~andthenperform an independent
measurementof F on eachsystem.Supposewefind 2k in Nk systems.Then, for sufficiently largeN,
Wk = Nk/N gives the probabilityof finding the kth eigenvalue.This is the definition of probability
given by the experimentalresults.For this measurement,quantummechanicstheoreticallypredicts
that lckl2 = Wk. The wave-functioncollapseis expressedin this caseas

W~Uk, (2.7)
similarly to eq. (2.5).The samekind of argumentsas aboveenforcesus to concludethat this is an
acausalandprobabilisticeventthat cannotbe describedby the Schrödingerequation(2.4). For the
measurementof the particlepositionon the screenin the caseof fig. 1, we canset, in eqs.(2.6) and
(2.7), i,k = X, U,,U,,, = ô(x — X) and Ci,Ck = vi(X), apartfrom a trivial factor. The description
of the wave-functioncollapseby eq. (2.5) or eq. (2.7) is very familiar to most physicists,but we
should observethat it is only a primitive andprovisional formalization. We shall give an exact
formulationof the wave-functioncollapsein later sections.

We repeatedlyremarkedthat the probabilistic interpretationof the wave function requires the
introductionof a probability ensemblein the afore-mentionedsense.In the interferenceexperiment
previously considered,the probability ensembleitself is brought in through the incident particle
beam. Rememberalso that a typical quantum-mechanicalmeasurementis usually performedby
meansof a very weak beamcarrying on the averageone particle in a finite elapseof time, and
in such a measurementwe obtain many independentsingle results.Quantummechanicsdoesnot
give usany predictionfor the result of eachsingle measurement,exceptin the very particularcase
in which the quantumsystemis preparedin an eigenstateof the observableto be measured,but
only predictsthe accumulateddistribution of many single results. This is a typical featureof any
conceivablequantum-mechanicalexperiment,that will be important in future discussionson the
measurementtheory.

2.3. Observationofthe particle path in an interferenceexperiment

Consideragainthe experimentschematizedin fig. 1. Now our interestis not focusedon the
observationof the interferencepattern (wave nature),but on the observationor determinationof
the particlepath: Which route doesthe “particle” go through,slit aor slit b? This meansthat we
aregoing to observethe particlenature,in the sensethatan indivisible particlecannotpassthrough
two slits at the sametime.

The simplest way to determinethe particlepath is to shut one of two slits, sayb (a). In this
casethe particle inevitably passesthrough slit a (b). Correspondingly.the branchwave Wb (via)
disappears,and the probability distribution on the screenbecomesproportionalto Pa (rb). The
resultantdistribution after the determinationof the particlepath is thereforeproportionalto

Pa + Pb, (2.8)
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which is asimplesumof the probabilitiesPaandP~,,representingmutuallyexclusiveevents.Observe
that the interferenceterm in eq. (2.3) hasdisappeared.

The next way of observing the particle pathis to place detectorsDa and Db at slits a and b,
respectively.If Da (Di,) generatesa signal, we know that the particlepassedthrough slit a (b). In
thiscase,the probabilisticinterpretationsuggestsusto concludethatthe wavefunction is distributed
only aroundthe exit of Da (Db), namelyaround slit a (b), immediately after the observation.
(Rememberthatwe areperformingthis experimentby making useof avery weakbeamthat sends
particles one by oneon the average.)This also suggestsus to concludethat vib (via) disappears
just like in the caseconsideredbefore,when slit b (a) was shut, and the wave-functioncollapse
associatedwith the observationof the particlepath is describedas w —~ via (vi vib).

In order to determinethe particlepath,we need not use two detectors,but can removeDi, and
leave only one detectorDa, for instance.The casein which Da and the particleemitter (located
below the figure) generatea coincidencesignal is the sameas above. The correspondingwave-
function collapseis then vi —~ via, in the sameway as before. In the anti-coincidencecaseof Da
(with no signal) andthe emitter (with a signal),weknowthat the particlehassurely passedthrough
slit b and the determinationof the particlepath is completed:the correspondingwave-function
collapseis thereforevi —~ vib, in the sameway as before.

The observationor determinationof the particlepath (which route the particlegoes through),
is a sort of yes—no experimentthat will be discussedas a typical measuringprocessin the next
section.

In every caseconsidered,the observationor determinationof the particle path results in the
distribution (2.8) on the screen,which is characterizedby the lack of the interferenceterm. This
meansthat if we observethe particlenature,we cannotseethe wave nature,characterizedby the
interferencepatternon the screen.On the otherhand,we know that if we removeall detectorsat
slitsa andb, thenthe interferencepatternon the screenis recovered.This meansthat if we observe
the wave nature,we cannotsee the particlenature. In other words, the wave andparticlenatures
aremutually complementaryin Bohr’s sense.

Against this conclusion,Einstein onceclaimedthat we could determinethe particlepathwithout
completelydestroyingthe interferencepattern,by proposinga gedankenexperimentsimilar to the
experimentconsideredabove. As is well known, Bohr counteredthis objectionwith aqualitative
discussionbasedon the uncertaintyprinciple,by provingthat the determinationof the particlepath
inevitably destroysthe interferencepattern.Most physicistshavebeenconsideringthis point along
Bohr’s line of thoughtfor a long time. Recently,however,WoottersandZurek [19], by applyingthe
quantumtheory of scattering,examinedwhetherthe observationof theparticlepath by meansof a
one-atomdetectordestroysthe interferencepatternor not. Their conclusionis that the probabilities
of passingthrough slits a andb are meaningfullydifferent from eachother (that is, the particle
pathcan be determinedin a probabilistic sense),but the interferencepatternis not completely
destroyed.One might think that their conclusionsupportedEinstein’s claim andnot Bohr’s. This
would not be correct: they have shownthat aone-atomdetectorwith a few degreesof freedomis
not sufficient to determinethe particlepath, but can only perform imperfect measurements.We
shall seelater that perfectmeasurementscanbe realizedby meansof a macroscopicdetectorwith
a huge numberof degreesof freedom.After this analysisZurek proposedthe environmenttheory
[20] (seealsosection6).

Summarizingalong Bohr’s line of thought, we concludethat if we place a perfect detectorat
a slit, we can surely observethe particle naturebut not the wave nature,and if we removethe
detector,we can surely see the wave naturebut not the particle nature.Placing or removingthe
detectoris to be ascribedto the arbitrary will of the observer.In other words, the phenomenon
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Fig. 4. Delayed-choiceexperiment.

of beinga “wave” or a “particle” appearsas if it were subject to the humanwill. This provoked
epistemologicalargumentsas to whetheraquantumphenomenonis objectiveor not. The proposal
of delayed-choiceexperimentssharplyattackedthis point.

2.4. Delayed-choiceexperiment

About ten yearsagoWheeler [211 proposedadelayed-choiceexperiment,throwing new light on
the wave—particledualism. Referto fig. 4, in whichwe havedenoteda half mirror with aslashed
circle anda perfectmirror with asimple slash.We sendlight pulses,one by one, to the first half
mirror M1, by a very weak light beam.A light pulsecontainslessthanone photonon the average.
Eachlight pulse is divided by M1 into two branchwaves, the first runningin channelA and the
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secondin channelB. The distancebetweenthe first half mirror and the perfect mirrors is much
longer than the size of the light pulse.

In the caseof fig. 4a, the two branchwavespassingthrough A and B are separatelyguidedto
detectorsDA and DB. Sinceonepulse containslessthanone photon, if DA (DB) detectsa photon,
DB (DA) doesnot. This is dueto the particleindivisibility: Onephotoncannotbe capturedby two
or more detectors.This experimentis nothingbut the observationof the particlenature.

In the caseof fig. 4b, a secondhalf mirror M2 is inserted,so that the two branchwavesare
superposedto yield two waves running toward DA and DB, respectively.A half mirror shifts
the phaseof the reflectedwave by ir/2 but does not modify the phaseof the transmittedwave.
Consequently,the wavegoing to DA vanishesanddoesnot generatea signal, becausethe two waves
coming from channelsA and B areout of phaseto eachother, while the wave going to DB does
not vanishandcanproducea signal, becausethe two wavescoming from channelsA andB arein
phase.This experimentcorrespondsto the observationof the wave nature.

The experimentschematizedby figs. 4a and 4b is a smart verification of the wave—particle
dualism. However, Wheeler’s purposewas not to observethe wave—particledualism itself, but
ratherto stressavery peculiarfeatureof quantum-mechanicalmeasurements.The observerhasto
makeone of the following two choicesaftera light pulse passedthroughthe first half mirror: The
first choice is “to insert” the secondhalf mirror M2, while the secondchoice is “to do nothing”.
Becausethe choice is madeonly later, this experimentis called a delayed-choiceexperiment.The
photonbehavesas a “wave” for the first choice, but behavesas a “particle” for the secondchoice.
The photondoesnot know, immediatelyafter passingthroughthe first half mirror, whetherit will
behaveas a “wave” or a “particle” later. The very phenomenonof beinga “wave” or a “particle”
is not definitebefore the detectorsdetectthe photon,andwill be determinedlateraccordingto the
observer’swish.

This experimentwas performedby Alley [22] and independentlyby Walther [23], and they
obtainedthe resultsWheelerexpected.Wheelerclaimedthereforethat thereare “no phenomena”
before “recording”.

If this statementwere excessivelyextended,after severallogical steps,one might considerthat
the universewas waiting for the appearanceof the humanbeingin orderto be recognized,because
the universeas a “phenomenon”should not existbefore the humanbeing observedand recorded
it. This aspectwould be an extremeform of the so-calledanthropicprinciple. The readershould
recall some ratherold philosophical argumentsabout the uncertaintyprinciple, in which some
physicistsandphilosophersconsideredthat the humansubjectcould govern the quantumworld.
Suchatrend hasoften appearedin discussionson the measurementproblem(see,for example,the
von Neumann—Wignerapproachin section6).

Wheeler’sstatementcanbejustified if we rigidly restrict the notion of “phenomenon”to “wave”
and “particle”. On the other hand,however,we can also considera quantum-mechanicalparticle
to be a “physical entity” endowedwith the wave andthe particlenatureas its two aspects.In this
context,Wheeler’schoiceof insertingthe secondhalf mirror or not is merely a techniqueenabling
us to pick up one of them. Wheeler’sstatementwould be the logical consequenceof a standpoint
engenderedby the classical view that “wave” and “particle” are independently(and exclusively)
connectedto “physicalentities”.Nevertheless,onemaysaythatthe conceptof “quantum-mechanical
entity” is not yet as clear as the classicalone. In this paperwe shall not enterinto this kind of
epistemologicalarguments.
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3. Setting-up the measurementproblem

3.1. “Yes—no” experiments

Most physicalmeasurementscan be decomposedinto a set of “yes—no” experiments,as will be
seen in a typical position or momentummeasurement.As an example,we considerthe position
measurementof a particleput in a box. If we divide the box in two parts, say A and B, then the
particleshouldexist exclusively in A or B. Let us call the eventthat the particleis found in A (B)
case“yes” (“no”). Cases“yes” and“no” are mutually exclusive.We startthe positionmeasurement
by observingthe particlein A or B: this is the first yes—no measurement.If we find the particle in
A, so thatthe case“yes” takesplace and the case“no” doesnot, we proceedto the secondyes—no
experiment,by dividing A into two smallerparts, sayA’ andA”. By repeatingthis proceduremany
times, we bring the particleinto a small region and then find it there.Eventually,we canmeasure
the particlepositionwith as highaccuracyas wewish. Observethat thedivision of the spatialregion
hasperformedthe spectraldecompositionstepfor a measurementof the particleposition. Notethat
eachdetectionprocessfollows thecorrespondingspectraldecomposition.Summarizing,the position
measurementis decomposedinto a set of many subsequentyes—no experiments;eachof them can
be divided into two successivesteps,namelythe spectraldecompositionand the detection.In this
casethe particlepositionis not alteredby the measuringprocedureitself. We often call such a case
a measurementof thefirst kind.

Let us now considera typical momentum measurementschematizedin fig. 5. In this figure,
the centralcircle shows a static uniform magnetic field that deflects an incoming particle by a
definiteanglewhich dependson the particlemomentum.Eachparticlecoming out of the magnetic
field is capturedby the detectorsD1, D2,..., D,,..., locatedon a remotecircle surroundingthe
magneticfield. The particlecapturedby the detectorD, hasan approximatelydefinitemomentum
value related to (and determinedby) the detector location. We can obtain a better accuracyfor
the momentummeasurementby choosinga largerradiusof the remotecircle anda largernumber
of detectors,and by improving at the sametime the uniformity of the magnetic field. This is a
typical expedientwhich enablesus to measurea microscopicquantitywith sufficient accuracyon
a macroscopicscale.

D,

// /
/

—~“ M

Fig. 5. A typical arrangementof experimentalinstrumentsfor a momentummeasurement.
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This typeof momentummeasurementis alsodivided into two successivesteps: The first is the
spectraldecompositionstepandthe secondthe detection.The spectraldecompositionis performed
by the static magneticfield. The location of one detectorcorrespondsexactlyto onedefinitevalue
of momentum(within a certain accuracy).The role of eachdetectoris only to generatea signal
for the eventthat aparticlearrivesat its location, but doesnot measuredirectly the value of the
momentumitself. The very “location” determinesthe momentumvalue in this arrangement.In
this context,eachdetectoris only performinga yes—noexperimentto ascertainwhetherthe particle
arrivesat its locationor not. Thuswe understandthat the momentummeasurementis decomposed
into a set of many parallel yes—no experiments;eachof them can be divided into two successive
steps,the spectraldecompositionandthe detection.

In this casethe particle momentumis changedby the measuringprocedureitself, i.e. by the
deflectiongiven by the magneticfield. We call suchacasea measurementof the secondkind.

For later convenience,we introduce the notion of non destructiveand destructive detectors
(rigorousdefinitionswill be given in section8). The formerneverdestroysobject particles,while
the latter destroysthem. Nowadays’ technologymakes available non destructivedetectorsonly
for chargedparticlesbut not for photonsandneutrons,that can be observedonly by meansof
absorptiontechniquesat destructivedetectors,although we can usethe quantumnon-demolition
techniquesrecentlydevelopedfor the detectionof photons.

On the basis of the previous arguments,let us henceforth exclusively consider a “yes—no”
experimentconsisting of two subsequentsteps,the spectral decompositionand the detection.
This doesnot imply any loss of generality.We shall show that the “wave-functioncollapse” by
measurementdoesnot occur at the spectraldecompositionstep,but at the detectionstep. As a
typical exampleof yes—noexperiment,one canconsideran apparatusof the Stern—Gerlachtype as
schematizedin fig. 6. The singleparticlesarebroughtinto the measuringapparatusone by one, by
a beamof very weak intensity, or in other words, the next particle comesinto the experimental
setup only after a measurementon the foregoingparticlehas takenplace, andhasbeen followed
by a certainrecoveryprocessof the apparatus.In the caseshown in fig. 6a, a particle is sentin
the measuringapparatusby an emitter E and its wave function is decomposedby adivider M
into w = vii + vi2, where vii and vi2 arethe two branchwaves running through the two spatially
separatedroutesI and II. We place two detectorsD~and D2 on route I and II, respectively.A
coincidencedetectionof E and D1 (D2) meansthat the particlehastakenroute I (II). The two
possibilitieswill be referredto as cases“yes” and “no”, respectively.

The routesI and II are spatially separated,anddesignedin such a way that they correspond
to two mutually exclusive measurement-propositions,Ti andP~,respectively.For instance,in a
Stern—Gerlachexperimentto measurethe particlespin o~,Pi (22) correspondsto spin up (down),
andvi~(W2) is the correspondingspin eigenfunction.In the caseof the determinationof theparticle
pathconsideredin section2.3, Pi (22) expressesthe fact that the particlegoesthroughslit a (b). A
measurementto observewhich propositionis true (

Ti or 22), is completedby the determinationof
the particlepath (I or II) andconsequently,the correspondingwave-functioncollapsetakesplace.

Supposethat Di andD
2 areideal non-destructivedetectorsperformingmeasurementsof the first

kind. According to the conventionalCopenhageninterpretation,we have to accept the following
transitionof the wave function (“wave-functioncollapse”):

vi —~ vii (vi2 disappears), (3.1)

if D1 clicks (caseyes),and

vi —~ vi2 (vii disappears), (3.2)
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Fig. 6. “Yes—no” experiments:(a) Ordinarytype. (b) Negative-result-measurementtype.

if D2 clicks (caseno), under the basic postulatethat the probabilitiesof finding casesyes and
no be proportional to P1 = vu

2 and P
2 = 1W21

2, respectively.Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are
sometimesacceptedas the “measurementpostulate”. This kind of behaviour,characterizedby the
disappearanceof onebranchwave,will be referredto as “naiveCopenhageninterpretation”,in this
paper.Notice that we are neglectingthe possibilityof absorptionand/orreflection at the detectors
D

1 and D2. Indeed,strictly speaking,eqs.(3.1) and (3.2) should be rewritten as vi —~ vi,’ = T1vi,
i = 1,2, with I T1~< 1. No generalityis lostwithin this approximation.

The process(3.1) or (3.2) is an acausaland probabilistic event and cannot be regardedas
any kind of wave motion in which vi is continuouslyshrinking into vii or vi2. It should also be
remarkedthat quantummechanicscan neverpredict the definite result of a single measurement
on onedynamic.~lsystemin asuperposedstate,but it givesonly a probabilisticprediction for the
accumulateddistributionof measuredvaluesobtainedby many independentsingle measurements
on manyindependentsystems,eachof which is describedby the samewave function. Hencethere
is no way of talking aboutthe measurementproblemexceptin termsof an accumulationof many
experimentalresults.

Essentiallythesameconclusionscanbedrawn in the caseof negative-resultmeasurements:Indeed,
considerthe casein fig. 6b. The detectorD2 is now absent,anda coincidencedetectionof E andD1
meansthat the particlehastakenroute I, while an anti-coincidencedetectionof E (with a signal)
and D1 (with no signal) meansthat it hastaken route II. The former possibility is againnamed
case“yes”, and the latter case“no”. The latter is sometimescalled negative-resultmeasurement,
andhasoften beenusedas a paradoxicalargument[15] againstthe ergodic-amplificationtheory
of quantummeasurements[16], that consideredthe wave-functioncollapsea direct consequence
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of the thermal irreversible processestaking place in the detectors(such as countertriggering),
becausethe correspondingwave-functioncollapseis realizedwithout resortto any actual thermal
irreversibleprocessesin D1. (We shall briefly explain the ergodic-amplificationtheory in section
6.5.) We should remarkthat the wave-functioncollapse (i.e. the determinationof the particlepath
to be II) is provoked,even in this case,by the interactionof vii with the constituentsof Di. In
otherwords, Wi interactswith Di anddoesnot disappearevenin a negative-resultmeasurement.
This is the only possible solution to this paradox.We must strictly distinguish the wave-function
collapseitself from the thermal irreversibleprocessin D1. The latter is only a secondaryprocess,
following the wave-functioncollapse,which is set in the apparatusin order to displaythe resultof
the measurement.“Triggering” and “no triggering” shouldbe regardedas waysofdisplayingon an
equalfooting. For details,see refs. [3,4].

Let usconcludeby discussingthe physicalcontentsof the measurementprocess.We havelearned,
through thenegative-result-measurementparadox,that the thermalirreversibleprocesseswhich are
set in the apparatusin order to displaythe resultof the measurementshouldbe strictly distinguished
from thevery wave-functioncollapseby measurement.

In most cases,as we haveseen in this subsection,a measurementprocesscan be decomposed
into two steps:The first yields the spectraldecompositionandthe secondthe detection.

In ourpaperwe shall restrictour attentionto a set of manyyes—no experiments,as schematized
in fig. 5 or fig. 6, in which the locationof eachdetectoror, alternatively,the particlepath,exactly
correspondsto adefinitevalueof the dynamicalquantity to be measured.In this caseeachdetector
hasonly to recordthe particlearrival, but neednot measurethe value of the dynamicalquantity,
becausethat value can be inferred from the detector’s location. (We shall see in the following
subsectionthat in the caseof fig. 6, for instance,the detectorhasonly to provoke decoherence
betweentwo branchwaves,becausesuchdecoherencewill yield a sumof probabilitiescorresponding
to the two particlepaths.)We understandthat the wave-functioncollapseshould takeplace at the
detectionstep,becausethe spectraldecompositionis usually a pure dynamical step,keepingthe
coherence.The wave-functioncollapseis asort of irreversibleprocessin the sensethat its reverse
processcannotbe realized,althoughthe very collapseis not identified with any kind of thermal
irreversibleprocess,such as acounterdischarge.

Ofcourse,the detectorshouldhavethe functionof generatinga signal, triggeredby the occurrence
of the wave-functioncollapse,or be endowedwith a physicalprocessdisplayingthe resultsof the
measurement.(The link betweenthe very wave-functioncollapseand the display processwill be
discussedin awhile.) In this context,we remark that the detectionprocessshould alsobe divided
into two subsequentprocesses;the first responsiblefor the very wave-functioncollapseand the
second— which is a dynamicalor irreversible process(such as the motion of a pointer or the
dischargeof a counter)driven or triggeredby the wave-functioncollapse— displayingthe resultsof
the measurement.In conclusion,summarizing,the wholemeasurementprocessis, strictly speaking,
composedof threesteps;the first for the spectraldecomposition,the secondfor the wave-function
collapse and the third for display. Throughoutthis paper, we shall exclusively consider,as an
importantstandard,the measurementprocessas divided into such threesteps (althoughthereare
someexceptions).In this context the detectoris consideredto be a devicewhich containsboth a
“dephaser”anda “displayer”. We are,of course,mainly interestedin its function as a “dephaser”.

We considerthe secondstep, i.e. the wave-functioncollapse,to be the most essentialpart of a
quantummeasurement.The displayprocessis only a secondaryprocess,following the wave-function
collapse,eventhough its presenceis absolutelynecessaryin order that the equipmentcanwork as
a measuringapparatus.In otherwords, the displayprocessshouldbe consideredas separatedfrom
the very wave-functioncollapse.
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Thispoint will beclarified by someexamplesto beanalyzedin detail in thefollowing: for instance,
for the rigid mirror model (section7.1), we shall showthat the wave-functioncollapsetakesplace
independentlyof the motion of the “pointer” position, i.e. of the centerof masscoordinateof the
mirror-wagonsystem,eventhoughthe motion of the latter is governedby the measuredvalueof the
observableinvestigated.In the caseof the emulsionmodel (section7.2), wherethe wave-function
collapsetakesplacebecauseof the interactionof the objectparticlewith a few smallbut macroscopic
AgBr grains, the display processis given by the chemical developmentof the emulsion, that the
observercanperformwith an arbitrarytimedelay,after the real experiment.Hereweclearly realize
that the display processis manifestlyseparatedfrom the wave-functioncollapse.

Another examplemay comefrom a cosmic-rayparticlemaking a trace inside a mountainrock
or ameteorite.The trace canbe visualizedby a naturalchemicalreaction taking place for a long
time, or by an artificial etching after the passageof the particle (severalhundredthousandyears
later, for example).Theseexamplesdo signify that the display processcan be separatedfrom the
wave-functioncollapse,which is the essentialpart of the measurement.

3.2. Thephysicalorigin ofthe lossofcoherence

In orderto examinethe physicaleffect of thedetector,let usintroducethe “two-step” experiment,
in which the two branch waves are recombinedin the secondstep following the first yes—no
experiment,like in fig. 7. For simplicity, let us set our mind on the Young-typeexperiment,in fig.
7a (we can perform a similar experimentby usinga deviceof the neutron interferometrytype as
in fig. 7b — seesection9.1). In this case,bothbranchwavesare forwardedto small slits in order
to maketwo sphericalwavestravellingtowardsthe screen.Eachparticlemakesa single spoton the
screen,andcan be observedtherewith aprobability distribution proportionalto

lvii + vi2I2 = Pi + P
2 + 2Re(vi~vi2), (3.3)

in which for simplicity we haveusedthe samenotations,vii and vi2, for the sphericalwavesas for
the original branchwaves.As explainedin connectionwith figs. 2 and 3, we can obtain aparticle
distribution proportionalto (3.3) on the screen,if we accumulatemany spots, oneafter another,
correspondingto manyparticlesbroughtinto theexperimentalsetupby a stationarybeam.The last
addendumin the r.h.s. is the interferenceterm and reflects the coherencebetweenthe two branch
waves.

The naiveCopenhageninterpretationenforcesus to acceptthatoneof the branchwavesactually
disappearsin eachmeasurement.The disappearanceresultsin the erasingof the interfeTenceterm
in eachmeasure1ment,by which the probability distribution (3.3) becomes

~i + “2~ (3.4)

As was mentionedabove,however,quantummechanicsnevergivesusadefinite answerfor the
resultof asinglemeasurementon one system(with the exceptionof the specialcaseto be described
in section3.4), so thatno onecanknow (in general)whethera branchwavedoesindeeddisappear
or not in a singlemeasurement.In this sense,the problemof the disappearanceof one of the branch
wavesin a measurementis not liable to experimentalcheck, andceasesto be a genuinescientific
problem.

The first implication is thatwecanobserve(3.3) and (3.4) only on the accumulateddistribution
over many particles.Consequently,andwith some importantremarksto be given in section 3.4,
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Fig. 7. Observationof thephysicaleffectsof adetectorin a yes—noexperiment:(a) Young-type.(b) Neutron-interferometry
type.

we cansaythat the “wave-functioncollapse”is to be formulatednot in termsof disappearanceof
branchwavesin a single measurement,but ratherfor the accumulateddistribution as follows:

> Re(çt’~t~)= 0. (3.5)
accumulated

For this reason,we think that the notion of “wave-functioncollapse”shouldbe formulatedin terms
of eq. (3.5) (or equivalently,eq. (3.4)) insteadof eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). This canbe realizedif the
detectorgives,for the ensembleof accumulatedparticles,a randomsequenceof phaseshiftsbetween
thetwo branchwavesin an experimentalrun. Underthisnotion of wave-functioncollapse,therefore,
we do not require a branchwave to disappearin a single measurement,but assumeinstead that
bothbranchwavesare still “alive” after the interactionwith the detector.The essentialingredient
to obtain (3.5) is not the disappearanceof onebranchwavebut the decoherencebetweenthe two
branchwaves.In otherwords,aperfectdetectoris an apparatusthat yields (3.5) by provokinga
perfectdecoherencebetweenthe two branchwaves. By observingthat (3.4), obtainedby erasing
the interferenceterm, is asumof probabilitiesof finding one of two mutually exclusiveevents,we
caneasily understandthe natural result, usuallyreferredto as “wave-functioncollapse”,that once
we havefound oneevent, anothereventshould neveroccur. This is the sameresult obtainedby
the naive Copenhageninterpretation.In this context, one may saythat, in our case,the notion of
wave-functioncollapsestill remains,but within awider frameworkthanthe Copenhagenone.
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In the abovediscussion,we havetalkedaboutthe interactionof the wavefunction or oneof its
branchwaves with an apparatus.Rigorouslyspeaking,however, the interactionshould take place
between“particle” andapparatus.Eventhe interactionof only onebranchwavewith the apparatus
doessignify the interactionof the whole “particle” with it, in Bohr’s senseof indivisibility. In this
context,it is incorrectto considerthat the wave function, or oneof its branchwaves,interactswith
the apparatuslike a classicalwave.Thiswas alreadystressedin section2.2.

We haveoften met some misleadingdiscussionin which the spectraldecompositionitself is
identified with the very measurementprocess.Note thatour wave function collapseto yield (3.4)
or (3.5) takesplaceat the detectionstepbut not at thespectraldecomposition.The latter is only a
preparatorystepof the wholemeasurement,in which the phasecorrelationbetweenthe two branch
wavesis almost fully kept. We shalldiscussthis point againin section6.2.

It is, of course, true that the naive Copenhageninterpretation can work well as a simple
calculationalrule for quantummechanicalexpectationvalues,but we know that it leadssometimes
to strangebehaviorof thewave function, such as theretrogressivedisappearanceof abranchwave
in a space-timeregion. Furthermore,if we rely upon the idea of disappearance,we can hardly
understandthe negative-resultmeasurement,as was briefly mentionedaboveand in refs. [3,4],
as well as someof the neutroninterferometryexperiments,as was discussedin refs. [4, 11, 13],
andthe mesoscopicphenomenaincluding partial collapseof the wave function,as will be discussed
later.

As an additionalreasonagainstthe disappearanceof the branchwaves,let usintroducea different
kind of gedankenexperiment,in the following way. Supposethat instead of Di we place,in route
I, equipmentcontrolledby aparametere; the equipmentis an emptybox if e = 0 but becomesa
perfectdetectorfor e = 1, througha sequenceof intermediatesteps,in which e changescontinuously
from 0 to 1. As an example,one can considere to be proportionalto the density of material in
the detector. In the casec = 0, of course,we have full coherencebetweentwo branchwaves.But
what happensfor any finite value of c, smaller than unity? It is natural to considerthat the two
branchwavesdo not disappearandkeepthe phasecorrelation,at leastup to acertainextent,even
thoughthe modulusand the phaseof Wi are modified by the interactionwith the constituentsof
the equipment.On the other hand, we can designthe equipmentso as to generatea signal for
certainarbitraryvaluesof e smallerthanunity, through anappropriatephysicalprocess.In this case
we are performingan imperfectmeasurement,which yields apartial collapseof the wave function,
becausethe interferenceterm,thoughreduced,is still nonvanishing.In an imperfectmeasurement,
the two branchwavesdo not disappear,but only losepartiallytheir relativephasecorrelation(their
coherence).Even when ~ is close to 1, we cannotaccept that one branchwave disappearsin an
imperfect measurement.Why mustwe acceptthe disappearanceonly in the limit e = 1? We must
not andneednot accept it. What actually happensin this limit is only the total dephasingor the
completedecoherencebetweenthe two branchwaves,andthis is enoughto yield the wave-function
collapse,given by eqs. (3.4) or (3.5). Argumentsin supportof this idea will be given in sections
3.4 and4.2.

We infer that the postulateof the disappearanceof a branchwave in a single measurementis
unnecessary,and that it is compulsoryto searchfor alternativephysicalexplanationslike the one
we propose.As we shall see,our approachhas alsothe advantageof beingliable to experimental
check:the naiveCopenhageninterpretationis not. It would beinterestingto inventsuchequipment
controlledby the parametere. This is a proposalfor experimentalists.

The previousdiscussionimplies that the sameequipmentcanwork well as ameasuringapparatus
in somecasesbut simply acts as a phaseshifter or an absorberin othercases,dependingon the
conditionsspecifiedby parameterslike the above-mentionede. We shall reconsiderthis situation
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in detail when performing numericalsimulationsfor a detector,modelledwith a Dirac comb of
complexpotentials.

The physical processin an imperfect measurementis essentiallysimilar to those observedin
mesoscopicphenomena[7]. We havealso analyzedthe samekind of phenomenonin the neutron
interferenceexperimentswith an absorber[13].

The reasonwhy we havea random sequenceof phasedifferencesbetweenthe branchwavesin
an experimentalrun is that different incoming particleswill interact with the detectorsystemor
with someof its local systems(with ahuge numberof degreesof freedom)in different microscopic
statesand will then undergodifferent phaseshifts, becausethe internal motion of the detector
systemwill changeits microscopicstateduringeach intermediatetime intervalbetweensubsequent
measurementson differentparticles.The wholeensembleofthe microscopicstatesof the detectoror
of its local systemsrelevantto an experimentalrun cannotbe representedwithin the frameworkof
a singleHilbert space,so that we are inevitably led to a direct sumof manyHilbert spacesfor their
representation[3,4]. This is the reasonwhy our theory is called the “many-Hilbert-spacetheory”.
In the limit of infinite numberof degreesof freedom,our wave-functioncollapseis describedby
a continuoussuperselectionrule [3—5],whosemathematicalformulationwill be given in termsof
densitymatricesin section5.

One may say that a possible origin of the randomsequenceof phasedifferencesbetweenthe
branchwaves is the “quantum chaos”taking place in the detector.Somedynamical systemswith
a few constituentscan yield a chaotic stateunder certainconditions [24]. However, if we want
to usethe ergodic theoremor the Riemann—Lebesguelemma (see section4.2, and in particular
eqs. (4.19) and (4.33)) in order to derive the wave-functioncollapse,we should require a huge
numberof degreesof freedomfor the detector.At any rate, the problem of how small andwhat
kind of systemyielding quantumchaoscanproducethe wave-functioncollapseis very interesting.
This (andthe quantumchaositself) is an open problem.

3.3. Formulation ofthe problem

Let us setnow thebasisfor our discussion.In section2.2 we consideredthe measurementof an
observableF on aquantum-mechanicalsystemQ in asuperposedstate(2.6),andwe provisionally
wrote the wave-functioncollapseby measurementas in eq. (2.7). We know that eq. (2.7) doesnot
thoroughly describethe wave-functioncollapseby measurement,namelythe measurementprocess
as an acausaland purely probabilisticevent.A completeexpressionfor the wave-functioncollapse
was given by von Neumannas

= Ivi~)(w~I= ~>cjcIu,)(ujI —~ P~= ~Icd2~, (3.6)
if k

where~ = luk)(ukl,andthe subscriptsI andF referto the initial andfinal states,respectively.This
expressiondescribeswell a processin which all the phasecorrelationsamongdifferent eigenstates
are erased,so that we canobtain asum of exclusiveprobabilitiesof finding eacheigenstate,along
the line of thoughtroughly sketchedin the previoussubsections.

However,eq. (3.6) is still not satisfactory,becausethis descriptionmaylead to contradictionsin
somecases.By considering,for example,the casec

1 = c2 = l/v’~,correspondingto a dichotomic
observableP, we get

= lvi~)(vi~l-~ = + ~). (3.7)
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On the otherhand,by definingu~= (uu ±u2 )/v~,we easilyobtain

~3~—+,b~=P’e~= ~$ +~9), (3.8)

where~ = lu+)(u±l.Now observethat eq. (3.7) describesa measurementof the observableE,
while eq. (3.8) describesa measurementof anotheroperatorG, with eigenstatesu~.In general,
[F, O] ~ 0, so that one is led to the conclusionthat eq. (3.6) describesthe incompatiblemea-
surementsof two uncommutableobservablesat the sametime. This contradictionwas pointedout
to us by Watanabe[25], and is deeply rooted into the well-known phenomenonof non-unique
decomposabilityof mixed states [26], which can alsobe usedto point out that some (statistical)
interpretationsconcerningthe behaviorof EPR-correlatedparticles [17] leadto inconsistencies.

In order to circumventthis contradiction,we must modify the expression (3.6) for the wave-
functioncollapse,by introducingthe statesof the apparatussystemA in the following way

~tot = pQ®ciA = ~ = ~Ickl
2~(k),®~(k)1 (3.9)

if k

where ,~totis the densitymatrix of the total systemQ + A, ~f’standsfor the initial densitymatrix
of the apparatus,~F(k)t for the final Q-statecorrespondingto the kth eigenstate,and&(k)t for the
final A-density matrix, displayingthe kth eigenvalueof P. The subscriptt (time variable) in this
equationdenotesthe free temporalevolution of systemsQ andA without anyinteractionbetween
them. In particular,0F(k)t describessecondaryprocessessuchas counterdischargephenomena.The
inconsistencypointedout by Watanabedoesnot occuranymore,dueto the presenceof the A-states

Incidentally, since the statesof A mustbe explicitly includedinto the descriptionof quantum
measurementsin order to avoid the afore-mentionedinconstistencies,one may say that quantum
mechanics,unlike classical physics, is not consistentwith naive realism. Indeed, we neednot
explicitly introduceanyapparatusvariablesor statesin order to discussthe measurementproblem
in classicalphysics.

Observethat the wave-functioncollapseby measurementmust be written as a transitionprocess
of the total densitymatrix from ~0t, which includesoff-diagonalcomponents,to ~E’~?,i,which hasno
off-diagonalpart. Henceforth,we shall usethe expressions“diagonal” and “off-diagonal” parts of
the densitymatrix, referring only to the eigenstatesu, of systemQ. We shouldremarkagainthatan
orthogonaldecompositionof the total wave function doesnot necessarilyimply the wave-function
collapse.This point will be repeatedlydiscussedin this paper.We stressoncemorethat eq. (3.9)
is the final goalof our quantumtheoryof measurement.(If onewishesto obtainthe wave-function
collapse in a primitive form, such as eq. (2.7) or eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), as a localization process
of the wave function for a single measurement,onehas inevitably to modify the fundamental
dynamicsof quantummechanics.Seethe discussionin section6.8.)

We arethereforeled to the exactformulationof the measurementproblemin the following way:
Canwe derive the process(3.9) by applying quantummechanicsto the total systemQ + A? This
problemwill be solvedin sections4 and 5.

In the following, in order to simplify the notation,we shall suppressthe caretto denoteabstract
operators.
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3.4. Observationof a singlesystem

We haveemphasizedthe statisticalnatureof quantummeasurementsin sections2 and 3.1—3.3,
but this descriptionmay lead somereadersto the hastyconclusionthat the presenttheory cannot
be appliedto the observationof a singledynamicalsystemlike, for instance,a singleatom [27,28].
We stressthat the presenttheory canbe appliedto sucha case.

An individual (wave-function collapse) event is sometimeswritten as in eq. (2.7) (or eqs.
(3.1) and (3.2) in the caseof a yes—no experiment).However, eq. (2.7) doesnot describethe
probability of finding this event. We stressthat the exact descriptionof the whole wave-function
collapseschemeshould explicitly contain the probability of finding a single event. In this sense,
the simplistic eq. (2.7) is in our opinion imperfect and too primitive. In order to include the
above-mentionedprobability into our analysis,we have to useeq. (3.6), which was originally
introducedby von Neumann.However, eq. (3.6) is still not satisfactorydue to the lack of the
apparatusstates,asdiscussedbefore andafter eqs. (3.7) and (3.8). We are then led to eq. (3.9),
for the exhaustivedescriptionof the wave-functioncollapse,and we considerthis to be the final
goalof the measurementproblem.

Equation (3.9) is a sum of probabilitiesrepresentingmutually exclusive events.Therefore,we
knowthat onceoneeventhasoccurred,the othereventsnevertake place.This is, in our opinion,
the most natural form of wave-function collapse. However, in order to observeexperimentally
this type of transition (yielding a sum of probabilitieswithout interferenceterms), we haveto
accumulatemany independentexperimentalresults. In this sensewe can say that the notion of
wave-functioncollapse,as an acausalandprobabilistic event, is fully statistical. (Note that, even
in thespecialcasein which the objectparticleis in an eigenstateof the observableto be measured,
we needto perform suchan accumulation,as will be discussedin this subsection.)

Notice alsothat, by ameasurement,the observerusuallyplansto extractthe maximuminforma-
tion (with respectto the observableF) aboutthe original statew~andthis mustbe given through
an accumulationprocessfinally yielding eq. (3.9).

The aim of our theory will be to obtain eq. (3.9) as a dephasingprocess,without resortingto
eqs. (3.1) or (3.2), that is, without resorting to the assumptionof disappearanceof one branch
wave in the caseof a yes—no experiment.It is worth stressingthat what we do not want to accept
is not the individual eventbut ratherthis disappearancein the naive Copenhageninterpretation,
as in eqs. (3.1) or (3.2), which seemsto us unnatural.This is the starting point of our approach.

Observealsothat we do not call for drastic modificationsof quantummechanics:measurement
theory is sometimesformulatedso as to derive the sameresultas the Copenhageninterpretation,
namely,thewave-functioncollapsefor individualevents.We arevery skepticalaboutthispossibility.
Suchameasurementtheorywouldgo beyondthe presentrangeof quantummechanics.The above-
mentioneddesirecould be realizedonly by adrasticchangeof quantumtheory.We do not want to
try to realizemodificationsof this kind in our approach,andwe are (in fact, we mustbe) satisfied
by obtaininga sum of probabilities,as in eq. (3.9), within the presentframework of quantum
mechanics.

On the otherhand,our theorycan reasonablyexplainthe observationof a singlemicroscopicor
macroscopicsystem: In order to discussthis problem, it is convenientto refer to the interference
experimentof theYoung-typeshownin fig. 1. In this experiment,we canobservethe wave—particle
natureof aquantum-mechanical“particle” on the accumulateddistribution of many independent
spotsproducedby many particles sent to the screenthrough a particlebeam.On the otherhand,
we know that we canextract,from the experiment,a significant informationaboutthe slit system,
viewed as a single system. In other words, in this experiment, we are performing a structure
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observationof a single slit system.Of course,the slit is only schematicand ideal. In fact, the
slit systemis a crystal, and then the experimentbecomesan experimentalanalysisof the crystal
structure. In refs. [27,28], this slit system (or the crystal)was successfullyreplacedwith a single
atom,yet the authorsusedaphotonbeamcomposedof manyphotonsandthenaccumulatedmany
responsescoming out theatom, in order to obtainapictureof the singleatom.Our theorycanalso
dealwith such an experimentwithout any essentialmodifications.

The statistical natureof the presenttheory is basedon the fact that quantummechanicscan
nevergive adefinitepredictionfor asinglemeasurementon a singlesystem,but canonly predicta
definite result on theaccumulateddistributiongivenby many independentexperimentsperformed
on many dynamical systems,each of which is describedby the samewave function. However,
as was repeatedlyremarked,this fundamentalnatureof quantummechanicsdoesnot excludethe
specialcasein which we havea definiteresult in a singleexperimentwheneachdynamicalsystemis
in an eigenstateof the observableto be measured.Ofcourse,our theory cantackle this case.In this
case,the expectedstatisticalfluctuationsbecomeextremelysmallon the accumulateddistribution,
or equivalently, one is able to make a definite prediction for a single eventbecausedifferent
measurementswill alwaysyield the sameresult. We neednot repeatthe experimentandaccumulate
the resultsof manyexperiments,as far as we knowthat the objectsystemis in an eigenstateof the
observableto be measured.However,if we do not know this fact, we haveto repeatthe experiment
andaccumulatemanyresults,in order to infer that the systemis in an eigenstateof the measured
observable.

In this context, it is interestingto discussthe observationof a classical system, where it is
sometimesthought that we neednot provide an ensembleof many classicalsystems,becausethe
object itself is just a singlesystem.In suchacase,we haveto identify the classicalsystemwith the
afore-mentionedsingleatom,andwe usuallymakeuseof light composedof manyphotonsin order
to analyzeits structure.Moreto this, we shouldpay attentionto the fact that a classicalsystemis
represented,on a macroscopicscale,by a few macroscopicdynamicalobservablesfor which we can
neglectthe quantum-mechanicalrestrictionscomingfrom the uncertaintyprinciple. In otherwords,
the systemis considered(with sufficient accuracyon a macroscopicscale)to be approximatelyin
a simultaneouseigenstateof the dynamicalobservables.Thus, the statisticalfluctuationsbecome
very small,on amacroscopicscale,on the accumulateddistributionexpectedby our theory.

For thesereasons,our theorycan be appliedto the observationof singlesystemsboth quantum-
mechanicalandclassical.

As for the statisticalinterpretationof the quantummeasurementproblem,we know that there
havebeenmany attempts,in the past, in order to circumvent the impossibility to describethe
outcomesof single events,and to explain the wave-functioncollapse in the naive Copenhagen
picture (see, for example, refs. [29, 30]). In thesecases,the authorstry to describeindividual
quantum-mechanicalevents.Observethat thesetheoriesgo beyond quantummechanics,either by
modifyingit in someessentialway, or by “completing” it via the introductionof (nonlocal)hidden
parameters.In anycase,theseapproacheslie outsidequantumtheory.

We wish to stressthat our point of view is completelydifferent. Our approachneverattempts
to describeindividual events,but ratherendeavoursto derive the collapse of the wave function
for the accumulationof manysingleevents.The collapse,andmore generallythe loss of quantum
coherence,is obtainedonly for the accumulateddistribution of many individual events.However,
the mathematicalform of eq. (3.9) itself expressesa sum of probabilitiesof mutually exclusive
events,andtells us thatonceoneeventoccurs,all othereventsnevertakeplace.This is our notion
of wave-functioncollapse. It is impossible,and indeed it makesno sensewhatsoever,in the MHS
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approach,to talk aboutcollapseof the wave function for single events.This point has beenand
will be repeatedlyemphasizedin our paper.

4. Decoherenceparameter for the wave-function collapse

4.1. Generaldefinition

Following the line of thoughtoutlined in the previoussections,we shall now recasta “yes—no”
experimentin termsof many-Hilbert-spacequantitiesandshallseethatwhenthe MHS structureof
the detectoris takeninto account,it is possibleto definean orderparameter,thathasbeennamed
decoherenceparameter,in termsof which a precisequantitativedefinition of wave-functioncollapse
can be given. In the following discussion,we shallusethe word “particle” to define a SchrOdinger
wavefunction relative to a singledetectionevent.

As emphasizedin section3, we can regard the detectoras a dephaser,which is responsiblefor
the wave-functioncollapse.Let us thereforestartour heuristicargumentsby discussingthe possible
effectsprovokedon the particlewave function by adephaser(an imperfect dephaser,in general),
thussuppressingthe apparatus(dephaser)states.

In a typical “yes—no” experiment an incoming “particle” is split in two states vii and vi2,

correspondingto the two possibleroutesin the interferometer.We place a macroscopicapparatus
(a “detector”) alongthe secondpath,so that the relativewave functionwill be modified according
to

W2—~TW2, (4.1)

whereT is the apparatus’s“transmissioncoefficient”. In eq. (4.1) wehavesuppressedthe apparatus
stateonly for the sakeof simplicity, andon the basisof heuristicarguments,althoughthe effects
derivingfrom the presenceof the apparatusareproperly takeninto accountthrough T.

We havealreadyarguedthat the final goal of the measurementproblemis eq. (3.9),written in
termsofQ andA states:In section5, weshall formulateandsolve in all generalitythe measurement
problemby making useof densitymatricesfor both the Q andA states.We shall now investigate
under which conditionsthe apparatusbehavesas a “dephaser”,namely an object that is ableto
destroythe coherencebetweenthe two branchwaves of the objectparticle. The sensein which
a “detector” is also a “dephaser”will be clarified in sections5.1 and 5.2, wherethe occurrence
of randomphaseswill be displayed,and is one of the most importantcharacteristicsof the MHS
approach.The total wave functionof the Q-particlewill be

vi = vii + Tvi2, (4.2)

andthe intensityafter recombination

wi
2 = lvii + Tw

21
2 = IviiI2 + lTI2lw

2I
2 + 2Re(vij’Tvi2). (4.3)

So far, the MHS structureof the apparatushasbeencompletelyneglected.In orderto takeit into
account,let usstartby observingthat eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) holdfor everysingle incoming“particle”.
Let us thereforelabel the incoming“particle” with j (j = 1,.. . , N~,whereN~is the total number
of particlesin an experimentalrun), and rewritethe transmissioncoefficient as

T—*T
3, j= l,...,N~. (4.4)
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This reflects a fundamentalpropertyof our approach:every incomingparticle is describedby the
sum of the samebranchwaves vi = Wi + vi2, immediatelybefore interactingwith the apparatus
(“detector”). But after the interaction,the apparatustransmissioncoefficient T will dependon
the particular apparatusstateat the very instantof the passageof the particle. Sincethe apparatus
is subject to random fluctuations (which reflect the internal motion of its elementaryquantum
constituentsand its MHS structure),the samemacroscopicstateof the apparatuswill correspond
to many different microscopicstates.Consequently,different incoming particleswill be affected
differently by the interactionwith the apparatus,andwill be describedby slightly different values
of T. Accordingly, eq. (4.3) becomes

lvi~~~l2= Wi + ~/vi2l2 = IWuI2 + 1Tfl2lvi2l2 + 2Re(vi~T~vi
2). (4.5)

If we definep(i) = lvi~~~I
2as the probability of detectingthe jth particleafterrecombination,then,

after many particleshavebeendetected,the averageprobability will be given by

N

9

= >pW = 1viu1
2 +lTI2lvi

2I
2 + 2Re(~~Tvi

2), (4.6)
~ j=i

wherewe havedefinedthe averagetransmissionprobability

N9

~=~~~lTjl2, (4.7)

~ f=i

andthe averagetransmissioncoefficient

N9

~ (4.8)

Notethat, in general,

l~l2 ~ (4.9)

Moreover,from eq. (4.6),anecessaryandsufficient conditionfor observingno interference(wave-
function collapse) is

= 0 or equivalently I~I2 = 0. (4.10)

We understandnow in which sensetheapparatusactsas a“dephaser”,by destroyingthe coherence
betweenthe Q-particle’sbranchwaves.

The meaningof theseconsiderationsis bestdisclosedif we rewrite eq. (4.9) as

l~l2 = 712(1 —e), (4.11)

wherewe havedefined

e = I — l71
2/1T12, (4.12)

that is a parameterfor which the conditions0 ~ ~ 1 are easily seento hold. Notice that for
TI2 ~ 0 (nonvanishingtransmissionprobability) the casese = 1 and T = 0 are completely
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equivalent:the latter is, by eq. (4.10), the condition for a total loss of coherencebetweenthe two
branchwaves:in sucha case,dephasingis complete.

Equation(4.6) can now be rewritten as

= lviui~+ TVlvi2l2 + 2~/~i~/i11i~Re(vi~e’~vi2), (4.13)

wherewe havewritten ~J= l~le’~.The meaningof our proposedapproachshouldnow be evident:
in eq. (4.13), the interferenceterm containsthe new factor v’i~~,which is absentif the MHS
structure of the apparatusis not taken into account,namely, if its statistical fluctuations are
neglected.We stressalso that it is possible to have c = 1 irrespectivelyof lTl2 and, vice versa,

I TI2 = 0 irrespectivelyof c. The caseof vanishingtransmissionprobability, I TI2 = 0, has indeed
nothingto do with the wave-functioncollapse.Thispoint is very importantandwill be clarifiedin
section8.

Rememberthat the standardquantum-mechanicalformula for the intensityat the screen (eq.
(4.3)) is written in termsof thetransmissionprobability t = IT!2 as

= lvii 12 + tlw
2l

2 + 2’JiRe(vi~e’~W2) (4.14)

with T = ITIe’~.This is recoveredfrom eq. (4.13) in the limitc = 0, provided we redefine the
transmissionprobability in the presenceof fluctuationsas I = 1T12. Observethat

t = ~ (4.15)

is the experimentallymeasuredvaluefor thetransmissionprobability,andis necessarilyastatistically
definedquantity.

On the other hand, from eqs. (4.l0)—(4.13), we find that interferenceis lost, andhencethe
wave-functioncollapsetakesplace,in the limit e = 1. For this reason,e will be nameddecoherence
parameter.The condition

= 1 (4.16)

is adefinite numericalcriterion for the wave-functioncollapse.
The previousresultscanbe castinto a compactform by defining the visibility of the interference

pattern

V (PmaxPmin)/(Pmax+Pmin). (4.17)

From eq. (4.13), oneeasily obtains

VMH5 = V
0~(l—e) = 2~t(l—e)/(l + t), (4.18)

where V0 = 2\ü/(l + t) is the standardvalue, obtainedby eq. (4.14). Once againwe see that
coherencebetweenthe two branchwaves is totally lost for c = 1, in which casethe visibility is
zero.

It is worth stressingthatthis approachincorporatesin a naturalway thepossibilityof investigating
those situations in which coherenceis partially lost or, stateddifferently, the wave function is
partially collapsed.Theseintermediatecasescorrespondto the values0 < e < 1. The parametere
is in fact an orderparameterfor the wave-functioncollapse.
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In this subsectionwe haveregardedthe (detection)apparatusas a dephaser,namely an object
that, interactingwith the Q-system,destroysits coherence.Sincethe A-stateshavebeensuppressed,
in the above analysis, the apparatusdoes not explicitly show trace of the interaction with the
Q-system.One might thusbe led to conjecturethat a “dephaser”anda “detector” are completely
different objects.The oppositeconclusionwill be put forward in section5, whereit will be shown
thatadetectormustbehaveas adephaser,in orderto perform quantummeasurements.

4.2. Ergodic assumption

We can throw new light over the meaningof the aboveformulae if we formulate an ergodic
hypothesis:the averageovermany particlesgoing through the detectionsystem (denotedhitherto
with abar) will be assumedequalto thestatisticalensembleaverageover all the possibledetector’s
microstates.If we denotethe latter with (...) ourassumptionreads

= ~...> (4.19)

We shall comebackto this point many timesduring the following discussion.
Someremarkson eq. (4.19) are necessary.In classicalphysics,we usuallyformulatethe ergodic

theoremin sucha way thatthe long-timeaverageof an observablecan be replacedwith an ensemble
averageon the phasespace,eventhoughthisis not so easyto provemathematically.Thedescription
of the ergodicassumptionis clearin classicalphysics,while we do not exactlyknowwhat the ergodic
theoremis in quantumphysics.

As was alreadyexplainedin section4.1, if we faithfully follow an experimentalrun in a quantum
measurementor the observationof an interferencephenomenon,we meet manydifferent detector
systemsor many different local systems,particleby particle, andobtainthe experimentalresultby
accumulatingmany independentevents (as shownin fig. 3). For this reason,we considerthat the
averageover j (the eventnumber),that representsthe above-mentionedaccumulationof events,
is in fact an averageover the detectorsystemin spaceandtime, andthereforewe call eq. (4.19)
ergodicassumption.

Theaverageoverj provokesthe useof adirect sumof manyHilbert spaces.Someonemay think
thatthis procedurehasbrought an additionalnew rule into quantummechanics.As was mentioned
above,however, this is just a naturalconsequenceof our careful attemptat following the actual
experimentalprocedure,anddoesnot imply any kind of alterationof quantummechanics.

We developedourmeasurementtheory towardthe final goal (3.9),andwe shallattainsuchagoal
in section5, by eqs. (5.9) and (5.25), with the help of an averagingor coarse-grainingprocedure
basedon ourergodicassumption(4.19). We stressagainthat the wave-functioncollapsetakesplace
as a consequenceof the interaction of the object sysytem with some local system,but not with
all the constituentsof the detector.The bar-averagein the l.h.s. of eq. (4.19) is takenover many
local systemsof the detector,which interact with the object particlesbelongingto the probability
ensemblerepresentedby the incidentbeam.On the otherhand,a singleobject-particlewavepacket,
in an individual event,will meetmany localsystemsduring its passageinsidethe detector,because
the macroscopicdetectorsystemcontainsa huge number of local systems.Taking this fact into
account,we are naturally led to another (somewhatdifferent) kind of ergodic assumption:the
averageover the local systemscan be equatedto the above-mentionedbar-average.Note that in
this caseN~standsfor the numberof relevant local systemsin the detector.Thus we canuseeq.
(4.19)for the passageof a singlewavepacketinsidethe detector,whosenatureis macroscopic,and
thenobtaineq. (3.9) for the individual event.On thisbasis,andin this ergodicsense,we cantalk
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about the statisticaland individual wave-functioncollapsesby meansof the sameformula (3.9).
However, one should rememberthat we needto perform the accumulationof many experimental
resultsin orderto observeexperimentally(3.9) itself.

Observethat the aboveergodicassumptionmakessenseonly if N~,the totalnumberof particles
in an experimentalrun, or the numberof relevantlocal systemsinsidethe detector,is very large. In
turn, this clearlycalls for a statisticalinterpretationof thewave-functioncollapseandis oneof the
main characteristicsof the presentapproachwe proposeto the quantummeasurementproblem.

In the following sections,startingboth from generalargumentsandfrom concreteexamples,we
shall seethata randomsequenceof transmissioncoefficientsT1, for which T = 0, or alternatively

= 1, can be obtainedfor a detectorwith a huge numberof degreesof freedom. On the other
hand, the sensein which the aboverelation is true for a sequenceof randomnumbersis easily
evincedby the following argument:By eq. (4.8), onegets

N9
1 ,~ 1 ~ 1 ~

I — ‘i’k — I] + 7~3 ‘i
1k~

~ f,k=i ~‘ j=i ~‘ j~k

If the sequenceof complexnumbersT~is indeedcompletelyrandom,which in turn is equivalent
to the conditionfor the wave-functioncollapse,thenone has~j’�k T~T 0, so that

N
9

1112 ~~IT~I2 = HTV (4.21)
P j=i

By eq. (4.12), one obtains

= 1 —iTl
2/ITP~1— l/N~. (4.22)

Therefore,there appearto be two distinct criteria for the completeloss of quantum-mechanical
coherence.Firstly, oneneedsa “good” detector,characterizedby a huge numberof degreesof
freedom, that is, by a huge numberof local systems (this is a necessary,but by no meansa
sufficient condition, as we shall see). Secondly,one must perform the experimentmany times
(N~>> 1), in order to be able to ascertainwhetherthe quantum-mechanicalcoherenceis lost. If
the latter requirementis not satisfied, in generalone may not be able to give an operationally
meaningfuldefinition of (lossof) coherence,as shownby eq. (4.22) above.

In mostcases,whenweusethe aboveergodicassumptionfor practicalcalculations,we encounter
a functional dependenceof a certain quantity G on an appropriateset of randomvariables,say

= { ~i, ~2~... }‘ which representthe fluctuating componentsof structuralconstantssuch as the
elementaryconstituents’positions or their relativespacings,and of collision parameterssuch as
potential strengthsand other possibleparameters.We are interestedin the averageof G over ~.

Strictly speaking,thesevariablesmustbegovernedby somefundamentaldynamics.Fora dynamical
systemwith a hugenumberof degreesof freedom,however,we canreplacethe dynamicallaw with
a statistical one. In somecases,for example,we can assumea Gaussianprobability distribution
function W(~)for ~j, irrespectivelyof the detailsof the internal motions.Thereforewe can write
down the above-mentionedstatisticalaveragein thefollowing way:

(G) = [G(~)w(~)d~~w.G, (4.23)
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wheredi~= ~ dii,,, N is the numberof degreesof freedomof alocal systemof the apparatusA,
andW(~)is aprobabilitydistributionfunctionsubjectto the normalizationconditionf W(i~)di~=
1. We will oftenusethe symbolW. in the following. For GaussianW’s, we canusethe well-known
Gaussianreductionformula.

As will be discussedin section5, the elementaryinteractionof a quantumobject particlewith a
local systemof A is describedby the unitary S-matrix (for definition, seeeq. (5.2)). The quantum
theory of scatteringtells us that the generalstructureof the S-matrix for collision processeswith a
target of finite size is

S = e’0S’e’° (4.24)

in the channel representation[31, 3, 4], where 5’ is responsiblefor possible channel-couplings
including the reductionof the transmissionprobability, and8 is a diagonalmatrix representingthe
main part of the phaseshift, and is proportionalto someparametercharacterizingthe size of the
target, like for instanceN, the numberof elementaryconstituentsof the target. Supposethat the
experimentis performedwith a stationarybeamof quantumobject particles, as seen in previous
sections.As weshall see in many solvabledetectormodelsin section7, the diagonalelementof 9
(especiallyin the elasticchannel)is generallywritten as

8 = —~
1K~a~, (4.25)

where,c~‘s are constants(generally complex numberswith negativeimaginary parts) depending
on the collision dynamics,anda~‘s are spacingsamongdifferentconstituents.Let us momentarily
considerN fixed; we will take its fluctuationsinto accountin section5.3.

By assuming,for the sakeof simplicity, ic,, ‘s to haveno fluctuations,wedivide a,, into its average
and fluctuation componentas follows

a,, = a0 + q,,; (,j,,) = 0, (4.26)

where (...) is a statisticalaverage,andthen write 8 as

9 = —Ni~(a0+ I~’), (4.27)

where

~ ~ (4.28)

Since ,~,,‘sare randomvariablesdistributed aroundzero andN is very large, ~ is alsoa random
variabledistributedaroundzeroand its probability distribution W(~)becomesGaussianin virtue
of the central limit theorem:

W(~)= exp(—~
2/2(~2))/~/2ir(~2), (4.29)

wherethe meansquaredeviation(~2)is given by

(~2)= (i~a)2,c2/Ni~2,~ ~ , (4.30)
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andwe assumed

= (~a)2ö,,,,’. (4.31)

We requiredi~and ,c2 to havedefinite valuesfor very large N. In the aboveformulaeAa and a
0

areof the orderof the atomic or molecularsize. Observethat ~ is distributedin a limited region.
We canthereforerewrite the afore-mentionedstatisticalaverageof a quantityG(a,...) as follows

(G) = fd~W(~)((G(~,...)))W~G, (4.32)

where ((. ..)) standsfor a statisticalaverageover the microstatesof the local systems,when ~ is
kept fixed, andwe haveusedthe samenotation as in eq. (4.23) in the far r.h.s.

In section 5, during our discussionon the measurementprocess,we shall often deal with
expressionsof the type exp( —i ~ ic,, ii,, ) G(c,...) containing a phase shift of the previously
mentionedkind. Their statistical averageswill vanish in the infinite-N limit in virtue of the
Riemann—Lebesguelemma:

~L~W.e’~G = iimfd~~W(~)eiNKC((G)) = 0. (4.33)

We shall often perform manipulationsof this kind later, in order to derive the wave-function
collapse.

Observethat eq. (4.33) is true if i? = const. and W(~)is distributedin a finite region around
zero. However, if ic,,‘s have fluctuation parts, their effectsmust be takeninto account.This will
actually be donein the numericalsimulation in Section8.

In order to obtain eq. (4.33), we havefirst fixed N, andthentakenthe N —~ oc limit. However,
we shouldremarkthat eq. (4.33) doesnot alwayshold if Na0 or N(M)

2 arekept finite asN goes
to infinity. We shall considersucha casein section5.3, togetherwith possiblefluctuationsof N.

We can roughly estimatethe valueof the aboveintegralfor finite N by

Je 1~W(~)d~= exp[_NK2(Aa)2] (4.34)

wherewe assumed1? and~c2real, for simplicity. Sincethe averagedinterferenceterm (proportional
to 1’i) includesan integralofthis knd, we can concludethat the wave-functioncollapsetakesplace
for NK2 (Aa)2>> 1, but not for N,c2 (Aa )2 ~ 1, and that we obtain an imperfect measurementfor
the intermediatevalues.In this way, we canobtaina roughestimateof the decoherenceparameter

= 1 _exp[_NK2(~a)2]. (4.35)

5. Density-matrixdescriptionof measurementprocessesandits mathematicalbackground

We shallnow developa rigorousformulationof our approachto the measurementproblem.Our
final goal is eq. (3.9), describedin terms of densitymatrices, in which the final stateof the total
systemis characterizedby the lack of off-diagonalcomponents.In orderto do this, wemustdescribe
the wholeQ + A systemquantummechanically.Thiswas not donein the previoussections,in which
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we dealt only with the statesof the Q-particle,although the effects deriving from the interaction
with the apparatuswereproperly takeninto accountthroughthe transmissioncoefficient. We shall
now clarify the reasonwhy a detectionsystemmust provoke completedephasing,by yielding a
random phaseafter the interactionwith the objectparticle. Let us thereforereformulatethe whole
problemby discussinghow macroscopicsystemscan be describedandhow we usethe statistical
averagesintroducedat the endof section4.

The presenttheory, which is formulated in this section in terms of density matrices and is
characterizedby the decoherenceparameter,is different from other theoreticalapproachesto the
measurementproblemformalizedvia a dephasingprocess[32,20].

5.1. Double-slitcase

We will first considerthe casein which a Q systemis split into two states,correspondingto two
possible routesin the apparatus,in a yes—no experiment.We shall place a detectorD along the
secondpath,anddenotethe D-stateswith D This is the simplestcaseof measuringapparatus,and
will allow us to makea useful comparisonwith the generalformulaegiven in later sections.

The densitymatrix correspondingto the decompositionvi —~ vii + vi2 can be written explicitly as

~I Ivi~XwiI. (5.1)
k,1= 1,2

Following the discussionin section4, we add the subscriptj to all the relevant quantitiesin the
measurementprocess,and take the averageof the total densitymatrix over j, becausethe j-th
particle in an experimentalrun will meetthe detectorin a (micro)statedescribedby Pf~(~)andwill
undergoatransitiondescribedby the S-matrix S(~).Hereafter,in order to describethe elementary
interaction of Q with D (or, in general,with its local systems),we usethe (unitary) S-matrix
definedby

e_uhItth ~ e iHot/h
5 (5.2)

where H and H0 are respectively the total and free Hamiltoniansof system Q + A. Hence,
the accumulateddistribution on the screen,during an experimentalrun, is describedby the Q-
componentof the asymptoticdensitymatrix ~tFc~tgiven by

~—~e iHt/h~~2®pJ(f)e’ ~ ~ = ~ ~, (5.3)

p ~ k,1=I,2

where
N~

= ~— ~e_hhb0t/hS(f){Ivik)(vi/I ® pJ(f)}S~J)e01. (5.4)
~f=i

As mentionedin section4, we can replacethe averageover j with the statisticalensembleaverage
over all the possibledetector’smicrostates,on the basisof the ergodichypothesis(4.19). If we can
calculatethe ensembleaverageby meansof eq. (4.23), or equivalently eq. (4.32), we can rewrite
~k1

Ft

= W e~hbot/hS{IWk)(vi,I® p?}5teuhbOt/~ (5.5)
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Taking into accountthe fact that the interaction takes place only betweenvi2 and D, we can
write

S{Ivi)(viil ® p~D}5’f= Iviu)(viul ® so?. stIvi2)(w2I ® = 1vi2F)(vi2Fl ®

S{IWi)(vi21 ® p?}S~ = Iviu)(vi2FI ® (p?S~),S{Ivi2XviuI ® p?}S~ = IW2F)(viil 0 (Sp?),
(5.6)

where ivi2F), (vi2Fl and p~standfor the correspondingfinal states.On the other hand, we know
that the generalstructureof the S-matrix is expressedby eq. (4.24) andthe phaseshift is given by
eq. (4.25).

Here we restrictour attentionto asimple caseconsistingof two channels,“with” and“without”
the objectparticle (in order to include the simplestcaseof destructivedetector),so that I vi2F) can
be written as

Ivi2F) = T1vi2> +T’IO);
T = e

2’°~’(vi2IS’Ivi2), T’ = ei(Odi+OmncI)(OIS!Ivi
2), (5.7)

where I vi2) and 10) (both normalizedto 1) standfor 1-particle and0-particle states,respectively.
Note that T is just the samecoefficientgiven in eq. (4.2) (aparteventuallyfrom a trivial factor),
and that T’ is written in termsof (OIS’1vi2) (I(OIS’1vi2)1

2 beingthe absorptionprobability). Notice
also that T’ includes the samephaseshift as T (8e1), plus anotherone (8inei). By recalling the
argumentsat theendof section4.2, the elastic part of the phaseshift is written as

= -Ni~(ao+ ~). (5.8)

Ofcourse,we haveto addthe subscriptj to all the relevantquantitiesin eqs. (5.6)—(5.8),and then
takethe averagesofS~in (5.4) over j. Sincefor largevaluesof N the phaseshift 9ei can become
completelyrandom,the condition T 0 can be obtained.We can also estimatethe decoherence
parametere by eq. (4.35). Alternatively, we can also computethe averageW~in eq. (4.32). By
virtue of eqs. (5.8) and (4.33).we immediatelyobtainthe result T = W~T = 0 in the infinite N
limit.

Thisclarifies the link betweenabonafide detectorandadephaser.The connectionis profound:
An S-matrix analysisof the detectionprocessbrings up the presenceof a phasethat becomes
completelyrandomin the macroscopiclimit. The presenceof sucha phaseis unavoidable’~In other
words, detection implies dephasing.It is impossibleto conceive,in the approachwe propose,a
detectorthatdoesnot actasadephaser.We shall comebackto this point lateron. —

We can easily understandthat under essentiallythe sameconditionsyielding T ~ 0, T’ also
vanishes,ande ~ 1. Thus,all theoff-diagonalandcross-correlatedcomponents(with respectto the
routesandthe channels)in eqs. (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) vanishunder the condition c~ 1, because
they are proportional to 7 and/or T’, while all the diagonal andauto-correlatedonesare kept
nonvanishingbecausethey dependonly on TI2 and/or IT’12. We infer that dephasingis present
evenin the caseof a destructivedetector.The samediscussioncan be applied to the “emulsion”
case,to be investigatedin section7.2, if weidentify I vi2) and 10) with the boundandthe dissociated
stateof the AgBr molecule,respectively.

Thus we obtainour measurementprocessfrom eq. (5.3),under the condition~ = 1, as

~tot~°° ~tot — ii ~‘22
~ — ‘-‘Ft + Ft’
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where

~ui~Q D ~22_~Q D
‘-‘Ft — ‘bit 0 a11, ‘-‘Ft — “2Ft ® ~Ft’

with

~2~e it1hIvik)(vikIei~~oQt~ (k = 1,2),

e iH~t/#iIvi)(viIeiH~t/h (5.11)

and

w. ~ aY~ w . eh/~p~euhbo°h1h. (5.12)

Here, according to the argumentsgiven in section4.2, we have replacedthe upper bar (average
over I) with W~.Equation(5.9) is an explicit expressionfor the wave-functioncollapse,which is
characterizedby the lack of the off-diagonal components,andis formalizedaccordingto eq. (3.9),
aswas to be expected.

We should also remark that the wholeanalysisis performedwith onedetectorD placedalong
the secondpath,so that this equationexactly describesthe wave-functioncollapsein the caseof
negative-resultmeasurements.We stressagainthat, as a consequenceof the interaction,dephasing
is presentevenin this case.Our theory hasthereforebroken through the barrier of the negative-
result-measurementparadox.

It is also interestingto rewrite explicitly eq. (5.9) for the two types of detector,non-destructive
and destructive.Foran ideal non-destructivedetector,eq. (5.9) becomes

~,iOt ~ ~ = ® aj~’+ ® + 0(1 - ~‘j
2), (5.13)

with Ti2 ~ 1. On the otherhand, for an ideal destructivedetectorwe obtain

~Ot 1~2~~ = ® aj~+ (1 — TP)IO)(OI ® cr~+ 0(1712), (5.14)

with 1712 0. Note that in (5.13) and (5.14) we haveneglectedthe possibility of reflectionat D,
andhaveassumedthat IT’12 = 1 — 1T12.

Finally we should remarkthat the secondaryprocesses,such ascountertriggering, following the
wave function collapse,are describedin (5.13) and (5.14) throughthe time-evolutionof a~.

Let usconcludeby clarifying the differencesandanalogiesbetweena “detector” anda “dephaser”.
Obviously the tWo conceptsmust be distinguished,becausethe quantumstate of a dephaseris
suppressed,while adetectoris, by definition, a quantumobjectwhosestatesbecomeentangled,as
a consequenceof the interaction,with the statesof the objectparticle.

However, from a generalstandpoint,we have seenat the end of section 3.2 that the display
process(which is the last stepof a measurement)can be separatedfrom the two formersteps,so
that the detector is simply actingas adephaserduring the first two steps.Therefore,in general,
the word “dephaser”can be replacedwith “detector”, at least in connectionwith the discussionon
the dephasingprocessyielding the wave-functioncollapse.From this point of view, we haveno
physicalreasonto discriminatethe physicalprocessinsidethe detector(consideredas adephaser),
at the first two stepsof the measurementprocess,from the usual interferencephenomena(do not
forget that theabovediscussionis valid in a limited case,in the above-mentionedrestrictedsense).
This is the reasonwhy we startedour heuristicargumentsfrom eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). Our aim is
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to discuss,by meansof the orderparameterc, a commonandunified basis for the discussionof a
wide classof situations,rangingfrom measurementprocessesto interferencephenomena.

Moreover, and independentlyfrom the above arguments,we think that there should exist no
clear-cutdistinction, as aphysicalprocess,betweena humanobserver’smeasurementandanatural
process(where, by “natural”, we meansomethingtaking place in Nature, independentlyof the
presenceof sentientbeings). This is a reflection of our philosophicalposition. The humanwill
should be reflectedin the designandthe way of setting-upthe whole apparatusaccomplishingthe
abovethreesteps,andthe humanactivity is thus simply limited to the readingof theexperimental
results.

For the sake of clarity we notice, however, that we do not plan to discussthe measurement
processby making useonly of this kind of arguments,andwe do not discardthe apparatusstates.
As emphasizedin section 3 and in this section,the participationof the apparatusstatesin the
descriptionof the measurementprocessis very important.

5.2. Thegeneralcase

The extensionof the previousformulaeto thegeneralcaseis straightforward.Let us considerthe

state vie, introducedin eq. (3.6), after the spectraldecompositionhastakenplace

vii~= (~ciui) Pect~alvi~= ~c
1u1q~,, (5.15)

where4 is theinitial wavepacketofthe Q particle,and~ is theseparatedwavepacketcorresponding
to the ith eigenvalueof the observableto be measured.Thecorrespondingdensitymatrix is written
as

= Ivi~)(vi~I= ~Ic1i
2~~(i)+ ~ctcfli)(kI, (5.16)

i i~k

where Ii) = Iu~~,)and ~Q(i) = Ii)(il. Considernow an apparatusA, madeup of severaldifferent
detectorsplacedin the different routes(correspondingto differenteigenvalues)after the spectral
decompositionundergoneby the Qsystem,andaddthe subscriptj, that labelsthe incomingparticle
in an experimentalrun, to all the relevantquantities.Here we should stressthat the interaction
betweenQ and every local system is always fully quantummechanical:we shall just apply the
dynamicalscatteringtheory to the systemsunder investigation,as was already discussedin the
precedingsubsection.In particular,notethat the unitarity of the S-matrix will neverbe destroyed.
Thus we areled to the following expressionfor the measurementprocess:

N
9

E~ott~ = e IHot/hS(f){p~0 pI(f)}SL)eot. (5.17)
~ f=i

As mentionedin the previoussubsection,we replacethe averageover j with an integralof the type
(4.32), so that

~tot t—+cx .E~= w . e~hb0t1hS{p?0 p~A}SteuhbOt/h (5.18)

Our aim is to showthat the final stateis given by the expression

~‘tOt = ~IckI
2~(k)l®a~(k)1 , (5.19)
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whereaF(k)
1 standsfor the final densitymatrix of the apparatusdisplayingthe kth eigenvalueof F

(seeeq. (3.9)).
The prove is straightforward:set W = fi, W, andp~’= ®, p~,correspondingto the presenceof

manydetectors,p~’beingthe initial densitymatrix of detectorD~placedin the routecorresponding
to the ith eigenvalue.Write (5.18) as

—tot V’ 2 -.kk V’ * —ki
Ft = ~ ck ~Ft + j~CkC/~F,~

k k~l

where

= flw, .e_i~~0h/hSI~c)(kI®k~ oflp~’ Stei~~0t/4, (5.21)
I i~k )

and

= fi W~.~ . . e jHot/~5 I k)(lI®p~ ®pD! ® ~ pA SteIHOh/4 (5.22)
s~k,I (, I I s~k,l )

We know that the generalstructureof the S-matrix in the channelrepresentationis given by eq.
(4.24), in which the phaseshift matrix

8k~thataccountsfor the interactionwith the kth detector,
hasdiagonalelementsof the form (4.25)—(4.27),i.e. 8k = —Nki4~k.The quantitiesNk, ~k and
1~k,relativeto detectorDk, areof the samekind as thoseappearedin the precedingsubsectionand
in section4.

Notice that in eq. (5.21) the S-matrixbringsin an interactiononly betweenthe statesconnected
by a dashedline, yielding the phasefactors exp(iøk) for the pair (1k), pr), and its complex
conjugatefor the pair (<kI, pr). On the contrary, in eq. (5.22), we have exp(iøk) for the pair

(ik),p~)andexp(—iø,) for the pair ((lI,p~’) (with k ~ 1), andsoon. The averagingprocedure
W~thenyields the integrals

[fd~k W(~k)e’øke’~k...] (5.23)

in eq. (5.21), and

[fdCk W(Ck)e’~”~...]{JdC,w(e iN!K!C!...] (524)

in eq. (5.22). Obviously, the phasefactorscancel in eq. (5.23),but do not in eq. (5.24). Conse-
quently, the diagonalcomponents~ survive, while the off-diagonal onesvanish, in the infinite
Nk,Nl limit, becauseof eq. (4.33). A rough estimateof the decoherenceparameterc for the
wave-functioncollapse,in the generalcase,is given againby eq. (4.35).

We thereforeobtain our measurementprocess

= ~IckI2~(k)l®a~k),®HaI~’, (5.25)

k i�k
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where~F(k)t is the final free densitymatrix for Q, anda~k)lrepresentsthe final densitymatrix of
detectorDk. Note that

W.S[Ik)(kI0p~]St=~0a

Equation(5.25) hasthe sameform as eq. (5.19) or eq. (3.9), with the final densitymatrix of the
apparatusA given by UF(k)t = CF(k)t 0 Hi~kaj~’.Ourprove is complete.

Once again,we should repeatthat the secondaryprocesses,such as countertriggerin~,following
the wave-functioncollapse,are describedin eq. (5.25) throughthe time-evolutionof

Finally, we needto makea commenton the fact that the exact wave-functioncollapsecan be
realizedonly in the infinite-N limit. This situation is somewhatsimilar to the oneencountered
in the theory of phasetransitions,in which, rigorously speaking,the phasetransitionitself occurs
only in the limit of infinite degreesof freedom.This implies that we can performonly imperfect
measurementsby meansof measuringapparatawith finite degreesof freedom. In this sense,the
wave-functioncollapseby measurementis a sort of asymptoticphenomenonsimilar to a phase
transition. In practice,however, the infinite-N limit is not strictly necessaryin order to showthe
loss of quantum-mechanicalcoherence(i.e. the wave-functioncollapse):This will be shownin a
numericalsimulation (seesection8), and is reminiscentof many numericalsimulationson phase
transitions.In this contextwe stressthat the wave-functioncollapsecan be practically realizedby
meansof measuringapparatawith sufficiently largeN.

On the other hand, we should remark that we can constructa macroscopicequipmentwhich
possessesvery large N but doesnot alwaysprovoke a loss of quantummechanicalcoherence:A
good exampleis a phaseshifter in neutroninterferometry.We canunderstandthis situationif we
keep~ ,c,,a,,/i~in eq. (4.25) and N,c2(M)2 in eq. (4.34) finite (for simplicity, we suppress
the suffix i labelling the detector),eventhough N goesto infinity, so that the Riemann—Lebesgue
lemma (eq. (4.33)) cannotbe applied to the statisticalaverage.In this caseit is convenientto
introducea sort of scaletransformationfrom the microscopicvariable~ ic,,a,,/~,with discrete
N, to a continuousmacroscopicvariable (like a length) in the infinite N limit. We shalldiscuss
this problemin the nextsubsection.

At any rate, the decoherenceparameter, introducedin section4, can alwaysjudge whetheran
equipmentcan be usedas a good detector,or simply as apure phaseshifter, or as an apparatus
performingimperfect measurements.

5.3. Descriptionofmacroscopicapparata

Let us now considerpossiblefluctuationsof N aroundN
0, with width ~N. In this casewe have

to introducean additional averagingprocedureover N into the statisticalaverage (4.23) in the
ergodictheorem(4.19), in the following way:

W.Gm ~ WN((G))N; ((G))p.r = Jdc W(C)((G)) , (5.26)
Nd (N04N)

where I(N0, iNN) is a setof possiblevaluesof N, with averageN0 andstandarddeviationL~N,and
WN arestatisticalweights(~N Wp..r = 1). Define adiscretelengthvariable by

IN i~’~ica , (5.27)
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and take its average

(iN) = N0a0, (5.28)

andits meansquaredeviation

((&N)
2) = (L~N)2a~+ No(i~a)2,c2/~?2. (5.29)

Theseequationsgive us the ratio

= (i~sN)2/N~+ (K2/Noi?2)(~a)2/a~. (5.30)

Thus we can replacethe discrete quantity IN with a continuousparameterI, if we perform a
micro—macroscaletransformationand regardthe aboveratio as avanishingly small quantity. In
correspondenceto the scaletransformation,the aboveaveragingprocedurebecomes

W.G = fdl W(l)((G))(l), (5.31)

where W(l) and ((G))(l) are the transformedquantitiesof WN and ((G))N, respectively,by the
scaletransformation.SinceN is very large,we cansafely usethe Gaussiandistribution for W(I)

W(l) = exp[—(l — lo)2/2CAi)2]/~
1,/22r(~i)2, (5.32)

where1~= (I) is given by the limit of N0a0 for N0 —* cx and a0 —~ 0, keepingtheir product finite.
Rememberthat the continuousparametercanbe usedevenfor fixed N, in the infinite N limit.

Moreover, every local systemhasa finite size, that is very small on a macroscopicscale,but very
large on a microscopicone. The scaletransformationaccompaniedby the integrationwith weight
W (I) is regardedas acoarse-grainingprocedurebridging the gapbetweenthe two different levels
of description.As continuousmacroscopicparameter,we can choosenot only the above length
variable,but alsovolume,electriccurrent or magneticflux, dependingon the physicalproblem.

Keeping these considerationsin mind, let us discussthe density matrix representationof a
macroscopicapparatus.A macroscopicapparatusconsistsof a huge numberof local systems.An
interactionbetweenQ andA may be thoughtof as involving an ensembleof local systemsof the
apparatusA, becausethe quantumobjectparticlesin an experimentalrun will meetdifferent local
systems,particleby particle,as wasemphasizedin section3. Different local systemsarecharacterized
by different internal motionswith differentdynamicalvariablesandstructuralparameters,such as
particle numbers,energies,densitiesand so on. Therefore, the whole apparatussystemcannotbe
describedwithin a singleHilbert space,but mustbe representedwith adirect sumof manyHilbert
spaces.This is a repetitionof ourgeneralidea.

We startby observingthat, as mentionedabove, the local systemsof A, beingstill macroscopic
and open systems,have no definite energyor particle number.This is a generalcharacteristic,
becausethe above quantitiescannot be precisely determined,during a period of time which is
long enoughfor ameasurementto take place,but much shorterthanPoincaré’srecurrencetime.
Therefore,we candescribethe local systemsof the apparatusA by the following densitymatrix

A IL’ A A ,,.N~ Ni,,..N

p = rrNpN, PN = ‘i’,, /W,, \‘~‘,, , 5.
NEI(N0AN) fl
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where WN and I(N0,~N) were defined in eq. (5.26), b,~”is the nth eigenstateof the N-particle
systemHamiltonian HN, and w~’is the Boltzmann factor for the nth state. The density matrix pA
representsalocal equilibrium statewhich dependson a local temperatureandotherthermodynam-
ical variables.

If we apply the afore-mentionedscaletransformationto this expressionfor the densitymatrix,
we obtain

aAEW.pA = fdl W(l)((pA))(l), (5.34)

where ((pA))(l) is the density matrix of a local system of A characterized by a sharp size 1. The
quantity a~kis just the density matrix averaged over many events pertaining to the same macroscopic
experimentalconditions.This is the mathematicaldescriptionof a macroscopicapparatus.

All expressionsleadingto the wave-functioncollapsecan be rewrittenby makinguseof the present
averagingprocedureW., introducedin eqs. (5.31) and (5.34). The off-diagonalcomponentsof the
total densitymatrix are roughly estimatedby

fdle iIclw(l) = exp[—~
2(i~l)2]. (5.35)

Consequently,the wave-functioncollapsewill takeplace whenthe condition
~2(~l)2 >> 1 (5.36)

is met. On the contrary, if
~2(~l)2 << 1 (5.37)

no wave-function collapse occurs. These are just the criteria already given by Machida and Namiki

[3]. In this case the decoherenceparameter defined in section 4 becomes

~ 1 —exp[—i?2(&)2] . (5.38)

If we choose W(I) = ö(I — 10) in the above formulae, the off-diagonal components of the density
matrix do not vanish anymore, and the decoherenceparameterbecomese = 0. Therefore, the
wave-functioncollapsedoesnot take place.The above choicemeansthat we havetakena single
Hilbert space,that is, we havejust gone back to the hypothesesof the Wignertheorem,as will be
explainedin section6.5.

The descriptionintroducedin eq. (5.34) reflects the macroscopicityof the apparatusA. One is
led to wonder whetheran independentand completelynew postulateis introduced in quantum
mechanicsvia eq. (5.34). This is a somewhatdelicatepoint: Indeed,even thougheq. (5.34) is
absentin the Copenhagenformulation, it hasalways beenimplicitly acceptedin a broad variety
of applicationof quantummechanics,such as solid statephysics. In this sense,the assumption
(5.34) is not “new”, in that it incorporatesapoint of view that is bothsensiblefor physicistsand
widespreadin practicalapplicationsof quantummechanics.

5.4. Thesuperselection-rulespace

As a representationof operatorobservables,a “large” Hilbert spaceis describedby the following
direct sum of “small” Hilbert spaces:

(5.39)
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where ~.t~ is a smooth function of a continuous parameter~.We can, for instance, identify
the subscripts 1, 2,... with the particle numbers N and the continuous parameter ~ with the size
parameter I introduced in the previous subsection.

In this large Hilbert space the states of the system can be written as

vivii+vi2.fdIL(Ovi(~)~ (5.40)

and their inner product is given by

(~,vi) = ~(~z,vii) + Jd~i(~)(~),vi(~)). (5.41)

The observables on the “large” space are formally represented by

Fvi =FuviueF2vi2+...+Jd)F(~)vi(~)~ (5.42)

and one can also show [5] that they form a von Neumann ring on the dual Hilbert space.
A statecanalternativelybe described[5] by the following “large” densitymatrix

~ (5.43)

for which thetrace-classcondition reads

Trp = ~Trp, + fd~(~)Trp(~)= 1. (5.44)

In eq. (5.39), the integralpart is a continuoussuperselection-rulespace,while the discretecomponent
is the morefamiliar discretesuperselection-rulecounterpart.Theseareconnectedthrougha limiting
procedureaccordingto the following mathematicaltheorem

lim_ ~ ~flNCfdIL(ON(I~)~
N,—.

NcI(N0AN)

Nhh1flN c fd~) 1-1(e), (5.45)

in someappropriatetopology. Observethat the operatorintroducedin eq. (5.34) belongsindeed
to a continuoussuperselection-rulespaceof the type just described.In virtue of this theoremwe
can understandthe reasonwhy our manipulationwith fixed N in section4.2 (seeeq. (4.33)) can
describe,in the infinite N limit, amacroscopicsystem,in away similar to thatgivenby eq. (5.34).

We should also observethat such spacesare endowedwith a “center”, to which the so-called
“classical” (macroscopic)observablesbelong. Theseobservablesarecharacterizedby the property
that they commutewith all other observablesin the ring. We also find interestingthe fact that
observablesthat arenot mutually commutablein flN, cango to a commutableclass in theN —~ oc
limit. Thesefeaturesmakethem extremelyuseful for the descriptionof macroscopicsystems.We
shall see someconcreteexamplesin section7. In this contextthe representationschemebasedon
the largeHilbert spacewould covera“grandquantummechanics”that could deal in a unified way
with both classicalandquantumsystemsor bothmacro- andmicro-systems.
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The generalproblem of finding a unified description for “classical” macroscopicbodiesand
quantumentitieshasbeenthe objectof intenseresearchof severalauthors.See,for instance[33].
The problemof superselectionrulesandinequivalentrepresentationscanalsobetackledby algebraic
statisticalmechanics[34].

6. Critical review of measurementtheories

In the previoussectionswe haveseenthat thewave-functioncollapseby measurementis described
as a dephasingprocessbetweenthe branchwaves causedby ameasuringapparatusor adetector.
However,many othertheoriesand/orviewpoints havebeen proposedunderthe sameterminology
of “wave-functioncollapse”, andmanyhard discussionstook place amongseveralschools.In this
sectionwe present,from a personalpoint of view, a critical review of a few famousmeasurement
theoriesandof someimportantdebatesandparadoxes.

6.1. The original von Neumann—Wignerapproach

In theearlier stagesof thedevelopmentof quantummechanics,someleadingphysicistsconsidered
the measurementprocessin such a way that the interactionbetweena microscopicobject system
governedby quantummechanicsandan apparatusdescribedby classicalphysicswasuncontrollable,
and thenarguedthe existenceof randomphasesin order to yield a dephasingprocess.This idea
is not self-consistentbecausea macroscopicsystemconsistsof microscopicparticleswhich must
be governedby the quantummechanicallaws. A macroscopicsystemis just composedof many
microscopicsystems,so that it shouldnot be consideredqualitativelydifferent from its elementary
constituents.The classical descriptionof a macrosystemshould indeedbe proven to be a good
approximation,and is not to be simply postulated.More so, the introduction of intrinsically
classicalapparatusesmakesquantummechanicsan incompletetheory, in the sensethat thereare
systemsthat quantummechanicsis unableto describe.

In the von Neumann—Wignerapproach[1, 35] it is repeatedlystatedthatquantummechanics(in
particular,the superpositionprinciple) must rigorouslyapply to bothmicroscopicandmacroscopic
systems.Considera measurementof the first kind of an observableF on a superposedstate vi~
given by eq. (2.6). Let us disposethe measuringapparatussoas to producethe following process

u~Ij—*u~~~1, (6.1)

as aconsequenceof its contactwith the objectparticle, where kj and cP, arethe initial andfinal
apparatusstates,respectively.This meansthat the measuringapparatusis an instrumentwhich is
sodesignedas to set its state in a one-to-onecorrespondencewith eachQ-eigenstate.By applying
the superpositionprinciple to thisprocess,i.e. by summingthis equationmultiplied by ac-number
c1 over i, we obtain

= ~ -+ = >cjuiocPj. (6.2)

This is often calledthevon Neumannmeasurementprocess.
However, the phasecorrelationamongdifferent Q-eigenstatesis still presentin ~ becausethe

correspondingdensitymatrix
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PF = IWF)(WFI = ~ + ~ (~= Iui)(uiI)
k I j~i

(6.3)

is aprojectionoperatorrepresentingapure statewith non-vanishingoff-diagonalcomponents(the
last term in the r.h.s.). Therefore,we understandthat the von Neumann—Wignerapproachcan
neveryield the wave-functioncollapseas aphysicalprocess.

As is well known, in this theory the measuringprocessis not completedonly by the contactof the
objectparticlewith the apparatus,but shouldbe followed by the so-calledvon Neumann“chain” of
measurements,namelythe observationby the observer’seyes,the excitationof the nervoussystem,
the transmissionto the brain cells,... However, sincethe above von Neumannprocess(6.2), as
long as it is aphysicalprocess,mustbe valid for each measurementat eachstepof the chain, we
can neverhavethe wave-functioncollapseby this chain of measurements,so that the problemis
not solved. In order to explain the loss of coherence,onemust then invoke an “AbstraktesIch”
or “consciousness”or “mind” of the observer.This is the conclusionof the von Neumann—Wigner
approach.On the basisof thesearguments,Wignerclaimedthatquantummechanicsis incomplete.

The von Neumann—Wignerapproachalso stressedthe uniformity of the abovechain of mea-
surements,in the sensethat we can freely movethe “cut-point” separatingthe observer-sidefrom
the object-sidein von Neumann’schain: in other words, it is impossibleto define the separation
betweenwhat is observedandwhat (or who) observes.Schrödingersharplyattackedthis pointby
proposingthe famouscat paradox.

As is well known, Schrödinger’scat is asort of measuringapparatuscomposedof two boxesto
observethe stateof aradioactivenucleus.The first box containsa very smallamountof radioactive
substance(onenucleusof which on the averagedecaysto the ground state in the unit time) and
adetectorthatgeneratesa signalby capturingaparticleemittedfrom the substance.In the second
box we put a cat andsome equipmentthat kills the cat if it receivesa signal from the detector.
Assumethat the radioactivenucleushas only two states,oneexcited stateand the ground state.
If onenucleusin the excited state decaysinto the ground stateand emits a particle, the cat is
killed. Whenthe nucleusis in the excitedstate,no particleis emittedandthe cat is alive. However,
the observercannotknow whetherthe cat is “dead” or “alive”, unlesshe looks into the box by
openinga window. If one considersthe act of “looking in” as a measurementprocedureof the
von Neumann—Wignerapproach,the cat mustbe in a superposedstatebetweenbeing “dead” and
“alive”: Its state is not definite before the observerhas looked inside. In other words, only the
wave-functioncollapsedueto the measurementperformedby the “consciousness”determinesthe
cat stateasbeing “dead” or “alive”. This is a paradox:Schrödingerclaimedthat the implications
of the von Neumann—Wignerapproachwere just nonsensical.

If we replace the cat and the killing equipmentin Schödinger’scat paradoxwith a man or
a woman (“Wigner’s friend”) and a warning lamp, we are led to the so-called Wigner’s friend
paradox.The “on” and “off” statesof the lamp correspondto the ground andexcitedstatesof a
radioactivenucleus,respectively,in the sameway as the “dead” and “alive” statesof the cat in the
previosinstance.Thefriend recordswhetherthe lamp is “on” or “off” but doesnot understandtheir
meaningbecause(s) he is not aphysicist.The observerhasto call Wigner’sfriend by telephoneto
askwhetherthe lamp is “on” or “off”. For this experiment,an interestingquestionarises: When
doesthe wave-functioncollapsetake place,at the momentof askingor at the very momentwhen
the friend watchesthe lamp? If it takes place at the former moment, the lamp state “on” or
“off” is not definite before asking. This situation must be considerednonsensical.On the other
hand, if it takesplace at the latter moment,von Neumann’schain must be cut at the friend. No
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physicalmeaningcan be ascribedto the act of asking, from the von Neumann—Wignerpoint of
view. This is in contradictionwith the uniformity of von Neumann’schain. In either case,the von
Neumann—Wignerapproachmeetswith a seriouscatastropheas a consequenceof this paradox.

In this paperwe will neverfollow the von Neumann—Wignerapproach,but will ratherexplainthe
measurementprocessas taking placeat the measuringapparatus,without resortingto metaphysical
elementssuchas “consciouness”,within the frameworkof quantummechanics.

We should also remark that the apparatusstate 2~,in eq. (6.2) is not always subject to the
orthogonalitycondition (~,,~) = ö,~.Originally, we assumed{~,}to be a set of eigenstatesof
an observableof the systemA, like a pointer position, andthe von Neumannprocesswas realized
within the orthogonalitycondition. However,Araki andYanase[36] showedthat a measurement
processof an observablewhich does not commutewith a conserved(additive) quantity cannot
be describedby eq. (6.2) with the orthogonalitycondition. Despiteof this fact, they also proved
thatan approximatemeasurementof such an observableis possiblein the original senseof a von
Neumannprocess,up to anydesiredaccuracy,if we usean adequatemeasuringapparatuswith a
huge numberof degreesof freedom. From this point of view, it is possibleto find a measuring
apparatusthatproducesa measurementprocessof the von Neumanntype, for which the following
asymptoticorthogonalityholds:

(~I,~j) =ôif +0(e); e~~00, (6.4)

where N is a parametercorrespondingto the numberofdegreesof freedomof the apparatussystem.

6.2. Difference between the wave-functioncollapse and the orthogonality of the apparatus wave
function

It seemsnecessary,at this point, to clarify an importantnotion in connectionwith measurement
processes.Indeed,the conceptof loss of quantum-mechanicalcoherence(wave-functioncollapse)
hasbeenoften misleadinglyidentified with the orthogonalityof the detector’swave functions [35].
This point has beena sourceof misunderstandingevenrecently [37—39]and is thereforeto be
examinedin detail.

Let us first consider the spectraldecompositionstep of a typical Stern—Gerlachexperiment
schematizedin fig. 6:

9’ = (c1u~+ c2u2)95—~ ~ + c2u2~2 (6.5)

whereui and u2 are spin eigenfunctions,c1 andc2 constants,ç1 is the positionwave packetbefore
the magneticfield, and~ and~2 arethe wavepacketsrunningin the upperandlower channelsafter
the spectraldecomposition.Clearly (~iI9

52)= 0, becausethe supportsofthe two wavepacketsnever
overlap.However, the process(6.5) doesnot describethe wave-functioncollapse,becausethe two
branchwavesstill keeptheir phasecorrelationthat canbe observedafter apossiblerecombination.
Thepracticallimits on the realizationof sucharecombinationin a Stern—Gerlachexperimenthave
been discussedin detail in ref. [40]. Notice also that the evolution in eq. (6.5) is in principle
describablevia a Hamiltonian,and thereforecannotbe consideredirreversible.

Sometimesthe process(6.5) is identified with the von Neumannmeasurementprocess(6.2) by
regardingu~(1 = 1.2) as object eigenfunctionsand / and çbt (1 = 1, 2) as the apparatuswave
functions c1 and ~,, respectively(see,for example,refs. [15,41]). Note that in this view the very
particlepositionis consideredto be a measuringapparatus.On the basisof thesearguments,Wigner
concludedthatany physicalprocesscould not yield the wave-functioncollapseas a transitionfrom
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apure to a mixed state.This argumentis misleading,becausewe know that eq. (6.5) describes
only the spectraldecompositionstep and is to be followed by the detectionstep in which the
wave-function collapse takes place.

At any rate,the aboveargumentsimply that the orthogonalitybetween~,‘s in eq. (6.5) or
in eq. (6.2) doesnot give the wave-functioncollapse.From this point of view, we do not agree
with the conclusions of some authors [37—39],who claim that the orthogonality of the apparatus
wavefunctionsis equivalentto the wave-functioncollapse.

According to anothermisleadingopinion, the absenceof interferencephenomenais equivalent
to the wave-function collapse. It is true that the non-overlappingor the orthogonality of the
branch-wavefunctionsof the objectparticlesometimesdo not producethe explicit observationof
interference,but this doesnot meanthat coherencebetweenthe branchwaveshasdisappeared,i.e.
the wave-functioncollapsehastakenplace. Even for non-overlappingbranchwaves,coherenceor
interferencephenomenacan be observedby meansof appropriateexperimentaltechnique.Beautiful
experimentsof this kind were recentlyperformedin neutroninterferometry[42].

In orderto makeourpoint clearer,let usexplicitly showthat we cannotidentify thewave-function
collapsewith avon Neumannmeasurement(6.2),with (cb,,~) = öjf (orthogonalitycondition),
or with eq. (6.4) (asymptoticorthogonality).In orderto do this, we first decomposethe final state
densitymatrix given by (6.3) into the sum of its diagonalandoff-diagonalparts

PF = I9’F)(9’FI = Pdiag+ Poff;

Pdiag = ~IckI2Iuk)(ukI0!~k)(~kI, p~
11= ~ckc7!uk)(u,!0I(bk)((1),I. (6.6)

k k~l

By making useof the relation p
2 = p, we can easilycompute

P~iag— Pdiag = Poff — Po~f— (PdiagPoff+ PoffPdiag), (6.7)

so that by calculatingthe partial trace with respectto the D-statesbefore taking the limit for
N —* oc, we obtain

TrDPOff = 0(e),

TrD p~ = —TrD (P~iag Pdiag) = ~IIck 12 (1 — Ick 12)1Uk)(Uk I + 0(e). (6.8)

This means that even though its trace vanishes, p
0ff itself doesnot vanish,evenin the infinite N

limit, becauseTrD p0
2ff � 0. Thereforethis kind of approachcan nevergive the exactwave-function

collapseas formalized by us in section 3.3. We stressthat the wave-functioncollapse cannotbe
derived if the disappearance of the off-diagonal components is not explicitly shown, as in refs.
[37—39,43,44].

6.3. ‘~Wave-functioncollapse” basedon partial tracing. Environmenttheories

In order to makeour point clear, weshall considertwo practicalexamples[45], andthendiscuss
them in the light of the conceptof “environment”.

Let usstartby briefly reviewingthe mainpointsof theanalysisperformedby Scully andWalther
(SW) [37], who considera polarizedneutroninteractingwith two micromasers.The ith micromaser
(i = 1,2), whose initial statevectoris Ic~b,°)is placedalongthe ith arm of an interferometer.The
initial neutron+ micromaserstatevector is

!P(t = 0) = [vii(r,0) + vi2(r,O)]I 1)®I~?~~)~ (6.9)
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wherew~(r, 0) is the neutronwave packetrunningthrough route i, and the initial neutron spin is
assumedto be “up”. If the micromasersarepreparedin a stalethat canprovokea spinflip on the
neutronwith probability close to one, the final statevectoris

W(t) = vii (r, t)I ~)0 I~[’~) + vi2(r, 1)1 ~)0 VP?’~f), (6.10)

where I ~{)denotesthe stateof the micromaserafter interaction.The interferenceterm is

2Re ~ (6.11)

andonecanseethat the presenceof the maserprovokesa reductionof the interferenceterm,which

turns out to be multiplied by the factor
(~iI~?t1)(). (6.12)

SW considertwo interestingcases.If the micromasercavity is preparedin acoherentstate

V1i°)= Ia~), i = 1,2 (6.13)

one can write, to a good approximation

I~1) a~), i = 1,2 (6.14)

becausethe “classical” coherentfield is not changedmuch by the addition of a single photon
associatedwith the neutronspin flip. In this way

~ (aic~c~
1c~)= 1, (6.15)

and interferenceis not reduced,eventhoughspin flipping hasoccurred.On the other hand, if the
micromasercavity is initially in a numberstate

= Ink), i = 1,2 (6.16)

the situation is very different, because after the neutron spin flip we have

~ In1 + 1), i = 1,2 (6.17)

and interferencedisappears,because

~ (n~+ l,n2lni,n2 + 1) = 0. (6.18)

SW arguethat this providesacounterexampleto Bohr andHeisenberg“random-phase”argument,
accordingto which interferenceis lost in adouble-slit experimentwhenthe interactionbetweenthe
particleand the experimentalapparatusyields a randomphaseshift betweenthe two branchwaves
of the former. Accordingto SW, the loss of interferencedueto the vanishingof the scalarproduct
in eq. (6.18) reflects a loss of coherencebetweenthe two branchwavesof the particle.

Eventhoughwe agreewith SW’s generaldiscussion,we cannotaccepttheir last conclusion:The
vanishingof the interferenceterm doesnot imply at all a loss of coherence.A loss of coherence
correspondsto what is commonly called “collapse of the wave function”, and this is not what
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happensin the exampleproposedby SW. This can be easily shownby writing the final density
matrix for theneutron+ micromasersystem

Pt = IviiI2oI~(~)(~(~I + lvi2I2oI~ f)(~?~2~’l+ vii vi2I ~2~’)(~i’~I+h.c., (6.19)

wherethe commonterm I 1)(1 I hasbeen suppressedfor simplicity. Oneseesimmediatelythat the
off-diagonalpart ofthe densitymatrix doesnot vanish,as aresultof the interaction.This conclusion
is true independentlyof the final stateof the masercavity, which canbe given indifferently by eq.
(6.14) or (6.17). Equation (6.19) shouldbe comparedto eq. (5.9), obtainedby us in the MHS
framework. In this sense,we can statethat the processanalyzedby SW correspondto a loss of
interference,and not to the wave-functioncollapse. Indeed, in eq. (6.19), the quantum-mechanical
coherenceis fully kept betweenthe two branchwavesof the neutron+ micromasersystem.

Let us turn now our attentionto a model studiedby Stern, Aharonov and Imry (SAl) [38].
Theyconsideran electroninteractingwith an environment:As aguiding example,onecanthink of
an Aharonov—Bohminterferenceexperimenton a ring. The electron,whosecoordinateis x, is split
into two branchwaves£(x) and r (x), crossingthe ring alongthe right andleft side, respectively.
The initial wave function of the electron+ environmentsystemis written as

= 0) = [1(x) + r(x)] OXo(’7), (6.20)

where,~denotesthe setof coordinatesof the environmentandXo its initial wave function. At time
To, when interferenceis observed,the wave function is

!P(ro) = l(x,ro) ®xi(n) + r(x,r
0) 0X,(?1), (6.21)

whereXi,r(fl) are the statesof the ring afterinteraction.The interferenceterm is givenby

2Re(l*(x,To)r(x,To) fdliX7(7i)Xr(1i))~ (6.22)

andit is reducedby the factor

Jd~7(1~)~r(7J). (6.23)

Notice that, sincethe environmentis not observed,its coordinates~ are integratedupon: mathe-
matically, this correspondsto taking the scalarproductbetweenthe two final environmentstates,
exactlylike in the exampleproposedby Scully andWalther.

Observethat alsoin this casethe final densitymatrix of the electron+ environmentsystemis

Pro = Il(x, ro)I2 0 Ixi(~))(xi(~)I+ Ir(x, ro)I 2® Ix r(’l))(X ~~)!
+l*(x,ro)r(x,ro)Ixr(11))(x,(ii)I + h.c., (6.24)

so that the off-diagonalpart doesnot vanish, as a result of the interaction. As already pointed out
in connectionwith the previousexample,this processdescribesa (partial) loss of interference,and
not the wave-functioncollapse.

Unlike Scully andWalther, SAl arguethat this loss of intereferencecan alternativelybe ascribed
to adephasingof the two electron states.But evenin this case,we do not understandthe reason
why we can take the partial inner product or the partial trace with respect to the apparatus states.
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We stressagainthat we haveto show the vanishingof the off-diagonal componentsof the total
densitymatrix, without resortingto the partial innerproduct~orthe partial trace.

Notice that, in the two examples just considered, the maser and the environment play exactly
the same role. At this point, it is important to stressthe difference of our approachwith the
“environment theories” (see, for instance,refs. [19,20]). We emphasizedthat von Neumann’s
projection postulateis unnecessary,in quantummechanics.The sameis true for partial tracing
over the statesof the environment.The two proceduresare completelyequivalent.We think that
the techniqueof tracing over the statesof the environment,as well as the projectionpostulate,
are very useful from a computationalpoint of view. On the other hand, they do not correspond
to anyphysicaloperation.We refuseto accept sentenceslike ‘We do not look at the statesof the
environment’and/or ‘We neglectthe unobserveddegreesof freedom’as “physical operations”.This
would makethe measurementtheory dependentupon the humanactof observation.

After all, partial tracing is just a trick (although a very convenientone!): the evolution of the
total system(object particle+ environment)is alwaysunitary, for eachelementaryprocess,but at
a certainpoint the (theoretical)physicist decidesto trace over what he or shedoesnot observe,
and this yields a nonunitaryevolution. However, the total quantumsystem (that doesnot know
that the theoreticalphysicisthascomputedthe partial trace) is still evolving in a perfectly unitary
way. One is led to wonderaboutwhat would happenif anothertheoreticalphysicistwould decide
to not computethe partial trace. It is hardfor us to believethatNaturebehavesaccordingto what
theoreticalphysicistsdecideto compute,andwe think that partial tracingcan only be regardedas
a convenientmathematicaltool.

In particular, in Zurek’s proposal [20], the environmentsurroundingthe object systemQ is
consideredto be so “clever” as to decomposeits statesfrom c~kj into the orthogonalset {~,},
subjectto the condition (6.4), accordingto the Q-eigenstates.Of course,thereare somephysical
reasonsfor this processto take place [46, 20]. The wave-functioncollapse,as formalizedby eq.
(3.6), can thenbe obtainedby taking the partial trace with respectto the environmentstates.

Undoubtedly,partial tracing may be the shortestway to eq. (3.6) (that some environment
theoriesendeavourto derive),but we havealreadyshownin section3.3 that eq. (3.6) itself is not
an exact descriptionof the wave-functioncollapse.On the contrary, an exhaustiveformulationis
given by eq. (3.9), that includesthe apparatusstate.We stressthat any measurementtheory that
reliesupon the humanact of observationis spoiledby metaphysicalelements.If argumentationsof
this sort werewidely accepted,so many debateswould not haveexistedin the long history of the
measurementproblem.Nevertheless,we canoften usethe expedientof taking the partial trace as
a convenientmethodto yield eq. (3.6), as is usuallydonein the naiveCopenhageninterpretation.

As ageneralargument,though,weshouldstatethat in somesenseourapproachcanbeconsidered
close to the environmenttheory,becauseonecanregard the matterconstitutingthe detector(and
endowedwith the MHS structure) as a sort of environment.However, we think that thereis an
essentialdifferencebetweenour theoryandthe environmenttheories,that rely upon the technique
of partial tracing: this differenceis, so to speak,a matterof attitudetowardphysicsor amatterof
philosophy.We also feel that this difference, as well as the philosophicalattitudesunderliningthe
two approaches,is profound.

6.4. Many-worldsinterpretation

A quite different idea or notion for the wave-functioncollapseby measurementis given by the
many-worldsinterpretation [47].

Considerameasurementof an observableF of the systemQ in astatevi~= ~ c,u~as discussed
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in sections 2.2 and 3.3, and describedby eq. (6.2) in the caseof the von Neumann—Wigner
approach.If we follow the many-worldsinterpretation,we should accept the assertionthat each
componentu, 0 1, of eq. (6.2), relativeto the ith eigenvalue,goesto adifferentworld. This theory
assumesthat the actual world itself is splitted by a measurement,dependingon the eigenvalue
observed.Since we cannot make a superpositionof two or more vectors belongingto different
worlds, we cannot talk about coherence among them. This is the reason why the wave-function
collapsetakesplaceby measurement.

Someauthors [47] inventedan operatorto count the relative frequencyof a particular world,
which is to be equatedto the probability of finding that particular world. That is, they identified
the set of splitted worlds with the probability ensemble required in the probabilistic interpretation
of quantummechanics.On the basisof thesearguments,they claimedthat they could theoretically
derive, and not postulate, the probabilistic interpretation itself from the many-worlds interpretation.

We areskepticalaboutthe many-worldinterpretationfor the following reasons:Firstly, we do not
understandwhich kind of physicalprocessprovokesthe splitting. The theoryonly postulates,but
doesnot physicallyexplainor analyzethe world splitting by observation.This is not satisfactoryto
us. Secondly,the abovesetof splittedworlds is not controllable,andthereforecannotbe accepted
as a probability ensemblebecause,in general,the quantum-mechanicalprobability ensemblemust
be controllable, as for examplein the preparationof particlebeams in the caseof interference
experiments.

Furthermore,if accepted,the fact that the abovesetcanbe identifiedwith aprobability ensemble
is not self-evidentfrom the outset. The identification is nothing but the introduction of a new
postulate.Notice that the many-worldsinterpretationcannotderive the probabilisticinterpretation
without this new postulate,or, in other words, this new postulate is merely a substituteof the
conventionalprobabilisticinterpretation.

Recently the many-worldsinterpretationhas gained consensusby its application to quantum
cosmology.Supposeto apply quantummechanicsto the Universe.Evenif wedescribethe quantum-
mechanicalstateof the Universeby a wavefunction w~wecannotartificially preparea probability
ensembleto support the physicalmeaningof w~just like in the caseof a particlebeamin usual
quantumexperiments,becausethe Universeis unique.Sometheoristsplannedto usethe aboveset
of splittedworldsas aprobability ensemblefor the quantumdescriptionof the Universe.

We do not know whetherthe problem of describingthe Universe in terms of a single wave
functioncan keepa definite meaningor not at the presentstageof modernphysics.The Universe
is composedof a huge numberof local systems.Eachof them should be describedby quantum
mechanicsand thereforeshould have a probability ensemblein a definite Hilbert space. If so,
eachof theseHilbert spacesmust be connectedto its neighboursalong the space-timegeometry
governedby generalrelativity. On the other hand, quantummechanicsrequires to quantizethe
metric tensordescribingthe space-timegeometry. Thus we are led to the big issue of unifying
quantummechanicsandgeneralrelativity. We think that the simpleformulationof theproblemas
to whetherthe Universecan be describedby a single wave function is meaningless.

6.5. Ergodic amplificationtheory and the Wigner—Rosenfelddebate

Oneof the strongestantagonistsof the von Neumann—Wignerapproachwasthe so-calledergodic
amplification theory. The basic ideas of this theory are the following: usually, most microscopic
particles do not have enough energy to drive a macroscopic apparatus. For this reason, we have
to setup an amplificationprocessto supplyenergyto the detectors,andthis inevitably triggersan
irreversible process such as a discharge in the counter. Because an irreversible process will provoke
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a dephasing process, we can think that the wave-function collapse by measurement will naturally
take place.

Indeed, this line of thought was quite understandable to most physicists who could not accept
the von Neumann—Wigner approach. In particular, since when Green [48] proposed a detector
model using a simplified irreversible process, and Daneri, Loinger and Prosperi [16] developed
a general theory of quantum measurements on the basis of dynamical statistical mechanics, the
ergodic amplification theory was widely accepted among many physicists. It is useful to recall that
they explicitly derived the wave-function collapse by destroying the unitarity of the evolution. Also
Rosenfeld [49] supported this theory, and even stated that the measurement problem was solved
by the above-mentioned authors.

Nevertheless, the measurement problem was not closed. Furry [50] showed that the off-diagonal
components of the density matrix do not disappear even in the Green model if the unitarity of
the evolution is kept. Jauch, Wigner and Yanase [15] strongly opposed the ergodic amplification
theory on the following two bases: firstly, the so-called Wigner theorem, and secondly, the negative-
result-measurement paradox. Rosenfeld [51] and Loinger [52] criticized their objections, and then
a hard debate took place [53].

The Wigner theorem [35,54, 55] states that starting from any initially superposed Q-state and
any initially mixed A-state, the total Q +A system never reaches the wave-function collapse through
a unitary evolution. Wigner strictly refused to destroy the unitarity of evolutions. This theorem
is mathematically correct, but we must keep in mind that it is proven within the framework of a
single Hilbert space. Wehave modified this point by making use of a direct sum of many Hilbert
spaces, as was already discussed in section 5.3.

Unfortunately, the ergodic amplification theory could not solve the negative-result-measurement
paradox, as we have already seen in section 3, and was proven untenable by this paradox. This was
the end of the ergodic amplification theory.

Recall that the ergodic amplification theory is based on the fact that microscopic particles do not
have enough energy to drive a macroscopic apparatus. This is not always true. For example, some
protons in primary cosmic rays are carrying energies near or over 1 joule, which is a macroscopic
amount of energy. If we could use this amount of energy, it would not be necessary to set up any
kind of amplification process in the detector. Even for particles carrying a macroscopically small
amount of energy, we can invent measuring apparatuses: nuclear emulsion is a nice example which
makes use of no amplification process. The wave-function collapse takes place as a consequence of
the interaction of the object particle with a grain composed of many AgBr molecules, without the
help of any amplification process. The amplification process needed to visualize the particle trace is
furnished by photographical development. In this case the wave-function collapse by measurement
is clearly separated from the amplification process.

At any rate, the negative-result-measurement paradox has taught us that the wave-function collapse
by measurement must be strictly distinguished from any thermal irreversible process set up in the
detector. The latter is merely a secondary process triggered by the wave-function collapse, and is
so designed as to display the results of the measurement. In this context, both “triggering” and “no
triggering” should be regarded as “displays” on an equal footing.

As we saw in section 5, our MHStheory broke through the barrier of the Wigner theorem, and
explicitly derived the wave-function collapse (3.9), even in the case of negative-result measurements,
by strict application of quantum mechanics to the total system Q + A.
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6.6. An experimentaltest

A reasonable question is whether we can experimentally discriminate the best one among the many
existing measurement theories. However, this task is not so easy because all measurement theories
are devised so as to yield the same theoretical predictions, when compared with experiments. The
only differences seem to be conceptual, even though in a few cases it is possibile to discriminate
experimentallydifferentapproaches.

Let us compare our MHStheory with the many-worlds interpretation and the environment
theory. As we emphasized in section 3.1, most measurement processes can be divided into three
steps, the spectral decomposition, the wave-function collapse and the display process. However,
both the many-worlds interpretation and the environment theory do not clearly display this “three-
step” structure. We do not know at which step the main process, such as the world splitting or
the orthogonal decomposition, takes place. If the main process is responsible for the separation
of each eigenvalue, we may imagine that the process takes place at the spectral decomposition
step. If so, however, we are led to conclude that the wave-function collapse takes place at the
spectral decomposition step. This conclusion is not justified, because we have already seen that
the spectral decomposition step is only a dynamical process that preserves the phase correlations.
We are therefore compelled to think that the main process occurs at the detection (display) step.
This conclusion is also not understandable, because each detector located on the remote circle in
fig. 5, and detecting the arrival of one particle only, does not know which eigenvalue is carried
by that particle. (See the discussion on the typical momentum measurement schematized in fig.
5.) Therefore, this leads one to consider that each detector cannot have the ability of realizing the
world splitting or the orthogonal decomposition.

Under the assumption that the world splitting or the orthogonal decomposition take place at
the spectral decomposition step, we propose an experimental test (called the doubleStern—Gerlach
experiment[56,4], schematized in fig. 8, in order to display a remarkable difference between our
MHStheory and the many-worlds interpretation or the environment theory. A bar stands for a
neutron half-mirror and a bar in a box for a magnetic mirror. The latter enables us to perform
the spectral decomposition, i.e. to divide a neutron beam with indefinite spin into two branch
waves with definite spins, as shown in fig. 8. Both devices were recently developed by Japanese
experimentalists [57]. An incident neutron beam is divided by the first half-mirror into two branch

~

Fig. 8. DoubleStern—Gerlachexperiment.
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waves running into the upper and lower channels, irrespectively of their spin. The two branch
waves are then (spin) spectrally decomposed by the magnetic mirrors. Finally the two branch
waves relative to the same spin direction, one originating from the upper magnetic mirror and one
from the lower one, are recombinedby the secondhalf-mirror andthen sent to the final channel
towards a neutron detector (denoted by a circle).

The point is whetherthe two waves going to the final channel keeptheir coherenceor not.
According to the many-worlds interpretationor to the environmenttheory,under the aboveas-
sumptions,the two waveslose their coherenceand interferencebetweenthem cannotbe observed
becausethe wave-functioncollapsealready took place.On the contrary, our MHS theory clearly
predictsthe appearanceof interference.For theoreticaldetails,see refs. [56,4]. This experimental
test is now beingplannedby the Kyoto University group.

In conclusion,it is worth observingthat the environmenttheories(as well as the many-worlds
interpretation)havenot clarified which step is responsible for the wave-function collapse. Our test
was proposed under the assumption that, within the framework of the environment theory, the
wave-functioncollapsetakesplace at the spectraldecompositionstep. Of course,the test will lose
its meaning if this assumption is wrong; If so, however, the theory should give a clear-cut answer
to the following important question:Where does the wave-functioncollapsetake place in the case
of the yes—noexperimentas schematizedin fig. 6?

In theprecedingsection,we haveshownthatour MHS theorycanformulatean orderparameter,
nameddecoherenceparameter,by which we canjudge whetherthe wave-functioncollapseoccurs.
On the otherhand,we do not know whethersuch an order parametercan be obtainedfrom the
many-worldsinterpretationor the environmenttheory. The very ability of deriving an actually
observableorderparametermay alsobe regardedas an experimentaltest.

6.7. TheEinstein—Podolsky—Rosenparadox

As is well known, Einstein,PodolskyandRosen [17] proposedin 1935 an interestingparadox,
the so-calledEPR paradox,with the purposeof criticizing quantummechanics.Their argument
was basedon two criteria, thatendeavouredto sharpenour intuitive conceptionof physicalreality:
(i) everyelementofthe physicalreality musthavea counter-part in the physicaltheory,and (ii) if
without in any waydisturbinga system,wecanpredict with certainty (i.e., with probability equalto
unity) the valueofa physicalquantity, then thereexits an elementofphysicalreality corresponding
to thisphysicalquantity.

A compactexpositionof the EPR paradoxwas given by Bohm [41]: Let us considera dynamical
systemcomposedof two identical spin-l/2 particles, 1 and 2 (do not confusewith the channel
numbers in the previous sections), in the singlet state

x = [a(i)p(2)fl(i)a(2)]/v/~ (6.25)

wherea and fi are eigenstates of a~(z-component of spin) relative to the eigenvalues + 1 and
—1, respectively.If, after the two particlesare spatiallyseparated,we measurethe observableg~~)
on particle 1 and get the eigenvalue+ 1 ( 1), thenwe immediately know, as a consequenceof
the correspondingwave-functioncollapse, that the observablea~2~of particle2 takesthe value
—1 (+ 1). Information is apparentlytransmittedat superluminalspeed! One may call this effect a
nonlocal long-distancecorrelation.

According to the secondEPR criterion, the observablea~2~must thencorrespondto a certain
physical reality, becausewe can infer its value (—1 or + 1) without disturbingparticle 2. This
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meansthat the observablea~2~hasdefinitevalues(—1 and+ 1) sincethe beginning.This is clearly
a contradiction!

On the otherhand,we knowthat eq. (6.25) is identically equalto

x = [~(i)~(2) ~(i)~(2)]/.%/~ (6.26)

where~ = i(co + f1)/~.fiand i~= i(a — /3)/ ~ are eigenstatesof a~relativeto the eigenvalues1
and —1, respectively.Therefore, the sameconsiderationsapplied before force us to concludethat
~~2) hasthe values —1 and + 1 from the beginning.Summarizing,we are led to the contradictory
conclusionthat two non-commutableobservableshave definite values from the outset. Einstein,
Podolsky and Rosen claimed that the quantum-mechanical description of the physical reality given
by the wave function is not complete.

Answeringto this criticism, Bohr [18] stressedthatwe shouldnot consideradynamicalsystem
with a definitecorrelationas composedof two particlesseparatedand independentof each other,
but should ratherregard a measurementon one particle as a measurementon the whole system.
This property of quantum systems is often called nonseparabilityor indivisibility. Einstein strictly
refusedto acceptthe existenceof nonlocal long-distancecorrelationsandof nonseparability.This
is the essenceof the famousEinstein—Bohrdebate.

Thisdebateprovokedvariousattemptsto reformulatequantummechanicswithin a ratherclassical
framework, such as Bohm’s hiddenvariabletheory [29, 581. In particular,therewereseveralattempts
at deriving local hiddenvariable theories,free from nonlocal long-distancecorrelations.As is well
known,Bell [591derived an inequality that experimentally discriminated quantum mechanics from
local hidden variabletheories.The experimenthe proposedwas of the sametype as discussedin
the Bohmversion of the EPRparadox. Several experimental groups performed experiments of this
kind, and found that quantum mechanics was correct [60].

There have been several attempts at understanding the EPR phenomenon from a “realistic”
standpoint[61]. Unfortunately,the tentativesolutionsto the problemalwaysdependon what the
authorsdecideto define as “realism”, and thereforedo not really belongto the realm of physics.
More to this, noneof the solutionsproposedso far can be consideredsatisfactory,either because
it relies upon strong (and often unnatural) assumptions,or becauseit can be shown to be in
disagreementwith someof the many experimentsperformedso far.

Onecanalsoadoptan alternativeviewpoint,anddiscussthe meaningofthe conceptof information
[62]. In fact, from an operationalisticstandpoint,gainingor neglectinginformationaboutthe wave
function can be shown to yield a change of the entropy associated with the quantum system, and
one can argue that this corresponds to a genuine physical process. Although this point of view is
very interesting, it is difficult, for us, to accept lightheartedly its profound implications: indeed,
at least in the EPRcontext, the gain or loss of information is a process that takes place only in
the mind of the observer, and this should not bear any physical influence on the wave function
itself. If we want to considerthe collapseof the wave function as a real process, implying a factlike
modification of the densitymatrix of the total system,we cannotacceptthe idea that the mind
of the observer, by gaining or neglecting information about the quantum system, may influence its
future behaviour.

In this paper we shall not discussin detail the EPR problem: more exhaustiveanalysescan
be found in ref. [61]. However, it is instructive to commenton this problem from the present
theoreticalpoint of view, thatenforcesus to considerthe two-stepstructure(spectraldecomposition
and detection)and the presenceof the apparatusstatesin a measurementprocess.Supposethat
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the initial EPRstate is given by

vic~= x~~’o(x,x~2~t), (6.27)

where ~o stands for the initial position wave function, developingin spaceafter the correlation
describedby x is estabilished. In the first experiment considered above, after the xW~and ~12~-

dependent parts of ~o are sufficiently separated in space from each other, the x(iLdependentpart
of ~o will meet the first part of the apparatus (the spectral decomposer) to measure a~~ The
decomposer will perform the spectral decomposition, by changing c~’ointo

= [a ~fl~2~/A(’)(x~,x~2~t) — p(i)~1~~~B(1)(x~ (2); 1) j/~/~ (6.28)

where q~A(’)and ~B(’) are running in channelsA(i) and B(i), which are separatedwith respectto
x U~We setadetectorD in the first channel,but no detectorin the second.Accordingto thenaive
Copenhageninterpretation,the spin measurementwill yield the so-called“wave-functioncollapse”

viQ —~ a~fi~2~4A(t)/v~(fla~2~c5B,1/v’~) (6.29)

if we observethe value + 1 (—1) for a~i) We can thereforedrawthe sameconclusionsas before
for the measurementof a~and~

As emphasizedin section 3.3, however,we should describethe measurementprocessin terms
of densitymatrices.Denotingthe initial and final density matricesof Q, D and the total system
at time t, by P~B(’),t’P~,A”),t’aj~,ar,,

5j0t and ~ respectively,the wave-functioncollapse,as
formalizedin eq. (3.9), is

~‘tot ~ Q D Q D
—1 F,t — PF,A(’),t ~F,l + PJ,Bw,t ~ a1,1

where P~,A(’),t = IF,A~)tt(F,A’~~Iand P~BW,t = II,B))zt(I,B(UI, with IF,A(U)� =

(l/~/’~)(cU/J(2~A(,))t and II,Bw)1 = (l/\/~)(fl(i)a(2)~B(l))t. The lack of cross-correlatedterms
in this equationmeansthat the wave-functioncollapsehastakenplace. If we limit our consider-
ations to the final conclusions,the presentapproach,yielding eq. (6.30), doesnot addany new
insightsto the resultsbasedon eq. (6.28) or eq. (6.29).

On the otherhand,we should remarkthat we haveno identity betweeneqs. (6.25) and (6.26),
or any similar correspondingrelation, due to the presence,in the presentapproach,of the wave
packetfunctionsand/or the apparatusstates.A similar conclusionwas true in the casediscussed
in section3.3.

The aboveconsiderationscan be mademore precise if we considerthe derivationof the Bell
inequality

IE(a,b) —E(a,b’)I + IE(a’,b) + E(a’,b’)! <2, (6.31)

whereE(a,b) is the correlationfunction,dependingon the orientationsa, b of thetwo polarizersor
Stern—Gerlachapparatusesin an experimentalrun, andanalogouslyfor the otherterms.Henceforth,
for definiteness,let ussetour mindson the spin-1/2 case.Define the two dichotomicobservables

A(a)~)= ±1, B(b,..t) = ±1, (6.32)
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that representthe outcomeof aspin measurementon the first andsecondelectron,respectively.The
quantity ,~ representsa (setof) hiddenvariable(s),distributedover the spaceA with probability
measurej~c(A),so thatwe can write

E(a,b) = fd~z(~~)A(a,~)B(b,2). (6.33)

Notice thatA and~udo neitherdependon a, nor on b, andA(a,)~),B(b,.~.)do not dependon b,a,
respectively.This is Bell’s formalizationof Einstein’s locality requirement.

The inequality (6.31) is a plain consequenceof eqs. (6.32) and (6.33). On the otherhand, a
straightforwardquantum-mechanicalcalculationyields

E(a,b) = (xIa~’~.a®a~2~.bjX)= —cos(a b) (6.34)

where x is the singlet state, r~ (i = 1,2) the set of Pauli matrices, and a, b the vectors
correspondingto the orientationsa, b, respectively.It is well knownthat the Bell inequality (6.31)
is violatedfor suitablechoicesof the parametersa,a’, b,b’.

By following the spirit of the approachoutlined in the presentpaper, onemay try to identify
the averageover many events (~T), introducedin section4.1, with the averageover the hidden
variablespace

(6.35)

This bringsup an interestingproblem, though:accordingto eqs. (4.19) and (4.32), we have

=~= (•••) =W.{..}, (6.36)

so that the )L-average,characterizingthe particles in the source, is reflected in the W-average,
characterizingthe detectionsystem.Observe,however, that the above equationis by no means
“obvious”, becausehiddenvariablesarevery different from macroscopicfluctuatingvariables,and
no “ergodic-like” assumptionwould be plausible, for the former. When written in termsof Bell’s
observable(6.33), that involves a measurementon two correlatedparticles, performed by two
distinct detectionapparatuses,the abovecondition reads

(6.37)

wherewe haveexplicitly written the dependenceof the W-averageson the macroscopicparameters
characterizingthe detectionsystem. (Notice that we are formally consideringthe Stern—Gerlach
magnetas part of the detectionsystem.This doesnot meanthat coherenceis destroyedby the
spectraldecomposition:indeed, it would be equivalentto say that the detectorsare placed in
different positionsof space,and are characterizedby the direction a, a’, b, b’, respectively.)Now
Bell’s inequality (6.31) cannotbe derived,unlesswe require

WaWbWa’VYb~WaWb~~Wa’Wb~. (6.38)
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Is the assumption(6.38) “natural”? This is adelicateproblem,that leadsus to considerthe so-called
counterfactualityargument,proposedby several authorsin a different context [63]. This idea is
derivedfrom the afore-mentionedBohr claim. Observethat if we formalize the detectionprocess
accordingto the MHS theory, the densitymatrix of the apparatusesmust be consideredab initio
in the calculation.On the otherhand, it is impossible,evenin principle, to computethe evolution
of the total systemwhen the Stern—Gerlachmagnetsand the detectionsystemcorrespondto two
mutually incompatibleobservables,such as a and a’ or b and b’ of the previousexample. In this
sense,no concretephysicalsituationcan correspondto the requirement(6.38). Notice, however,
that it is fundamentalfor the derivationof the inequality (6.31).

We shallnot discussherethe consequencesof the assumption(6.38), andshall just observethat,
from a strictly operationalisticstandpoint,counterfactualityitself is a rathervagueconcept.In this
sense,the abovediscussionmustbe regardedonly as apreliminaryattemptat understandingwhich
hypothesesare necessaryin order to derive the inequality (6.31).

It should alsobe stressedthat the abovediscussionholdstrue for any initial stateof the object
particles. In particular,when discussingthe validity of eq. (6.38), no referenceis madeto the
singlet state x. It would seem, therefore,that the nonlocal aspectsof quantummechanicsstem
from the detectionprocess,ratherthan from the existenceof entangled[64] quantummechanical
states,such as x. This is in contrastwith the commonlyacceptedview on the meaningof the Bell
inequality.

The problemof quantumnonlocality certainly requiresa deeperanalysisthan the presentone.
It is interestingto observe,though, that a MHS formalization of the EPR problemis far from
being trivial, and seemsto point out a delicateaspectof measurementsperformedon correlated
two-particle states.

6.8. Other approaches

A tentativeway out to the quantummeasurementproblemwas put forward someyearsago by
Jauch [65]. His proposalis to require a “classical” property for somemacroscopicapparatuses:
the possibleobservablesof a macrosystemare restrictedto a commutableset,so that for such a
“classical” systemthe physicalstatesfall into equivalenceclasseswhich cannotbe distinguished
by any observationperformedon the system.In particular,pure andmixed statesturn out, under
appropriateconditions,to belongto the sameequivalenceclass,andarethereforecompletelyequiv-
alent from a physicalpoint of view. Such statesare definedas “classical”, in the sensementioned
before.This obviously “solves” the measurementproblem,becausethe statesWF, in eq. (6.2) and
E~in eq. (3.9) belongto the sameequivalenceclass,and resultphysically undistinguishable.

It must be noted,however, that the conceptualdifficulties inherentto quantummeasurements
areby no meanseliminated.Indeed,the very problemof the lossof quantummechanicalcoherence
is just avoided altogether: by defining an observableas “classical”, one does not give a clear
prescription that enablesus to pick out “classical” object. This is true, in particular, for the
detectorobservables,that mustbe endowedwith sucha classicalproperty by definition. Even more
important,the classical behaviourof a certain systemmustbeproven to be a good approximation,
andis not to be simply postulatedfrom the outset.

In this sense,the “solution” proposedby Jauch does not solve the measurementproblem. It
simply recastsit in a different form, by shifting it to adifferent level of description.Nevertheless,
it would be superficial to state that the above-mentionedapproachdoesnot yield anythingnew.
Its formal elegancesuggeststhat it must be possibleto define observablesfor macroscopicsystems
that approximatea classicalbehaviourin somelimit. Examplesof this kind will appeareven in
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the framework of the MHS theory,as will be seenin the next section.Interestingsteps forward
in this direction have alsobeenmadein the context of the emergenceof equivalenceclassesfor
macroscopicsystems [66]. It seemsthereforethat Jauch’sapproachmight be used at least as a
guidelinefor the descriptionof measuringprocesses.

An alternativeattemptat solving the quantummeasurementproblem,by modifying thedynam-
ical laws of quantummechanics,hasbeen recently madeby Ghirardi, Rimini and Weber [30].
In this case, one assumesthe existenceof a stochasticprocessthat makes the dynamicsof a
quantum-mechanicaln-particle systemnonunitary, andprovokesa spontaneouslocalization pro-
cess.The localizationtakesplaceat randomtimes, with avery small rate, sothatquantumsystems
composedof very few particles naturally evolve accordingto the ordinary quantummechanical
laws (Schrödingerequation).On the other hand, when the systemis macroscopic,and madeup
of a huge numberof elementaryconstituents,the probability that the systembecomeslocalizedis
practicallyunity.

The model proposedby Ghirardi, Rimini andWeber is interesting,becausean attempt is made
at a unified descriptionof micro and macroscopicsystems.It should be stressed,however, that
no physicalexplanationexists,at present,that canjustify the presenceof the underlyingstochastic
processgoverningthe dynamics.The generalizedLiouville equationthey proposeinvolves indeed
localization operatorsand ratesthat are introducedad hoc into the theory. Moreover, the model
itself is not easilyreconciledwith the causalityrequirementsof specialrelativity.

In the light of theseconsiderations,it would be highly desirableto justify the postulatesof the
theoryon asoundphysicalbasis.Indeed,it seemsto us that the above-mentionedapproachshould
be regardedas a “hope”, at the presentstage. It would indeed be appealingto have a theory
incorporatingirreversibleandnonunitaryevolutions,as well as aunified descriptionof the micro-
andmacroscopicworld. We wonderwhetherthiswould be closeto a ultimatetheory of the physical
world. We believethatundertakingsucha programis still premature,at present.The presenttheory
alongthe MHS line of thought is ratherconservativein comparisonwith their attempt.

7. Solvabledetectormodels

We shallnow explicitly showthe mechanismfor the loss of coherenceby meansof somesolvable
models.We shallalsosee how coherencecanbe eithercompletelyor partially lost, dependingon the
physicalconditionsspecifyingthe stateof the measuringapparatus.Incidentally, this will provide
new insights into the conceptof imperfectmeasurement.

7.1. Rigid mirror model

A perfectmirror with a rigid wall canbe usedto measurethe momentumof a particlewith very
high energy.The idea is the following [3]: if the incoming particlehas enoughenergyto move
the mirror by a macroscopicdistance,then,by measuringthe recoil momentumof the latter, we
can infer the particlemomentumbefore and after the collision. The above is obviously a sort of
gedankenexperiment,eventhough it is worth rememberingthat very high-energycosmic rays can
have enoughenergyto accomplishthis, in the hypothesisthat we can constructa perfectly rigid
ideal mirror.

Let the mirror be mountedon a small wagon, free to move on a horizontal railway. Assumea
small friction force, proportionalto the velocity, betweenthe wagon and the railway, so that the
collision canbe consideredelastic.In this hypothesis,the wagontravelsadistanceL = P’/f, where
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f is the friction coefficient and P’ the wagon momentumafter the collision. We shall assumethe
wagon massM muchbigger thanthe particlemassm, so that if p andp’ arethe particlemomenta
before andafter the collision, respectively,onehasp’ = —p andP’ = 2p. The particlemomentum
can thereforebe inferredby the formulap = Lf/2. The problemis essentiallyone dimensional.

Observethat the irreversibleprocesscausedby the above-mentionedfriction force is introduced
only with the purposeof displaying the result of the measurement,and is not essentialto the
derivation of the wave-functioncollapse. We can use a pure dynamicalprocessinsteadof the
mirror—wagonsystemwith friction. Seeref. [671.

The centerof massof the mirror—wagonsystemcanbe expressedas awell localizedwavepacket
IP,Xo), whoseuncertaintiesoP andOX0 around P andX0 arevery smallon amacroscopicscale.
Accordingto our MHS approach,the centerof massof the mirror—wagonsystemis a macroscopic
variable, that cannotbe exactlydeterminedon a microscopicscale,andmustbe describedby the
following densitymatrix

p~(P,X)=JdXoIP,Xo)Wx(X_Xo)(P,XoI, (7.1)

whereWx(X — X0) is a normalizedweight functionwith width OX aroundX.
We shall neglect the spreadof the wave packet during the measurementprocess,so that the

evolution of the systemis given by

p1Ax(px) = e_~ 11hp~(PX)e1J1~tfF~= p0Ax(px + Pt/M), (7.2)

where H~ is the free Hamiltonian for the centerof mass motion, andM the systemmass.We
should not forget, however,that the mirror inner stateitself mustbe treatedquantummechanically.
Let HA! be the inner-stateHamiltonian,for which the eigenvalueequationreads

HMIn,D) = E~’ln,D), (7.3)

whereD is the mirror thickness.Once again,sincethe mirror is a macroscopicbody, its thickness
cannotbepreciselydeterminedon a microscopicscale,andweareled to the following representation
for the inner state

= JdDW1(D_d)poA1(D), (7.4)

where W’(D — d) is anormalizedweight functionwith width OD, centeredaroundd, and

p~’(D)= ~w~~(D), ~~(D) = In,D)(n,D!, (7.5)

with w,~given, for instance,by the Boltzmanndistributionat thermalequilibrium. The quantityd

is nothingbut the mirror thicknessin a macroscopicsense.Notice that the evolutionis

= e_~~1
Mu1ha~~(d)e~~~Mh1h= ac~’(d), (7.6)

so that the inner statedoesnot change.Statisticalfluctuationsof the mirror systemstemonly from
a possible distribution of the thicknessD around d with width OD. In this case, W’(D — d) is
representativeof the inner fluctuationsof the detector.
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The total stateof the mirror—wagonsystemis given by the densitymatrix

p~(P,X,d)=p~(P,X)®a~’(d)=JdDW1(D_d)poA(P,X,D),

p~(P,X,D)=p~(P,X)®p~’(D), (7.7)

andits evolutionis

p~(P,X,d)= e ~t/hp~(P,X,d)eih1At/h = p~’(P,X+ Pt/M,d), (7.8)

where HA = HAX + HM is the total Hamiltonian for the mirror—wagon system. This is our
“detector”: it is describedby the macroscopicvariablesP, X andd. We shall take p~(0,0,d) as
the initial state,and assumeOD, OX and OX0 macroscopicallysmall but microscopically large,
for instancelarger than the typical atomic size. A possible choice, that underestimatesOD and
overestimatesOP, is

OD 10 8 cm, OP = h/OD 1 key/c. (7.9)

Notice the similarity betweeneq. (5.34) and eqs. (7.1), (7.4), (7.7).
The state of the incomingparticle, whosemomentumwe want to measure,is assumedto be a

wave packetFm x0), of averagemomentump, centeredaroundx0, with spreadOx. Its momentum
spreadOp = h/20x canbe madearbitrarily small, so that we canassume

OP >> Op or equivalently Ox >> OD. (7.10)

It shouldbe kept in mind, however,that Ox is very smallon amacroscopicscale,so thatOx <<D, L.

If we neglectthe spreadof the wavepacket,the particleevolution is describedby
~(p,xo) = e_uh1Qt~~(p,xo)euh1Qt~’h= ~(p,x0 + pt/m), (7.11)

where ~(p,x0) = Ip~xo)(p,xol, andH~is the free particleHamiltonian.
We are now ready to describeour measurementprocess.For simplicity, let the initial particle

statebe

= c1~p1,xo)+ c21p2,xo), (7.12)

or equivalently

= lw)(wI
= IciI

2~(pi,xo)+ c
2~

2c~~(p
2,xo)+ c1c~~~(pi,p2,xo)+ c~c2~~(p2,p1,xo),(7.13)

where~1~(p1,P2,xo) = Pt,xo)(p2,xoI. The extensionto a generalsuperposedstateis straightforward.

The measurementprocessis given by
Pt = e_i~~tmpoeuhht~, (7.14)

where p~= p~(i~i)® p~(0,0,d)is the initial state of the total system,and H = H0 + ~ the
total Hamiltonian, written in termsof the free part H0 = H~+ H’~’and the interaction~ By
eq. (7.13),we can write

2~11 2—22 *—12 * —21
= c1 —~ + c2 —~ + c1c2~1+ c1c2~,
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where

= e_i~~h/ e1htt/h, ~E~’ =

= e_iHu1~~
2euhIh1h,E~2= ~i~(pt,p

2,xo)®p~’(0,0,d), (7.16)

andanalogouslyfor the otherterms. In the interactionpicture, the evolution is governedby

Uj(t) = e_i~~0h/~’~&hhhl8 ~ S, (7.17)

which definesthe scatteringmatrix. In the caseconsideredhere,the scatteringbetweentheparticle
and the mirror—wagon systemis asymptoticallyequivalentto the scatteringbetweenthe particle
anda rigid wall placedat adistancex = —D/2 in the relativecoordinatex, so that the S-matrix
elementis easily evaluatedas

(p’,P’ISIp,P) = e~”~
1~ (7.18)

where,dueto our initial assumptions,we haveP = 0, P’ = 2p andp’ = —p. Rigorouslyspeaking,
we can state that the phaseshift is proportional to the product pD in the p —* oc limit. A
straightforwardcalculation,basedon the definition (7.16) and on the assumption(7.10), yields
finally

~ d)/h

xI2pi,Xo)t®In,D). WA’(Xo_0)w~WI(D_d)

X ,(2p~,X
0~® (n,DI . (_e+IPI(I)_d)/h)

= ~~~(—p1,—x0 d) ®p~(2p1,2p1t/M,d), (7.19)

andanalogouslyfor ~2, becausethe phasefactorscancelwith eachother. On the otherhand,we
get

—P2, —x0 — d) 0 >ffdXo dD ~ d)/h)

xI2pi,Xo)t ® n,D)~Wx(X0— 0)w~W’(D— d)
xz(2p2,XoI ® (n,D~. ( e~1’2(’) d)/h) (7.20)

and we seethat the two phasefactors e_1Pl~ d)/~ande p2(D~d)/hdo not cancelout for Pi � p2:

the off-diagonalterm E~
2,in eq. (7.20), containsthereforethe integral

f dD W’ (D — d) e_i~1_p2)~ d)/h~AJ(D). (7.21)

Sinced >> OD, and ~M (D) is a slowly varying function of D, the aboveintegralvanishesif

Pi P21 >> OP, (7.22)

wherethe relevantquantitiesaredefinedin eq. (7.9). We obtain

~ t~_~0, (7.23)
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and therefore

Pt PF = + = IctI2~(—pi, —x
0 — d) 0 p~(2p1,2p1t/M,d)

+Ic2~
2c~(—p

2,—xo—d)®p~(2p2,2p2t/M,d), (7.24)

which is the explicit expressionfor the wave-functioncollapse, characterizedby the lack of off-
diagonal terms. Note that this detector, under the condition (7.22), enablesus to perform a
momentummeasurementwithout resortingto a spectraldecomposition.

The wave-functioncollapseis obtainedin the presentmodel if

Pt p2IOD>> /1, (7.25)

as can be inferred by eqs. (7.9) and (7.22). However, we stressthat the condition (7.25) is not
essential,in orderto obtainthe wave-functioncollapse,andcanbe removedby simply introducing
a momentum analyzer in our model, in order to perform a spectral decomposition before the
actual measurement, in a way similar to fig. 5. Indeed, if we place mirror detectorsin fig. 5, the
wave-function collapse is obtained if

IpiIOD>>h, i= 1,2,... (7.26)

The abovecondition is much easierto realize than(7.25), in practice.The apparatuscanalso be
modified in order to accountfor negative-resultmeasurement.For theseandotherdetails, refer to
[3].

The criteria (7.25) and (7.26) are special examplesof eq. (5.36). Note that the decoherence
parameter takes the value

= 1 —exp[—p~(OD)
2/h2]. (7.27)

The above model can also be considered as an explicit counterexampleto the ergodicamplification
theory [16], because the collapse of the wave-function is obtained without the occurrence of any
thermal irreversible process. Recall that the friction force has nothing to do with the occurrence of
the wave-function collapse, as mentioned at the beginning of this subsection.

7.2. One-dimensionalemulsionmodel

Let us discuss now the interaction between an extremely relativistic particle and an emulsion
detector schematized as a one-dimensional array of scatterers. The corresponding Hamiltonian has
already been studied by several authors [68, 4,43, 69, 70], but we will show that the introduction
of new ingredients [71] will shed new light in the context of the MHSapproach. Let

II = + R’, (7.28)

be the total Hamiltonian, with

1~o= cj3, k’ = ~ V(x — na)&~, (7.29)

where p is the momentum of the particle, .~ its position, V is a real potential, a is the spacing
between adiacent scatterers in the array, na (n = 1,..., N) are the positions of the scatterers, and
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~n) are Pauli matricesacting on the nth site; one can think, for instance,of a linear emulsion

of AgBr molecules,the down state correspondingto the undivided molecule, and the up state
correspondingto the dissociatedmolecule (Ag and Br atoms). For simplicity, we are neglecting
the (dissociation)energyof the scatterersas well as their mutualinteraction.Thesesimplifications
can be removedwithout substantialmodification of the following analysis.We can also expectto
have no reflection for this model, so that the particle is transmittedwith probability 1, as will
be shown later. In the following, the linear array of scattererswill be referredto as detectorD.
In this subsectionwe explicitly write on operators,in order to distinguishthem from c-number
parameters.

In the interactionpicture, the evolutionis governedby

U (t, t’) = e1Fbot/he ~ 1’ )~e iHot’/h (7.30)

whereU satisfies

ihdU(t,t’)/dt = uI~’(t)U(t,t’), U(t’,t’) = 1, (7.31)

and ui~’(t’), the interactionHamiltonian in the interactionpicture, canbe computedexactlyas

= e~0t/hRFe iH
0t’/h = V(~+ ct’ — na)~’~. (7.32)

Observethat

= 0, (7.33)

so that the formal solutionto eq. (7.31) is given by

U (t, 1’) = exp — ~ f f1~~(t”) di” (7.34)

anda straightforwardcalculationyields the expression

~(N) = urn U(t,t’) = exp( iv0~E~~~), (7.35)
1’—’—

where

= ~ i = 1,2,3 (7.36)

is the average“spin” of the emulsion, andwe havewritten V0a = V(x) dx. Note that ~

canbe written as

~(N) = fls~

S(~)= exp (~~n) = cos(-~~)— i~’~sin(~~) (7.37)
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This allows us to define the “spin-flip” probability, i.e. the probability of dissociating one AgBr
molecule, as

w = sin2(Voa/hc). (7.38)

Observe that the commutation relation
[~~N)~N)] = 2iN_1E,~~~T) (7.39)

(with 1,1,k cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3) vanishesin the N —~ oc limit, so that these operators
describe“classical” observablesbelongingto the centerof the von Neumannalgebraof observables
of the emulsion in the N —* oc limit (see section 5.4). A more detailed description of the
superselection-rulespaceis given at the endof this subsection.

Let usnow investigatetheeffect of statisticalfluctuationsin the detector.This is a ratherdelicate
issue,in the presentcontext,alsobecauseof someclaims [44] appearedin the literature,according
to which statisticalfluctuationscan be neglectedin the descriptionof a macroscopicdetector:on
the contrary, we shall see that their role is of primary importancefor the descriptionof partial
lossesof coherence(imperfectmeasurements).

In order to take fluctuationsproperly into account,we proposethe following recipe.As usual,
we startby observingthat quantummechanicsdoesnot give us a definiteanswerfor the result of
one measurementon a singlesystem (exceptin very specialcases).In this sense,it is a statistical
theory, in that it givesinformationonly whenthe sameexperimentis performedmanytimes,under
the “same conditions”. But the meaningof the words “sameconditions”,in severalrepetitionsof
an experiment, is obscure. For example, even if we suppose to be able to obtain the sameincident
wave packetin different repetitionsof the experiment(which is alreadyimpossibleto realize, in
practice), we can neverput the “detector” in exactlythe samestateeverytime. In this sense,the
initial stateof thedetectorcannotbe exactlyspecified.In termsof ouremulsionarray,thissituation
can be modelledby letting N, the total numberof scatterers,fluctuatearoundsomeaveragevalue
N

0, during an experimentalrun in which manyparticlesinteractwith D, one by one. This means,
roughly speaking,that different particlesinteractwith slightly different statesof D. Following the
descriptiongiven in section 5, N will be the superselectionchargeof the MHS theory [3, 5]. One
may also regard V0 and a as superselectioncharges,but in the following analysis, for the sake of
simplicity, we will takethem as constants.

A secondsourceof fluctuationsis the following one: At fixed N, every incoming particlewill
provokethe dissociationof different (in numberandposition) molecules.As a consequence,as we
shall see, the wave functionscorrespondingto differentparticleswill acquiredifferentphases.

Let usanalyzenow a typical “yes—no” experiment(as schematizedin fig. 7) in which adivider
splits an incomingwave function ~ii into two branchwaves,only oneof which interactswith D. Let

W = WI + W2, (7.40)
where ~i and W2 are the two branchwaves correspondingto the two different routes in the
apparatus, and assume that only W2 interacts with D. If O)N is the detector’sgroundstate (N spins
down), the evolution is easily computedby eqs. (7.35)—(7.37) as

= ~ ~( i)m(~)m(~1 — w)N_mI[m])N

m=0[ml
N N 1/2 ____

= E~(m) i)m(~/~j)m(~/1- ~)N
mlm)N (7.41)
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where I [m])N denotes a state of the detector in which m particular (well defined) molecules are
excited, im)N = (~) 1/2 > [m] i[m])N is the stateof D in which m moleculesare excited,and the
summation > ~ is over the permutations. To see how coherence is lost in the present model, let
us follow the approachoutlined in section 4, and try to obtain an expressionfor the decoherence
parameter.This canbe accomplishedby “looking” only at the particlestates:define

~ ~N ([m]iS”~i0)N = (_i)m(V~)m(yl _W)N_m, (7.42)

and assume that, as a result of the interaction,the wave functionbecomes

W —~ wi + S~W2. (7.43)

After recombination of the two branchwaves,the probability of observingthe particleis

= wi
2 = 1 + IS~I2 + 2ReS~, (7.44)

whereanyadditionalconstantphasedifferencesbetweenthe two branchwaveshavebeenneglected,
andthe last term is responsiblefor interference.As usualwe label different incomingparticleswith
j (j = ~ . . , N~,where N~is the total numberof repetitionsof the experiment,or alternatively
the total numberof particlesin an experimentalrun), andconsiderthe averageover manyevents

= i~(. . .)~ (7.45)

In the present paper, we have generally considered two possible cases: fixed and fluctuating N. We
shall therefore take the above average in two different ways, and then compare the results obtained.
The first caseconsistsin consideringN fixed, by setting

= ~ (~)(...) (caseI), (7.46)

where(~)is the numberof possiblecasesin which m out of N moleculescanbe chosen.
In the secondcasewe shall simulate an “open” system.by letting N fluctuatearound some

averagevalue, as in

= PN ~ (~~)(...) (caseII), (7.47)
NE!(N

04N) m=0

where I(N0,L~N) is a setof possiblevaluesof N, with averageN0 and standard deviation AN,and
PN arestatisticalweights (~N PN = 1). Notice the resemblanceof the latter casewith the average
introducedin eq. (5.33). As seenin section4, bothcasesareeasilyjustified in the infinite N~limit.

As repeatedlystressedin this paper,we areled to consider

TI
5 = 1 + ~2 + 2ReS, (7.48)

as the only experimentallymeaningfulquantity.Let us studythe two casesseparately.
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CaseI. By eq. (7.42) we easily obtain

= ~ ~ = ~ (1”)~jjm(~ IL,)N m = 1. (7.49)

On the other hand, in the limit N —+ very large, Nw = finite, we get

— ~ (Z)~:~N—.oc,Nw=finite ~ ~(_iN~/~F)me Nw/2
m=0 m=0

= ~( i~/i~Jw/2)N (7.50)

Let us introducealso the visibility

V = (TI5max Pmin)/(Pmax + TPmin) = 21511(1+ ~5i2), (7.51)

that in the case considered is given by

= i:~~’~i= e~~”
2. (7.52)

From the above formulae, andin particularfrom eq. (7.48), it is obviousthatS plays the role of a
transmissioncoefficient, Si2beingthetransmissionprobability. In the simplemodelhereproposed,
reflection andabsorptionare neglected,so that Si2 (I) = 1: this is an elementaryconsequenceof
unitarity (~‘t~’= 1). The introductionof statisticalfluctuationsyields the relation

i~1)i2 = e_w~’~’< 1 = 1J~(’), (7.53)

sothat the coherencebetweenthe two branchwavesis partially lost. This allows us to computeour
decoherenceparameterr (eq. (4.12)) as

= 1 — i~ i2iij~’~= 1 — e wN (7.54)

and the wave-functioncollapse is obtained in the limit wN>> 1 (i.e. in the limit of a very high

averagenumberof excitedmolecules).
CaseII. By eq. (7.42) we obtain

j~j~(11)= ~PN~(m)iS~I2 = ~PN~(”[)Wm(l w)’~’ m = 1,

(7.55)

so that the transmissionprobability is one, like in the previouscase.In the limit N —~ very large,
Nw = finite, we get

= >pN> (Z)s~ N-.oo,Nw=finite >pN~~j( iN~/~)meNw/2

= ~pNe~’~ w/2)N = (e~1../iii_w/2)N), (7.56)
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wherewe havewritten (...) ~ Let us write N = N0 + AN, and assume the gaussian
property

((AN)~’ — f o for odd fl~ (7 57)
/ — 1~ ((AN)

2)”(2k)!/(2”k!) for evenn = 2k.

It is thensimpleto prove that, for c = constant,

(eth!1) = ~~-~((AN)~) = ~~[~c2((AN)2)]k = ec2W%~~T2)hI2. (7.58)

Application of eq. (7.58) to eq. (7.56) yields

~(1I) = e( ~/i~—w/2)Noe~w+w2/4+iw312)((~N)2)/2 (7.59)

so that the visibility is

= i~(H)I = e~~°’~’°”2e~w/2+w2/8)((AN)2) (7.60)

If we assume, for simplicity, a poissonian distribution

((AN)2) = N
0, (7.61)

we get

= l:~(1I)I= e(_w~~
2/8~oe wN

0 (7.62)

wherethe last equality is due to the smallnessof w (wN = finite). Note that wN0 representsthe

averagenumberof excitedmolecules.Once again,we can computeour decoherenceparameterc as
= 1 — S~ 2/1512(tfl = 1 — e

2u)~~T0, (7.63)

and the wave-function collapse is obtained in the limit w N
0>> 1.

A comparison between c(1) and i~”~is interesting.In bothcases,coherenceis lost in the limit of
high averagenumberof excitedmolecules.On the other hand, coherence is lost more quickly in the
secondcase:This is an obviousconsequenceof the introductionof statisticalfluctuationsin terms
of N. The averageH, in eq. (7.47), is obviously more effective thanthe averageI, in eq. (7.46),
in provoking a loss of quantum-mechanicalcoherence.

We infer that fluctuationscanneverbe neglected,in the largeN limit. Thisprovesthat the claim
in ref. [44] overlooksan importantfeatureof macroscopicsystems,andconstitutesthe important
differencebetweenour proposaland the onesin refs. [44,43]. We should also remarkthat in the
examplegiven by Hepp [43], the evolution of the total density matrix from a pure to a mixed
state is not (and indeedcannotbe) shown explicitly. The advantageof the presentapproachis
obvious:since0 ~ c < 1, it is possible to investigatethe intermediatecasesin which coherenceis
only partially lost. Thesecasescorrespondto imperfectmeasurements.

It remainsto be clarified how the inequivalentrepresentationof the MHS theoryappearsin the
N —~ oc limit. Consideragainthe descriptiongiven in eqs. (7.41) and (7.42)

~(N)Io) = ~ ~S~i[m])N = ~ (N)’/
2S(N)Im)N (7.64)

m=0 [m] m=0
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and define, in analogy with eq. (7.36),

~(N) = ~ (7.65)

Moreover, observe that

= N) (7.66)

In the limit N —p oc, Nw = finite, the following identificationscan be made:

~f ~/~.(N) ,~ ~ ~.(N) —1, iO)N —~ 0) (7.67)

whereat, ~ are boson creationandannihilation operators,respectively ([a, at] = 1), and 0) is

the vacuum.In this way, we obtain:

~(N)io) = exp[—i(V0aN/hc)(X~+

N_.oc~Nw=finite[if7~(àt + à)]iO) = I —iv”~7~), (7.68)

where,from eq. (7.38), w = sin
2(Voa/hc) ( Voa/hc)2,and — i~/~~)is a coherentstate,written

in the z-representation(àiz) > = ziz)). In this limit, the behaviourof the detectoris described
by meansof a unitary inequivalentrepresentation.The superselectionchargeN entersin both the
definitionsof the final detectorstateandof the relevantquantummechanicaloperators.

Finally, it is worth stressingthat even in the presentcontext, in practice the N —p ~ limit is
not necessary:indeed,the decoherenceparameter(eqs. (7.54) and (763)) can be definedeven
for N large but not necessarilyinfinite. The decreaseof visibility in eqs. (7.52) and (7.62) is
just a consequence of the large number of interactionsundergoneby the Q-particle. We emphasize
that, as discussedin Section5.2, the exact wave-functioncollapseis to be comparedwith a phase
transition. On the other hand, theN —p ~ limit is absolutelynecessaryto obtain the transitionto
the superselection-rulespaceaccordingto eq. (5.45).

7.3. Cmi’s model

Let us now focus our attention on an alternative approach to the quantum measurement problem,
originally put forward by Cmi [72]. In this approach,the evolutionfrom a pureto amixed stateis
ascribed to the second law of thermodynamics,but unlike the ergodicamplification theory [16], no
problem arises in connection with negative-result measurements,that canbe tackledin a’consistent
way. It was shown [73] that Cmi’s approachcanbe “blended” to ours, by introducingstatistical
fluctuations into his model, as prescribed by the MHStheory. We will first briefly summarize
the most salient points of Cmi’s discussion, and will thenshow the modificationswhenthe MHS
structure of the detector is taken into account.

Considera two-level quantumsystemQ, described by the vector

x = (c~u~+ c u_)~(r), (7.69)

where ic+i2 + ic_i2 — 1, u~arethe eigenstatesoft
3, the third Pauli matrix, and ~(r) is the position

wave packet.After the spectraldecomposition,the systemis describedby

Xs = c~u~çb~(r)+ c U ~_(r), (7.70)
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where ~ (r) are distinct wave packets,travelling in different regions of space. The quantum
systeminteractswith a detectorD, madeup of N particles, which are also assumedto haveonly
two possible states,say a ground state w0 and an excited or ionized state w1. The interaction
Hamiltonianis assumedto be

H1 = —~=-~-(l+ r3)(a~a1+ alao) (7.71)

where g0 is a coupling constantand a~,a~are the creation operatorsfor the states w0, w1,
respectively,andobeybosoncommutationrelations: [a0,a~]= [a1,a~]= 1. All othercommutators
vanish.Dueto the term ~(1 + ti), only the u+ componentof Xs yields a nonvanishinginteraction.
A state of D is definedby assigningthe numbern of particles in the ground state w0:

n,N-n) = ~J=~~’)(a~(at)~’~0), (7.72)

where N — n is the numberof particlesin the excitedstatew1.
The total systemQ + D is assumedinitially to be describedby the vector

w(O) = Xs® N,0), (7.73)

andits evolution is given by

w(t) = e iHItf~w(O)= c+u÷~+(r)~a~(t)in,N—n)+ c_u_~_(r)iN,0), (7.74)

with

~/NT(i)~V_~l . N-n
a~(t)= ~/~T~/(N—n)! (gt/h)sin (gt/h),

whereg = go/v’N. The probability of finding n particlesin the groundstateattime t is therefore
given by

Pn(t) = ian(t)i
2 = (~)Ptq(t~~_’~. (7.75)

wherep(t) = cos2a(t),q(t) = 1 —p(t) = sin2c~(t),a(t) = gt/h. For N large, the distribution of
P,~is very strongly peakedaroundits maximum

~i(t) = Np(t), (7.76)

andapplicationof Stirling’s formulato eq. (7.75) gives

P~
1-~1. (7.77)

Since, however, ~ ~ P,~= 1, the probability of finding n ~ ~i(t) is negligible, and one can

approximate eq. (7.74) with
w(t) c+u+i~i(t),N H(t)) + c u iN,0). (7.78)
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Note that, from eqs. (7.76) and (7.77), one getsP~(0)= OnN, P~(t
0)= ~ with

to = irh’./IV/2go, (7.79)

so that to, the time for completedischargeof D, is proportionalto N
112. This is the reasonwhy the

couplingconstant,in eq. (7.71), containeda N 1/2 factor. More precisely,eq. (7.75) yields
= 1 ~P~2/21vh1~, (7.80)

~s/2’rNpq

for the probability of finding ~i + An particlesin the ground state,at any given time t.
Cmi’s interestinganalysisgoesmuch further, in termsof the densitymatrix of the total system

Q + D. However, we will limit ourselvesto his discussionon the caseof an irreversibledetector.
Obviously, for t = 2t

0, by eq. (7.76), oneobtainsP,~(2t0) = OnN, so that the systemeventually
goesback to its initial state.This is due to the hermiticity of the Hamiltonian H1, thatdescribes
a reversibleinteraction.Cmi solvesthis problemby invoking the secondlaw of thermodynamics:
accordingto him, “no counterwill everrechargeitself because[at t = to] all theelectronsandions
will spontaneouslyrecombineto form the initial neutralstate.”

In the following, we will give this statementa precisemathematicalexpression,by following an
alternativeapproach.Moreover,wewill arguethat the real reasonfor the decoherenceof the Q + D
systemis not the secondlaw of thermodynamics,but ratherthe MHS structureof D.

In the above analysis, the spatial degreesof freedom are completelyneglected.The quantum
systemQ and all the particlesof the detectorD occupy the samepoint of space, for a certain
“interaction” time to, defined in eq. (7.79), during which the interactiondescribedby H1 takes
place. We shall now showwhat happenswhen spaceis takeninto account:Let us start from the
Hamiltonian

H=HQ+HD+H2, (7.81)

where HQ is the free Hamiltonian of the system Q, HD the free Hamiltonian of the detector D, and

H2 the interactionHamiltonian.A possiblechoice is:

HQ = p
2/2m, HD = ~hw~(l + ~n))

H
2 = ~(l + r3)~V(r—rn)a~, (7.82)

which describes a particle at position r, with momentump, interactingwith adetectormadeup of
N (AgBr) molecules. The molecules positions are r~,(n = 1,..., N), a’~,~ are Pauli matrices
acting on the nth molecule, and co is a constant. As already stressed after eq. (7.71), due to the
term ~(1 + 13) only the u÷component of x~in eq. (7.69), yelds a nonvanishinginteraction.The
Hamiltonian H2 is essentiallythe sameas the one introduced in eq. (7.29), the only difference
being that we are here considering the 3-dimensional case, in which r, rn E ~

It can be shown [73] that the Hamiltonians H (eq. (7.81)) and H1 (eq. (7.71)) can be
identified in the limit co = 0 and Q-particle at rest in the detector: this is accomplished by making
the hypothesis of “broad” potentials V(r — rn) = V0OQp(r)/N, where p(r) = ~L O~(r — rn)
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is the density of particles per unit volume, with f d~rp (r) = N. In this way, the detector D is
transformed into a “fluid” of density p (r), in which up to N excitationscan be created.

If now we were to substitute p(r) with a constant, “average” value, the original Hamiltonian
H would lose any dependence on the molecules’ locations. In doing so, we would overestimate
the quantum-mechanical coherence of the detector, because we would neglect the additional phase
randomization actually introduced by the neglected spatial degrees of freedom. In order to better
take into account the random motion of the elementary constituents of D, we follow a procedure
originally applied in ref. [13], and substitute the operator p with a c-numberplus a fluctuation

p(r) —~ (p) + Op(r), (7.83)

where (p) is a constant, “background” density, and Op obeys the following statistical properties

(Op(r)) = 0, ((Op(r))2) = F
0, (7.84)

where the brackets denote an ensemble average over all the possible microscopic configurations of
the detector, and 0 is the detector temperature. The precise mathematical expression for F0 depends
on the physical and chemical properties of D. For our analysis it will suffice to know that the
behaviour of F0 becomes critical when a phase transition takes place. Wewish to stress that it is
precisely at this point that the MHSstructure of D comes into play: being a macroscopic system,
D cannot be described within a single Hilbert space, and its MHSstructure forces us to consider
the effectsof noiseandstatisticalfluctuationson its evolution. Our Hamiltonian is now

H ~ H2 = (V0OQ/N)((p) + Op)~~n) (7.85)

and we can identify in, N n), the symmetrized state in which n molecules are in the ground
(unexcited) state, with in, N — n), definedin eq. (7.72).

According to our analysis, the coupling constant g turns out to be

g = (V0OQ/N)((p)+ Op) = g0 + Og (7.86)

(the index 0 will label henceforth ideal quantities, independent of fluctuations). Therefore, at
constant(p), g is inverselyproportionalto N. (Note that the averagedensity (p) is keptconstant
when taking the thermodynamical limit.) Since Cmi’s analysis can be applied identically to our
case,this implies that the time for completedischargeof the detectoris given by t~= irh/2g x N,
and is not proportional to N”

2, like in eq. (7.79). We emphasizethat our expression(7.86) has
been derived, within our analysis, and it is not an assumption, like in eq. (7.71).

Let us now sketch the behaviour of the system when the detector in a highly excited state
approaches a phase transition. The density matrix of the Q + D system is written as

= iw)(wi = ‘~diag + ‘off •~ ‘E’~~~= ~ + .~jç), (7.87)
where

~diag = ic÷I2~++~P~In,N— n)(n,N—ni + c_i2~_iN,0)(N,0l,

‘~off = ic÷i2~++ ~ a~a~in,N— n)(m,N— mi
“1

+ c+c~i+_~anin,N—n)(N,0i + h.c., (7.88)
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are the diagonal and off-diagonal terms respectively, q~-~= u±4i~±i2,~+— = u+uf_q~.,.cb*_,and
~f) is the final state. Observethat thereare two types of off-diagonal terms, quadratic (a~a~)
and linear (an). The former reflect only the coherence among different states of the detector (they
would be present even if the initial state of the incoming particle had been c~u~q5~,instead of Xs,
in eq. (7.70)), while the latter reflect the coherence between different states of the particle as well.

It is possible to prove that in the large-N limit the distribution sought is almost flat, and is
characterized by the average

(fl)av = /n(Pn) dn N/2, (7.89)

and the standard deviation

a = (1(n (fl)av)2(Pn) dn) I/2 = 2 312N. (7.90)

This result is rather peculiar, and is a consequence of the approximation H
2 >> HQ, J

1D, in eqs.
(7.81) and (7.82): to neglect HD means to consider the limit hw —~ 0, i.e. the limit of vanishing
energy difference between the excited and ground state of the detector’s elementary constituents.
Had such a limit not been taken, one should have expected the detector’s state to evolve towards
the minimum energy state, i.e. the initial state iN, 0). But in our caseall detector’sstates are
energeticallyequivalent,and the resulting distribution is almost flat.

Moreover, a rather lengthy analysis proves that it is not possible to state that

(7.91)

because .~Qis nonnegligible compared to ~ even in the N —~ oc limit. We must therefore
estimate the value of

Tr(S~)2 = ic+i4 ~ i(ana~)I2+ 2Ic+c~i2~i(a~)I2 + ic~-i4, (7.92)
n,m=0 n=0

where the trace is taken over both D and Q. If this is found to be less than 1, we can conclude
that the density matrix is (partially) mixed, and coherence has been lost to an extent estimated by
the contribution of the off-diagonal matrix elements to the value of the trace. Incidentally, observe
that if no average (...) were present,onewould get

Tr(~1~)2= Ic+i4 ~I Iani2iaml2+ 2ic+c~I2~iani2 + ic_i4

n,m=O n=O

= ic+i4 + 2ic÷c~i2+ ic_I4 = (ic+i2 + ic_I2)2 = 1, (7.93)

as expected for a pure state. On the other hand, one can prove that

Tr(ZW)2 ~ lc+i4v’2/irN + 2ic+c~j2~/8/irN+ ic_i4 ~ ic_i4 < ic_i2 < 1, (7.94)
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as was to be expected for a completely mixed state. This clearly demonstrates that the coherence is
lost like l/v’N when N becomeslarge. Comparethis result with eq. (6.8): in the modelproposed
here,and in the sensegivenby eq. (7.94),we canstatethat in the N —~ oc limit, coherenceis lost
among different detector states as well as between the two branch waves of the Q-particle.

The interpretation of the above results is easily given in terms of our MHSapproach: The ergodic
assumption

= (...) (7.95)

wherethe bar denotes,as usual, the averageover different incoming particlesin an experimental
run, providesus with a consistentinterpretation of the results in this section: when the same
experiment is performed many timeson manyQ + D systems, the quantum-mechanical coherence
is lost at a statisticallevel, during the interaction. The loss of coherence, here characterized by the
behaviourof Tr(~’~f~)2 in the N —* cx limit (eq. (7.94)), is just a statisticaleffect over many
repetitions of the experiment. Observe also that the phase transition, as described in this model,
correspondsto the dischargeof the counter,not to the collapseof the wave function. The collapse,
i.e. the loss of coherence, begins already at t = 0, immediately after the interaction has been
“switchedon”. Indeed,the coefficientsa~(I) in eq. (7.74) start experiencingthe presenceof noise,
via the coupling constant g, as soonas the evolution governed by the Hamiltonian J~J2begins. The
loss of coherence engendered by this process is partial, but unrecoverable,and we can say that a
partial collapse of the wavefunction beginsas soon as the microsystementers into contact with
the (macroscopic)detector.The final dischargeof D, at t = to, is thereforea different effect that
follows a process started long before. Therefore, as already emphasized at the end of sections 5.1
and 5.2, a precise distinction must be made between the discharge of the counter (the “signal” or
in general the “display” of the result of the experiment) and the collapse of the wave function (the
“decoherence”of the quantumsystem,i.e. the transitionfrom pureto mixed state).More details
about the present model can be found in ref. [73].

8. Numericalsimulation

We shall now clarify the concepts introduced in the previous sections, and in particular the
function of the detector as a dephaser, by means of numerical arguments [741. As repeatedly
emphasized in sections 3 and 4, a detector contains both a dephaser and a displayer. In this paper,
and particularly in this section, we are mostly interested in its performances as a dephaser, because
the dephasing process is responsible for the wave-function collapse. For this reason, in this section,
we shall often usethe word “dephaser” instead of “detector”.

In general, we can expect dissipation effects in the object particle motion, when this goes
through a detector,even though eachelementarycollision of the particle with a constituentof
the detector is elastic, becausethe particle loses energy as a consequenceof the interaction.
However, such dissipation effects can be neglected in the ideal case in which the collision centers
(the constituents)are very heavy andstructurelessandeveryelementarycollision is elastic.This
approximation practically corresponds to suppressing the detector states, and will allow us to treat
the detector as a pure dephaser, because we have neglected the display process. For this reason, in
the following numerical simulation, we shall make use of a linear array of fixed Dirac potentials
with complex strength, each of which has an imaginary part representing the elementary inelastic
collision. We can investigatewhetherthe presenceof elementaryinelasticcollisions is essentialfor
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the wave-functioncollapseby measurement.The problemof how the resultantdissipationeffect
(rootedin the elementaryelasticcollisions) is relatedto the wave-functioncollapsewill be discussed
in a forthcomingpaper.

As discussedin section3, the samekind ofequipmentcanwork well or not as a dephaser/detector,
dependingon the physicalprocessesinvolved. It will be useful to considerfirst someideal cases
which will help us to understandthe role of the equipment.

8.1. Ideal cases.Typesofdephaser

Let T~andR~(j = 1,.. . , N~)be the transmissionand reflectioncoefficientsfor the jth particle,
and t~= iT3i

2, r~= iRi2 the transmissionand reflection probabilities,respectively.We define,
following eqs. (4.7) and (4.8)

1 ~ 1 N~ N~, N~
~ T~k=~->JRj,7=~-~tj=~-~!Tji2,

= r~= ~- >1 iR~i2 (8.1)
pj=,

as the averagetransmission/reflectioncoefficientsand probabilities,respectively.In general,ab-
sorption should be takeninto account.For this purpose,we define the absorptionprobability for
the jth particle

a
3 = 1 — iTji

2 — jR
3i

2 = 1 — r
3 — (8.2)

and its average value

N~

ZI= ~—~a1 = 1 ~ ~. (8.3)
pj=’

By definition, a~+ r~+ t3 = 1 and ~ + ~ + I = I. We are now ready to give some definitions:

(a) A phaseshifter is a device for which

7 = = 0, 7 = 1, T~= T~°~= constant(independentof j). (8.4)

Moreover, being Ti
2 = 17i2 = iT~°~i2= 1, we obtain, by eq. (4.12), the value 6 = 0 for the

decoherence parameter.
(b) An ideal dephaseris a device for which

i~i2= = 0. (8.5)

This means that every particle, by interacting with the dephaser, acquires a randomphase,so that
the average in eq. (4.8) vanishes. In this case, by eq. (4.12), we obtain the value c = 1 for the
decoherence parameter. Note that the parameter T’, as defined in eq. (5.7), mustvanishas well,
due to the presence of the random phase. Observe that nothing is said about the values of 7, a and
7, but a meaningful definition of 6 requiresa nonvanishing7.
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(C) An ideal nondestructivedephaseris an “ideal dephaser” for which

7=a=0, 7=1. (8.6)

This means that besides the property in eq. (8.5), we must have, from eq. (4.7), t
3 = iT3I

2 = 1,

Vj = 1,. . . , Ni,. In other words, every particle is transmitted with a random phase.
(d) A perfectabsorberis a device for which

7=7=0, a=l. (8.7)

Note that nothing can be said about the decoherence parameter ~ defined in eq. (4.12).

(e) An ideal destructivedephaseris a “perfect absorber” for which the condition

(8.8)

holds. The reason for this definition should be clear in the light of our previous definition b) and
of the discussion of section 5.1: indeed an ideal dephaser, as defined in (b), corresponds to an
object for which the quantities T and T’, defined in eq. (5.7), are such that

(8.9)

due to the presence of statistical fluctuations. Observe that this effect is completelyindependent
of the value of the transmission probability I = iT~2:the readershould now refer to the short
discussion after eq. (4.13). In the limit 7 = 0 (perfect absorber), we obtain an ideal (perfectly
absorbing) destructive dephaser.

8.2. Modelling the detectorasa dephaserwith a Dirac comb

Wecan now investigate the loss of coherence from a numerical point of view. The interaction
between the particle and the “detector”, will be studied by making use of a simplified one-
dimensional Dirac comb model. A particle interacts with a macroscopic object (a detector acting
as a dephaser),madeup of elementaryconstituents,accordingto the laws of quantummechanics
(Schrödinger equation). The particle will interact with many different elementary constituents,
or with many different bunches of elementary constituents. We will describe every interacting
constituent (or every bunch of constituents) with a 0-potential, and the whole detector with an
arrayof 0-potentials(a Dirac comb).

Let us start off by recalling some properties and formulae relative to the one-dimensional scattering
of a plane wave by a 0-shaped potential. Assume the potential to be centered around x = 0, and
the incidentwaveamplitude to be normalizedat 1 for x = —oc. Then

= e~x+ fl.e ikx w+ = Yeht~x, (8.10)

where 7Z and T are the reflection and transmissioncoefficient, respectively.The potentialbarrier

will be given by
V(x)=AO(x) (8.11)
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(A = limj_,o,v0_.~lV0, where 1 is the barrier “thickness” and V0 the barrier “height”). In this
approximation, we have

R. = (—1 + ihv/A)~’, T = (1 + iA/hv) ‘, (8.12)

where v is the particle’s speed.
We will be interested in the general case in which A is a complex number. It will be useful to

remind that the Schrödinger equation

a
ih—~= ———V

2~+ V~, (8.13)
2m

when V = VR + iV, E C, yields the following continuity equation

(8.14)

where P = iwi2 and S = h(W*VW_WVW*)/2im arethe probabilitydensityandcurrentrespectively.
If V, > 0, the rhs of eq. (8.14) acts as a “source”, if V, <0 it acts as a “sink”. Wewill be interested
in the latter case.

If we set A = Q + iF, in eq. (8.12), we obtain for the reflection (p) and transmission (t)
probability, respectively

2 F2+Q2 2 (ho)2

= = (hv — f’)2 + Q2~ I = Ti = (hv _F)2 + Q2~ (8.15)

so that it is possibleto define theabsorptioncoefficient

2hvF

a= l—p—t= (hv—F)2+Q2~ (8.16)
By definition, p + I + c~= 1, and c~> 0 if F <0 (“sink”).

The total barrier will be given by:

V(x) = A,O(x—b
1), (8.17)

where N is the total number of 0-potentials (“elementary interactions”), A, their (complex)
strengths, and b their positions. In order to avoid confusion, we shall stick henceforth to the
following convention: the index i (i = 1,.. . , N) will label the 0-potentials,while the index j

(j = 1,.. . , Ni,) will label the incoming particles in an experimental run.
The wave function will be

Wo = A1 e~’~~
1”~+ B, e ik(x—b,) ..., W, 1 = Ajeil~(xb~)+ ~

Wi = Aj+,ei~c~_bi+I)+ ~ = Cte s—b,) + D~e~”~’,

WN = CNe~’~-’bN) + DNe_il(x bN) (8.18)

where we have denoted the wave function between the ith and the (i + 1) st potential as w~and
have adopted the convention of using the coefficients A~,B~(C

1, D) to write the wave function
on the very left (right) of the ith potential. Obviously

B~=A(R1+D~’I’, C1=A,Z+D11~, (8.19)
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where R. and T are the reflection and transmission coefficients of a single 0-potential, given by eq.
(8.12), anda primedenotesthe wave impinging on the0 from the right. By solving for C,, D1, we
obtain:

(C1 ~ — 1 (~‘-7z~R~1Z~~ (A1 ~ — ~ (A1 (820)
~D1)7’~ -7~ 1 )~B1) ‘~B1

As our problemis invariant under spacereflection, 7Z, = R~and 7 = 7’, so that

z,=~(~2~ ~‘), (8.21)

and by making use of eq. (8.12), we obtain

1 (8.22)
~ —1 w1—l j

with w1 = ihv/A, e C. The general formula for the interaction with N 0-potentialscanbe cast into
a compact form: by setting

A, = I, B, = R, DN = 0, CN = T, (8.23)

we obtain

(~‘)= ZNHeikd:T3Zi(r), (8.24)

where 13 ~5 the third Pauli matrix, and d, = b,+, — b1. The coefficients T and R are the whole
barrier’s transmission and reflection coefficients, and we can define the barrier absorption coefficient

a = 1 — iRi
2 iTl2 = 1 r t. (8.25)

So far, the internal motions of the elementary constituents of our “detector” have not been taken
into account. Strictly speaking, these internal motions are governed by some fundamental dynamics.
However, as emphasized at the beginning of this section, we are mainly interested in the dephasing
process provoked by our detection system, whose state does not change as a consequence of the
interaction, in the model considered. Nevertheless, there is a heuristic way to take into account
the dephasing effects provoked on the object system. Observe first that the internal motions of
the elementaryconsituentsgive rise to an intrinsic stochasticityof the parametersdescribingthe
constituents themselves. In terms of our Dirac comb model, this stochasticity will be modelled as
follows: the strength of every single 0-potential will vary according to a statistical (say Gaussian)
law. This means that the A,’s in eq. (8.17)andthereforethe w

1’s in eq. (8.22)will undergorandom
fluctuations. Moreover the interactions between the detector’s constituents and the particles will
take place in different parts of the detector. This means that also b and d, = b,+ 1 — b will be
subject to statistical fluctuations. By explicitly rewriting eq. (8.24) as

(T~l(wN+l 1 ~Hej~:TJ_(t0i+l I \~( 1 (826)
\~O)WN~ —l WNl)”j w1k,~ —1 w,—l)\~R)’
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we realize the presence of several sources of stochasticity:

= ihv/A, = ihv/(Q, + iF1) E C, d, = b1~~— b,, (8.27)

as well as N, of course. We will assume a gaussian distribution for Q, 1 andd~,and will study
the global effect on the outgoing wave as a function of N. Also, we will suppress the randomness
of N, the total numberof 0’s (i.e. the total number of “interactions”). This is a conservative
approximation: assuming, say, a gaussian distribution also for N, would lead to an even stronger
dependence of T on the MHS-structure of the detector’s density matrix, as was already discussed
in section7.2. Seealso the discussionsin sections4.2 and 5.3.

Our problem is thus reduced to solving eq. (8.26) for T, for many different incoming particles
(so that T —~ T1 (j = 1,...,No), like in eq. (4.4)), andthen to applying the averagingprocedure
described in eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), in order to obtain informations on the average probability P,
in eq. (4.13), and on our decoherenceparametere, definedin eqs. (4.12). Notice that, due to
our ergodic assumption (eq. (4.19)), the above-mentioned average over many particles (~)will
be equivalent to the ensemble average over the values of the parameters undergoing the statistical
fluctuations ((...))

8.3. Limiting cases

Before proceeding to the numerical simulation, we should investigate whether and how closely
the ideal cases previously considered can be reproduced by means of our Dirac comb model. Let
us considerthem separately.

(a) Phaseshzfter A good phase shifter should transmit every particle with probability 1, and
should contribute a constant(i.e. particle-independent) phase to the wave functions of the different
particles. Consider the coefficients p, r, anda of eq. (8.15) andeq. (8.16). Theserefer to a single
0-potential. In order to minimize the losseswe require F = 0 in eq. (8.16), so that a = 0.
Moreover, for Q small, eq. (8.15) reads

p = (Q/hv)
2, t = 1 — (Q/hv)2, (8.28)

so that, being every effect of the secondorder in Q, the conditions (8.4) can be fulfilled by an
arrayof N 0-scatterersof strengthA = Q (Q 0k), if N is smallcomparedto (Q/hv)_2 (so that
the global reflection is negligible), and, most important, if the fluctuationsof the parameters in eq.
(8.27) are “frozen”.

(b) Idealdephaser.In this case the statistical fluctuations of the parameters in eq. (8.27) should
be wide enough in order to obtain iTi2 = 0 and satisfy the condition (8.5). The quantitative
meaning of the words “wide enough” will be given later in this section.

(c) Idealnondestructivedephaser.Everything should be identical to the case (a), but the statistical
fluctuations of the parametersshould make [TI2vanish, like in case (b). This will be shown
numerically to work nicely alreadyfor N ~ 100.

(e) Perfectabsorber. Consideragain the coefficientsp, t, and a of eqs. (8.15) and (8. 16). The
condition a = 1 cannot be fulfilled, but a is bigger if Q = 0. Moreover,for F small (and negative),
we have

= 1 + 2F/hv, p = (F/hv)2, a = —2T’/hv. (8.29)
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Observethat p is of second order, while both t and a are of first order in F; moreover the
absorption effect is cumulative,when the number of 0-potentials is increased. Therefore, provided
N is big enough, an array of N 0-potentials of strength A = iF (F 0) will reflect very little,
transmit very little and almost completely absorb the wave. The conditions in eq. (8.7) can thus
be fulfilled.

(e) Ideal destructivedephaser. Everything should be identical to the previous case, but the
stochasticity, introduced via the fluctuations of the parameters in eq. (8.27), should yield a value
of c close to unity. The above arguments will be shown numerically to work with great accuracy
for relatively small values of N (a> 98%for N = 200 and c> 99.5% for N = 70).

The above discussion should make it clear once more that the role played by the statistical
fluctuations is of drastic importance as far as the behaviour of a dephasing detector is concerned. It
will also be useful to stress that in our picture an ideal nondestructive dephaser and a phase shifter
turn out to be different aspectsof the sameobject: If we considerthe statisticalfluctuationsas a
measure of the “noise” or the “temperature” of the system, then the phase shifter becomes an ideal
nondestructivedephaserif the noiselevel is high enough.

It is at any rate quite interesting that the simple Dirac comb model proposed here be able to
reproducecorrectly so many different ideal physicalsituations,rangingfrom a phaseshifter to a
“non-absorbing dephaser”, and from an absorber to an “absorbing dephaser”.

8.4. Numericalresults

We are now readyto proceedwith the numericalsimulation.We startfrom eqs. (4.2) and (4.3),
and assume infinitesimal slits. The wave function at the screen in fig. 7a will be given by

e1JdIzII eikIz2I
(8.30)izii z2i

whereiznl (n = 1,2) is the distance between the nth slit and the point at the screen, and k = 2ir/2,
where 2 is the wavelength. The intensity at the screen is

1 T
2 2

iwI2 = wi + Tw2i2 = —~ + —~-- + Re(TeIk(11_k2P). (8.31)Z
1 Z2 ZliiZ2i

For the sake of clarity, in the following discussion, eq. (8.31) will be assumed to hold true even
when the condition L >> 2 (where L is the slit—screen distance) is not strictly satisfied. This
simplification does not alter our discussion and final conclusions, and will display the physical
meaning of the process under investigation in a more intelligible way.

The coefficient T is given by eq. (8.26), wherethe parametersin eq. (8.27) undergogaussian
statistical fluctuations. We will focus our attention on thermal neutrons interacting with a crystal,
so that

2 = 2~r/k = 2 A, (d) = 4.5 A, (8.32)

where the brackets denote the statisticalensembleaveragedefinedin eq. (4.19), whose meaning
in the present context becomes now evident: the average value of every parameter, over the N~
incoming neutrons, will be given just by the mean value of the parameter’s gaussian distribution.
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~j0 _

N—20 A N—oo
— 0.76 / — 1 Fig. 9. Realpotentials:theinterferencegraduallydisappears

as N increases.The valuesof N and of the decoherence

parameteraregivenin the variouscases.

The parametersQ and F are somewhatmore arbitrary. According to the discussionof the
previoussection,we require

(Q)/hv = —(F)/hv = lO_2. (8.33)

The noise level (the width of the gaussian distributions) will always be kept as low as 2% of the
averagevalue, for everyparameter.The averagetransmissionprobability andaveragetransmission
coefficient of the dephaser(eqs. (4.7) and (4.8)) are alwayscomputedfor N~= 5000.

The resultsaredisplayedin figs. 9, 10 and 11. In everyfigure, the function

= iWl + Tw
2i

2 = —~ + 1~?~_+ 2 Re(~e1~I~l_Iz2I)). (8.34)zI z
2 izliiz2l

is plotted versus the screen coordinate, in arbitrary units. The interference pattern gradually
disappears(wave-functioncollapse)as N, the numberof 0-potentials(“elementaryinteractions”),
increasesfrom 0 to oc. In all thecasesconsidered(real, purely imaginaryandcomplexpotentials),
the interferencedisappearsfor N ~ 100. In the two latter cases,the particleis (almost) completely
absorbedfor N ~ 200.

In fig. 9, for N = 100, we have, with very good approximation,what we referredto as ideal
nondestructivedephaserat the beginningof this section; figs. 10 and 11, for N = 200, are good
examplesof ideal destructivedephaser.The intermediatecasesare relative to the caseof “partial
collapse”of the wave function: coherenceis only pa,’tially lost, andonecansaythat an “imperfect
measurement”hastakenplace.

In order to betterclarify the mechanismunderlyingthe wave functioncollapse,we havedrawn,in
figs. 12, 13 and 14 the phasediagramsfor T. In fig. 12, for instance,the transmissioncoefficients
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~ ~=o~/~ ~ ~
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0.27 ~0~7 /~A~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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Fig. 10. Sameasin fig. 9, for purelyimaginarypotentials. Fig. 11. Sameas in fig. 9, for complexpotentials.

T~of N~= 150 particlesare displayedfor N (number of 0 potentials) increasing from 2 to 100.
In the undisturbedcase,when no 0 potential is present,the T3’s would all be equalto T (which
hasconventionallybeenset equalto e~~n/

4).The more potentialsthe incoming particlesgo through
(i.e. the more interactionsthey undergo)the moretheir T

3’s spread.In the limit N —~ very large,
T = 0: coherenceis completelylost. Analogously for figs. 13 and 14, in which also absorptionis
present.

Our decoherenceparameter, defined in eq. (4.12), is given in table 1 for the various cases.
Observe that, at fixed N, the value of e doesnot depend significantly on the type of interaction
inside the dephaser: the 3 cases (real, purely imaginary and complex potentials) yield the same
values of c up to the second significant digit. This means that, contrarily to what is sometimes
believed,absorptionhasno significant effecton the collapseof the wave function, becausethe loss
of coherence(of which c is an estimate)stemsonly from the noise and the numberof elementary
“interactions” in the detector(our parameterN). This confirms againthe claim madeafter eq.
(4.13) (seealso the short discussionafter eq. (8.9)).

Notice that if we “switch off” everyfluctuation of the parametersin eq. (8.27), we obtain the
value e = 0 for the decoherenceparameterand eq. (4.13) becomesidentical to the standard
fluctuation-freeformula (4.14): in otherwords,if we neglectthe MHS structureof the macroscopic
dephasingdetector,we recoverthe standardformulae,andno “wave-functioncollapse”takesplace.

This point, seeminglytrivial, is far from being obvious:theremay well be casesin which the
MHS structureof the detectorcannotbe neglected,evenin principle. We shall comeback to this
point in the next section,in relationwith neutroninterferometryandquantumoptics.
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Im(T)

Re(T)

N=2 N=35
60.7 e=0.94

N=5 N=50

�=0.26 �=0.98

iv=io N=70

e=0.49 6=1

N — Fig. 12. Phasediagramsfor T. Thetransmissioncoefficients— 20 N = 100 7’~of N~= 150 particlesaredisplayedfor N going from 2
� = 0.76 � = 1 to 100.Thevalue of a is alsogiven.

Table 1

Decoherenceparametera.

Numberof Numberof
Potential type Ti ~ a potentials Potentialtype iiI 7 a potentials

real 0.96 1.0 0.07 real 0.15 1.0 0.98
imaginary 0.94 0.96 0.08 imaginary 0.09 0.37 0.98~
complex 0.94 0.96 0.08 N = 2 complex 0.08 0.37 0.98 N = 50

real 0.86 1.0 0.26 real 0.07 1.0 1.0
imaginary 0.81 0.90 0.27 imaginary 0.03 0.25 1.0
complex 0.81 0.90 0.27 N = 5 complex 0.03 0.25 1.0 N = 70

real 0.72 1.0 0.49 real 0.02 1.0 1.0
imaginary 0.64 0.82 0.50 imaginary 0.01 0.13 1.0
complex 0.63 0.82 0.51 N = 10 complex 0.01 0.13 1.0 N = 100

real 0.47 1.0 0.76 real 0.01 1.0 1.0
imaginary 0.39 0.67 0.77 imaginary 0.00 0.02 1.0
complex 0.38 0.67 0.78 N = 20 complex 0.00 0.02 1.0 N = 200

real 0.25 1.0 0.94
imaginary 0.19 0.50 0.92
complex 0.18 0.50 0.94 N = 35
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Im(T) Irn(T)

Re(T) Re(T)

N=2 N=35 N=2 N=35

� = 0.8 � = 0.92 = 0.8 � = 0.94

N=5 N=50 N=5 N=50

� = 0.27 � = 0.98 �= 0.27 � = 0.98

N=1O H N=70 N=10 N=7~
�=0.50 �=1 �=0.51

N=20 N=100 N=20 N=ioo
e=0.77 ~=1 r=0.78

Fig. 13. Sameasin fig. 12, but with the parametersequal Fig. 14. Sameas in fig. 12, but with theparametersequal
to thoseof fig. 10 (pureimaginarycase). to thoseof fig. 11 (complexcase).

Let usconcludethis sectionby showingour model “phaseshifter” (seeeq. (8.4)). As anticipated
at the beginningof this section,a phaseshifter can be mimicked by an array of real 5-potentials
of low strength (A = Q = lO4hv) if no fluctuation are present.The phasex canbe variedby
simply addingto the barrierother 0-potentials,one by one.

In fig. 1 5a the real part of the transmissioncoefficient T = e’X of oneparticle is plotted vs

Re(T) Re(T)

(a) (b)

Fig. 15. Re(T)asafunctionof N: (a) phaseshifter, (b) phaseshifterwith “noise”.
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N, for N going from 100 to 200: the increasing thickness of the phase shifter is simulatedby an
increasing number of potentials. In this case, the noise is “frozen”; what happens if we “switch on”
the noise is shownin fig. 1 5b, in which everything is analogousto fig. 1 5a, but the parameters
undergo statistical (gaussian) fluctuations of width 2%of the average value.

9. Neutron interferenceandrelatedphenomena

Let us now analyzesome interestingexperiments,from the measurement-theoretical point of
view, by making useof the formulaeobtainedin section4.

9.1. Neutron interferometry

Neutron interferometryexperiments[75] are a very powerful tool to investigatefundamental
problemsin quantummechanicsand are extremely interestingfrom the measurement-theoretical
point of view. Let us briefly sketch some important experimentsperformedby the Vienna group
[76], andanalyzecritically the resultsalongthe line of thoughtof the MHS approach.

In fig. 16, two neutroninterferenceexperimentsare outlined. In fig. 16a, a phaseshifter (PS)
is insertedalong the secondroute, and a detector is placed in the (final) ordinary channel0.
A beautiful interferencepattern of the form (1 + cos0) is experimentallyobserved,by varying
the phasedifference0 (proportional to the thicknessof the PS) betweenthe two branchwaves.
As alreadydiscussedin section 8, a phaseshifter is an exampleof macroscopicdevicethat does
not destroythe quantumcoherence,and keepsthe two branchwaves perfectly coherentwith each
other. This can be readily explainedon the basisof the criterion displayedin eq. (5.36) (or the
condition e = 1) for no coherence,andeq. (5.37) (or 6 = 0) for completecoherence:indeed,the
S-matrixrepresentingthe interactionof the neutronwith the PS yields a phaseshift 0 that can be
simply written as 0 = kl, where I is the (macroscopic)size of the PS, and1? = 27r/DA, where
DA = 2ir/Anb, 2, n and b being the neutronwavelength,the density of Al atoms in the PS and
the scatteringlength of the low-energy neutron—Al collision, respectively. If we insert the typical
numericalvalues 2 ~ 1.8 x 10 8 cm, n 6.02 x 1022 cm ~, andb 3.5 x iO’~cm, we obtain
DA 1.62 x 10_2 cm, which obviouslyallows us to infer that

or i?Al<< 1, i.e. 6r0, (9.1)

whereL~lis the uncertaintyin 1. The condition (5.37), or equivalentlye 0, is thereforemet, and

no coherenceis lost betweenthe two branchwaves.Once again, this confirms our idça, already

phaseshifter phaseshifter spin flipper

(a) (b)

Fig. 16. Neutron interferenceexperiments.(a) Phaseshifter, (b) phaseshifter andspin flipper. 0 standsfor ordinary
channel.
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introducedin sections4, 5 and 8, that if the statisticalfluctuationsarevery small, a macroscopic
devicedoesnot provoke anydephasingprocess.

Theexperimentsketchedin fig. 1 6b [76] is of particularinterestfrom the measurement-theoretical
point of view. We send aneutronbeampolarizedalong the direction of astatic magneticfield
(with strengthB0) into the interferometerandput an oscillatingmagneticfield (with amplitudeB1)
perpendicularto the static field in order to provokeneutronspin-flippingalongthe first route.As in
the experimentoutlinedbefore,we place a PS alongthe secondroute. The Vienna groupinvented
a sophisticateddevice enablingthem to see the coherencebetweenthe up-polarizedcomponent
coming from the secondroute and the down-polarizedone coming from the first route, and then
observeda beautiful interferencepatternproportionalto cos0.

Theexperimentjustdescribedbringsup an interestingquestion,from the measurement-theoretical
point of view. Onemaythink that sinceneutronspin-flip takesplace,in thisexperiment,the neutron
path is determinedas the first route. If this were true then, accordingto the naive Copenhagen
interpretation,oneshould concludethat the secondbranchwave disappeared,and thereforeno
interferencecould be observed.Nevertheless,the experimentclearlyshowedan interferencepattern
betweenthe branchwaves.

Vigier andhis coworkers[77] strongly assertedthat the experimentalresult was in conflict with
the Copenhageninterpretation,that regardsa quantumparticle as waveor particle, andsupported
their owntheorythat regardsit as waveandparticle. Theyalsoproposedanotherexperimentin which
two spin flippers wereplacedalongthe two armsof the interferometer.In thisway, interferencecan
be observedwithout making useof stroboscopicobservationandof argumentsbasedon the obscure
phase-numberuncertaintyrelation for fermions, like in ref. [761. The experimentwas performed,
yielding againabeautiful interferencepattern [76].

From our point of view, it seemsthat the claim in ref. [77] was at least hasty. A dynamical
processlike spin flipping mustbe strictly distinguishedfrom the determinationof theparticlepath.
Let us analyzetheafore-mentionedexperimentfrom the viewpoint of the MHS approach[11]. By
making useof the formula

(l/v)(wL/2)%Jl + (B0/B1)
2 = 2lrl/DA, (9.2)

thatexpressesthe neutronphaseshift provokedby an oscillatingmagneticfield of frequency~OLif
thefrequencyresonanceconditionis met, oneobtains,for B

0 >> B1, 1 1.5 cm, andv 2.2x lO
5cm

~ the valueDA ~ 10 cm. Of course

E~l<<1 = 1.5 cm << DA, (9.3)

and the condition (5.37), or 6 ~ 0, is againsatisfied.Even though spin flipping occursin one of
the two paths,this does not provoke a dephasingprocess,becauseinterferenceis still observed.
Spin flipping in one of the two routesof the interferometerdoesnot imply any determinationof
the neutronpath. In conclusion,the MHS approachpredictsthat coherencemustbe keptbetween
the branchwaves,and no wave-functioncollapsetakesplace. The experimentis thereforenot in
conflict with the Copenhageninterpretation. Notice that our discussiondoes not rely upon the
number-phaseuncertaintyrelation.

It is interestingto stressan interestingconnectionwith the neutrino oscillation problem [111.
It is well known that the neutrino oscillationphenomenonmay be observedif the neutrino is in
a superposedstateof two mass-diagonalstates.In this case,an initially pure muon- or electron-
neutrino state will oscillate betweenthe muon- and electron-neutrinocomponents.Supposewe
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want to observethe muon-neutrinostateon an initially pure electron-neutrinostate,by meansof
the reaction u~+ Fe —p ~u+ X, by placing an iron block in the neutrino trajectory.The question
arises as to whetherthe observationof sucha reactionwould provoke the wave-functioncollapse
to the muonic state,so that the neutrinooscillationsoriginating in the coherencebetweenthe two
componentswould be destroyed.

Comparisonwith theafore-mentionedneutroninterferenceexperimentgivesusaclear-cutanswer:
identify the muon- andelectron-neutrinostateswith the two branchwaves of the neutron,and
the iron block with the aluminium phaseshifter. A rough estimateof the ratio D~(Fe)/D~(Al)
is given by the inverseratio of the squareof the weak and strongcoupling constants.Therefore,
DA(Fe) >> D2(Al) >> &, andthe condition (5.37) is fulfilled: This meansthat coherencewould be
kept, evenif the abovereactionwere observed.

We concludethis rapid survey by commentingon anotherneutron interferenceexperiment,in
which small pulsesare forwardedto the interferometer,in such a way that onepulse containson
the average0.003neutrons[78]. Eachpulse is divided into two branchwaves,andinterferenceis
observedafter recombinationin thefinal channel.Onecanroughly statethat the two leadingparts,
the two centralbodies,andthe two trailing endsof the two branchwavesof the samewavepacket
give rise to interference,eventhoughthis pictorial view is not unanimouslyaccepted[79].

This experiment seems to suggest that a certain“reality” canbeascribedto the Schrodingerwave
function, as a wave in some sense:A small fraction of the wave function behavesindeed as if it
could interactwith an apparatusseparatelyfrom its otherparts.It is worth stressing,however,that
the whole process is by no means inconsistent with the wave—particle dualism.

9.2. Neutron interferenceat high absorptionprobability

A few yearsago, a very interestingexperimentof neutron interferometrywas performed by
Viennagroup [6], showinga considerablediscrepancyof the experimentaldatafrom the theoretical
predictionfor the visibility (V0 in eq. (4.18) and in eq. (9.6) in this subsection):the experimental
points lied remarkablybelow the quantum-mechanicalcurve, which is proportionalto ‘.17 in the
low t region, t being the transmissionprobability. The reduction of the interferenceterm in this
experimentwas ascribedby us to the presenceof statisticalfluctuationsof absorberconstituents
[13]. In otherwords,from the measurement-theoreticalpoint of view, the phenomenais essentially
similar to an imperfect measurement.The processwas thereforecharacterizedby meansof our
decoherenceparameter,introducedin section4.

Let us show,by meansof a heuristicargument [80], that the reduction of the visibility in a
neutron-interferometricexperimentis a physicalconsequenceof the presenceof statistical fluc-
tuationsin the absorber.We shall start by analyzinga typical double slit experiment,and by
showinghow the decoherenceparameteremergesin anaturalway when statisticalfluctuationsare
considered.

Let the incident neutronwave packetbe split into two branchwavesWi and W2, corresponding
to the two different routesin the apparatus,andassumethat W2 interactsfirst with a phaseshifter
(PS) and thenwith an absorber(A). The first contributesaphasefactore’~while the secondis
assumedto simply multiply the wave functionby a transmissioncoefficient T, so that

(9.4)
If w~and W2 are in phase and i wi V = i W2i

2 = 1, the intensity after recombinationof the two
branchwavesis

I cx iwi + e~oTW
2i

2= 1 + in2 + 2Re(Te~ö)= 1 + t + 2~’7cos(a+ 0), (9.5)
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Fig. 17. Differentpathscorrespondingto different neutrons.

wherewe havewritten T = i Tie~’~,andhavedefinedthe transmissionprobability t = iTi2. In this

way, the visibility of the interference pattern is

V
0 = (‘max — Imin)/(imax + Imin) = 211/(l + t). (9.6)

Notice that in the aboveformulaethe dynamicsof the macroscopicapparatahasbeenignored,and
the effectof their interactionwith the neutronwave functionhasbeen“summarized”by introducing
two “constants” (0 and T in eq. (9.4)). Obviously, this is only an approximation,becauseboth
the phaseshifter and the absorberare macrosystemsmadeup of a huge numberof elementary
consituents,and characterizedby a few macroscopicparameterswhose value cannot determine
precisely the details of the microscopic motion, so that their fluctuationsand/or uncertainties
should be takeninto account.Our first purposeis to analyzethe soundnessof the approximation
(9.4).

First of all, observethatan interferencepatternis madeup of a certainnumberof experimental
points, andin turn eachof thesepoints is obtainedby accumulatingthe resultsrelativeto a very
largenumberof neutrons,that are sent into the interferometerthrough a weak and steadybeam.
Eachpoint represents the intensitydetectedin oneof the two channels(say the ordinaryone),and
is relative to a “precise” valueof the phase0 acquiredby eachneutronafter the interactionwith
the PS.This is obviously a very reasonableapproximation: Indeed,a “good” phaseshifter must
yield a constantphasefactor for every neutron in the sameexperimentalrun. Were this factor
not “constant” (up to a very good approximation),the interferenceexperimentitself would be
impossible to perform.

But what about the transmissioncoefficient T? Is the assumption (9.4) reasonablein this
case?Not necessarily:there are two main reasonswhy the fluctationsof T, unlike those of 0,
can be important. First, the absorberthicknessD cannot be consideredconstant,from eventto
event,becauseof thesampleinhomogeneitiesandof the angulardivergenceof thebeam.Second,as
repeatedly stressed in this paper, in an interferenceexperimentonemustaccumulatea hugenumber
of experimental results produced by neutrons sent through a very weak and steady beam, in order
to obtain an interferencepattern.Even though,duringan experimentalrun, the macroscopicstate
of the absorberis alwaysthe same,each neutronwill interactwith a slightly different microscopic
stateof it: indeed,the Gd atoms (which are responsiblefor neutronabsorption)are subject to
their own internal motion, and their positionschangeall the time; moreover,different neutrons
will go through (andinteractwith) different partsof the absorber,dueto the finite lateral size of
the beam. (Seefig 17.)

Our purposeis to give asimple (but ratheraccurate)estimatefor e, andto showthat it plays an
importantrole in the analysisof the afore-mentionedViennaexperiments[61.
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As usual,we shall label different incomingneutronswith j (j = la... , Ni,, whereN~is thetotal
numberof neutronsin an experimentalrun), andwrite the averagetransmissionprobability and
coefficient as in eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), respectively.Accordingto eq. (4.15), we identify i TI2 with
t, the experimentallymeasuredvalueof thetransmissionprobability. Thevisibility is thengiven by
eq. (4.18).

Let us startby observingthat the standardformulafor the transmissionprobability of a neutron
goingthrough an arrayof (absorbing)scatterersis

t
0 = exp(—aa(p)(D))= exp(—(n)) (9.7)

whereas is the absorptioncrosssection for the neutron—scattererinteraction,(p) the (average)
densityof scatterers,and(D) the (average)thicknessof theabsorber.Thequantity (n) is interpreted
as the averagenumberof scatterersmet by the neutronduring its interactionwith A. In the Vienna
experiments,A consistedof a Gd—H20solution, so that the neutronswere mostlyabsorbedby the
Gd atoms.

There is a simple-minded (but very effective) interpretationof eq. (9.7): oneassumesthat,
roughly speaking,asfar as absorptionand transmissionprobabilities are concerned,eachneutron
interactswith a small cylinder of Gd—H2O solution:This cylinder hasheight roughly equalto the
lengthof the absorber,andbaseroughly equalto the neutron—Gdabsorptioncrosssection.Notice
that / = (a5(p)y’ is the meanfree pathof a neutronfor absorptivescatteringby Gd atoms.We
are neglectingthe role of water in the process,becausewater does not strongly absorbneutrons.
Moreover,the densityfluctuationsof the watermoleculesarecompletelynegligible whencompared
to Gd.

Due to the afore-mentionedreasons,the numberof elementaryconstituentsn met by every
neutronfluctuatesaroundits averagevalue (n), so that the transmissionprobability for a single
eventshouldbe written

= exp(—n), n = t7aPD, (9.8)

where

n = (n) + On. (9.9)

We require the Gaussianpropertiesfor the fluctuatingcomponent:

(On) = 0, ((On)
2) = g(n), (9.10)

where g (0 < g < 1) is a parametercharacterizingthe fluctuation: the limiting casesg = 0, 1,
correspondto absenceof fluctuationsand Poissonianfluctuations,respectively.The latter case
representsthe dilute-solutionlimit, or alternativelyan ideal-gascorrelationfunction [81, 131. The
parameterg representsthe strengthof the fluctuations,or alternatively,the size of the uncertainties
in some macroscopic parameter, such as D. In principle, thep-dependenceof g canbe determined
theoretically,but, in general, this is not an easy task becauseit would require, amongothers,
a statistical-mechanicalinvestigationof the moleculartheory of a two-componentliquid. On the
other hand, the uncertaintiesof D dependon the actual fabricationtechnique.As will be shown,
however,the value of g can be readily determinedfrom experimentaldata.Note that the present
definitionof g is slightly different from the oneproposedin ref. [82], wherethe role of waterwas
not neglected.The main conclusions,however,will be essentiallyunaltered.
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In the aboveequations,(...) is a statisticalensembleaverageover the absorbermicrostates.We
shallmakethe usualergodichypothesis

= (...) (9.11)

where is the averageover many particles, introduced in eqs. (4.7) and (4.8). From eqs.

(9.9)—(9.11),and the Gaussianreductionformula, it is easyto obtain
t = 7 = (t,~)= toexp(~g(n)). (9.12)

This is the first, importantconsequenceof the approachwe propose:we infer that, unlike what is

usuallybelieved,

t~ t
0 = exp(—oa(p)(D)) = exp(—(n)). (9.13)

Equation(9.13) is liable to experimentalcheck:The valuesof the parameterst, o~,(p) and (D) are
indeedall directly measurable.If t andt0 arefoundto be different,eq. (9.12)yields anexperimental
estimatefor g.

In this context, it is useful to observethat, as alreadyremarkedin refs. [13,821, the typical
value (p) ~ 5 x 1026 m

3, repeatedlyusedin previouspapers[6, 13,82], is not correct,becauseit
is obtainedby making useof formula (9.7),andnot (9.12).

Notice that, in the aboveanalysis,we havenot specifiedthe origin of the fluctuationsof n. Since,
by definition, n = a

5pD, its fluctationscanbe ascribedto density (p) fluctationsof the Gd atoms
in the watersolution, aswell as to uncertaintiesin the samplethicknessD. This is true, of course,
within the limits of validity of eq. (9.7),which is basedon Goldberger’sformula (seethe following
equation).A moreexhaustivequantum-mechanicalanalysisshould start from the Dyson seriesof
the interactionHamiltonianfor the neutron—Gdinteraction [131, as will be shownlater.

In order to analyzethe effect of statisticalfluctuationson the transmissioncoefficient,we start
from the well-known Goldbergerformula [83]

T~= exp[—(iAbR + ~aa)pD] = exp[—~n(l+ i22bR/Oa)1, (9.14)

where bR is the real part of the scatteringlength of the elastic neutron—Gdcollision, andaa the
absorptioncrosssectionfor neutron—Gd.Once again, for the sake of simplicity, we are neglecting
therole of water. Thisassumptionis sound,becausewatercontributesan almostconstantfactorin
the transmissioncoefficient.

Fromeqs. (9.14), (9.10), (9.11), andthe Gaussianreductionformula,we immediatelyobtain

1= (Ta) = Toexp[~g(n)(l+i22b~/aa)
2], To~exp[—~(n)(l+i22ba/a

5)], (9.15)

where,obviously, IToI
2 = t

0. From eqs. (9.12) and (9.15) we readily obtain
IT

2 — t’~~ — 2g (2bR)2 + (aa/2)2 (9 16)

— ‘ — 2—g (Ca/2)2

andthe visibility can be rewritten in termsof y as

V = 2t”~~~12/(l+ t) = V
0t~/

2, (9.17)
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where V0 is defined in eq. (9.6). It is worth stressingthat the aboveequationis liable to direct
experimentalcheck: by inferring the value of g from eq. (9.12), we can test the validity of eq.
(9.17).

Let usbriefly discussthe main consequencesof our analysis.We haveshown that, if uncertain-
ties and fluctuationsare taken into account,the usually acceptedrelation betweentransmission
coefficient andprobability (lTi

2 = t) is not valid anymore,andmust be replacedby eq. (9.16).
Accordingly, the value of the visibility is reducedby a factor t~’2,as shownby eq. (9.17). This
immediatelysuggestshow the effect we are anticipatingcould be checkedexperimentally:indeed,
the correctionto the visibility expressedby eq. (9.17) is negligiblewhent 1, but becomesdramat-
ically importantwhen t —p 0. This makesus understandwhy it is reasonableto expecta reduction
of the visibility at extremely low valuesof the transmissionprobability, and is in agreementwith
somepreliminaryexperimentaldata [841.

It is very interestingto discussthe resultsobtainedfrom ameasurement-theoreticalpoint of view.
The decoherenceparameteris readily evaluatedby eq. (4.12) as

c = 1 —exp{—~g(n)[l+ 4(Aba/a
5)

2}}

= 1 —exp{—g(n)[(1bR)2+ (Oa/2)2]/(tla/2)2} = e(g,(n)), (9.18)

andcan expressedin termsof t and y as

C = 1 — t~, (9.19)

Analogously to the caseof the visibility, discussedbefore, this implies that eventhough at high
transmissionprobability (t ~ 1) fluctuationeffects are not observable,theybecomedramatically
importantwhen t —~ 0. In sucha case,e —p 1, andquantumcoherenceis totally lost. Observethat
this effect is completely independentof the fact that one of the two branchwaves is (almost)
totally absorbed:indeed,evenif t is extremelysmall (say,of theorderof 1 O~),bothbranchwaves
are still presentin the interferometer,and alwaysgive rise to interference.The point is that this
interferenceis drastically reducedwith respectto its expectedvalue (9.6). In thissense,onecanstate
that perfectmeasurementsare impossibleeven in principle. This point is very important, from an
epistemologicalpoint of view, andis completelyextraneousto the traditionalvon Neumanntheory
andto the standardCopenhageninterpretation.Indeed,observethat the effect we arepointingout,
andin generalany “dephasing”effectsdescribableby the decoherenceparametere,canbe analyzed
only if the microscopicstructureof the absorberis takeninto account.

We stressthat the presentanalysis,though simplified with respectapreviousone [82], yields
essentiallythe sameresults,as far as the role playedby watercanbe neglected.A more exhaustive
analysis [82], that takes the presenceof water into account,and neglects the effects of the
uncertaintiesin D in comparisonwith thoseprovokedby the Gddensityfluctuations,yields indeed
the following formulae= 1 — exP(~~~(Po>D)~

1
2ga~/a~+ a~pw/a~(pG)

for aneutronwith wavenumberk, passingthrough anabsorberofthicknessD, containingasolution
of Gd in water, wherea~(Ca”) is the absorptioncrosssectionfor neutron—Gd(neutron—water),
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a~is the total crosssectionof neutron—Gdcollison, anda~standsfor the crosssectionof elastic
neutron—Gdcollison,

= 4ir[(b~)2 + (k2c~/4ir)2]. (9.22)

The quantitiesPG and Pw are the Gd and water densities,respectively,expressedin numberof
particlesper unit volume,andfor simplicity, we assumedpw constant.

In the aboveformulae, g representsthe strengthof the correlationand is givenby

g cx2a0f ~(x) dx, (9.23)

where

~
2f...JG(x_x’,y_y’,z_z’)dydzdy’dz’, (9.24)

(a~

andwe havedecomposedthe Gd-densityfunction into its averageand fluctuation partas follows

pG(r) = (PG) + OpG(r), (9.25)

andhavewritten

(Opci(r)0pG(r’)) = (pc,)G(r — i’), (9.26)

in which G(r — r’) representsthe densitycorrelationfunctionof Gd atomsin the H20—Gdsolution.
Let us briefly discussthe role of g. If we hadjust an ideal Gd gas in the absorber,we could

set G(r — r’) = 0(r — r’) (dilute-solution limit [81]), and obtain g = 1. In this casewe would
overestimatethe fluctuations, in comparisonwith a realistic absorber. For this reasonwe can
generally consider g as a reduction factor smaller thanunity. Figure 18 showsthe numericalresults
in the low-t region for the parametervaluesg = 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1, whereweused,for the sake
of simplicity, the Viennavalue

(PG) = 5 x l0~~m
3, (9.27)

The experimentalpoints in fig. 18 were obtainedby the Viennagroup [84].
In eqs. (9.20), (9.21),with D fixed, wehaveshownin a nonperturbativeway thatthe experimen-

tally observedreductionof the neutroninterferenceat low transmissionprobability canbeexplained
by taking into accountthe densityfluctuationsin the absorber,on the basisof Goldberger’sformula,
eq. (9.14). However, we should remark that eq. (9.14) is an approximateformula, by which we
cannotanalyzethe detailsof the space-timerelaxationor the spectraldistributionof the fluctuation.
In order to do this, we haveto solve the collision problemof an incomingneutronwith Gd atoms,
by handlingthe whole neutron+ absorbersystemquantum-mechanically.Let usgive an outline of
a possibletheoreticalapproachto this problem, in a perturbativeway, by following the guideline
of our previouspapers[13,82].

Let usour systembe describedby the Hamiltonian

H=H~+H~’+H’=H
0+H’, (9.28)
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Fig. 18. Comparisonof the experimentaldatawith thetheoreticalpredictionsfor different valuesof the parameterg. The

casesg = 0, 1 correspondto absenceof fluctuationsandideal-gascorrelationfunction, respectively.

where H~is the Hamiltonian of the free neutron,H~’the Hamiltonian of the free absorber,
H0 = H~+ H1~’,andH’ is the interactionHamiltonian.This is explicitly written as

H’ = >GnV(r r~)= fd3/ p(r ,‘)V(,’), (9.29)

where N is the total numberof elementaryconstituents(atoms)of the absorber,r~the positionof
the nth constituent, V the neutron—atom interaction potential (which we suppose to be complex,
in order to take into accountthe possibilityof neutronabsorption,andequalfor everyatom) and

p(r) =~G~0(r—r~) (9.30)

is the densityof absorberparticles (Gd atoms).Let us suppresshenceforththe subscript“G” of
the densityp. In general,we can write G~= G01~+ (1 G0)~1,~,whereG0 is a positivenumber
smaller than 1, and i,~and ~1,n standfor the unity and the first Pauli matrix associatedwith the
nth constituent.In this way we can take into account,respectively,simple potentialscatteringsby
the first term and transitionsto anotherchannel(iO)) by the secondone.The generalcasehasbeen
dealtwith in section7, in connectionwith the emulsionmodel. Here,for the sakeof simplicity, we
shallassumeG~= 1, by which the essentialprocedureis not altered.In this way, p is normalized
to N.

Define

fl~=H~+V, N’=H’—V, (9.31)

whereV = VR — iVi e C is a constant“optical” potential. Equation (9.28) canbe rewritten as

(9.32)
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and the S-matrixfor the total systemis

S = e~~~onI
6e~hfdth= SoU

1(r), (9.33)

wherer is the total transit time of the particlein the absorberandwe havedefined

So = ehhbo’~n16e_i~1h= e iVr/h Ui (r) = e~~0n/he iHt/h (9.34)

with fl~= 7-1w + Hit. It is easyto showthat Uj(t) obeysthe equation

ihOUj(t)/13t = 1-t’1(t)U~(t), (9.35)

where

?1~(t) = emfbtmn’e ?totf6 = e~botth’H’e iHot/h (9.36)

and the last equality is due to the fact that V is constant.Equation (9.35) allows us to write the

Dysonseries:

S = So (1 + ~Jdt~t + (ih)
2 f dtfdt’fl~(t)fl~(t’) +...). (9.37)

Equation (9.36) with eq. (9.29) is explicitly written as

fl~(t) = (fd3r’ euh1~t1hp(r_rI,t)e iH~tIhV(~I)) —V, (9.38)

whereonly the partial evolution overthe absorbervariableshasbeencarriedout:

p(r,t) = e’t/hp(r)e~hbo~’t/~i. (9.39)

To computep (r, t) is practically impossible,dueto the hugenumberN of elementaryconstituents

of A. We follow thereforetheapproachproposedin eq. (9.25),by setting
p(r, t) = (p) + Op(r, t), (9.40)

where(p) is a constant,backgrounddensity, and Op is a “noise”, *hich we require to obey the
following statisticalproperties:

(Op(r, t)) = 0, (Op(r, t)0p(r’, t’)) = (p)G
9 (r — r’, t — t’), (9.41)

where the brackets denote the statistical ensemble average over all the possible absorber states,
alreadyintroducedin eq. (4.19), and G0 is, in general,an increasingfunction of the temperature
6 of the absorberas well as a function of spaceandtime.

Insertingeq. (9.40) in eq. (9.38),we obtain:

71~(t) = / d
3r’ ehh1~h1h0p(r — r’, t) e~h1~t/hV(r’), (9.42)

wherewe haverequiredthat (7-ti (t)) = 0, or equivalently

V = (p)V
0OQ, (9.43)
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where V00Q = f d
3rV (r) (beingmainly interestedin the low-energy(thermal) neutroncollisions,

we can use the effective potential V(r) = V
0OQO

3(r), with V
0OQ = (2~rh

2b/m),b being the
scatteringlength).

Let us also observethat the quantity So~defined in eq. (9.34), is a c-number,andcan be set
equalto

S~= e 1~’t/h= T
0 = ~ (9.44)

where

to = iToi
2 = iSoi2 = e2~~’1T~,j9 = —VRT/h. (9.45)

Let us write now the jth neutrontransmissioncoefficient as

T~= To(l -i-A’), j = l,...,N~, (9.46)

whereT
0 is an ideal parameter,andA~dependson the particle.The averagetransmissioncoefficient

(eq. (4.8)) will be

T=To(l+A), (9.47)

where,as usual, a bar denotesan averageover j. Note that ~ does not necessarilyvanish: this
canbe understoodby realizing thatA representsan effect due to the statistical fluctuationsin the
macroscopicdetector,which, in general,do not vanishevenat zerotemperature.

The averagetransmissionprobability (eqs. (4.7) and (4.15)) will be given by

t = ~T~
2= t

0(l + 2ReA+ ku
2), (9.48)

wheret
0 = iToi

2. By combining eqs. (9.47) and (9.48) we obtain

= 1— iTi2/iTi2 = (0A)2/il + ~i2, (54)2 = i~i2—k~i2= i~—~i2, (9.49)

sothatc is proportionalto thesquareofthe standarddeviation(04)2~ThequantitiesT
0 (eq. (9.44))

and t0 (eq. (9.45)) can be identified with thosegiven by eqs. (9.46) and (9.48), respectively.
As is well known, the transmissioncoefficient is definedby the S-matrix element(q

5a’ i5Iq~a)
betweenthe two planewavesq~’~.(r)= (l/’..ftã)exp[ik’ . r] and ~k (r) = (l/v”~)exp[ik r], Q
beingthe normalizationvolume.After the abovedecompositionprocedureof the Hamiltonianand
the Dysonexpansionfor (cbk’ i U

1 (t) Ic~)’we obtainthe first-orderterm as

= _~ VOöQI dtJd
3r OpG(r, t) ei~ k’)r—i(~

5 W~i)(t—t’) (9.50)

for the potential V(r) = (V0OQ)0(r), in which ~

0k = (hk2/2m). (Notice that, at this point, we
areimprovingour previousprocedure[13].)

Therefore, the averaged absolute value of the first-order term becomes

= (PG)i~bI(OQ) rQ~(k’—~kw*.—(0*), (9.51)
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where O (k, w) is the Fourier transform of G0(r, t). In order to obtain a theoreticalformulauseful
for comparison with the experiments, we have to sum this quantity over k’ aroundk, that is, over
K = k’ — k around0, with the weight w (K) given by the k andk’ distributions. We finally obtain
the following first-orderestimatefor the decoherenceparameter

~ ~~fd3Kw(K)~
k’ aroundk
iVl

2(0Q)2 d3K

= h2 r(PG)f (2m)3 w(K)~(K,K.vo)

= ~(lnto)2[l + (VOR/VoI)2]f, (9.52)

wheret
0, given by eq. (9.45), correspondsto the quantity a0 of eq. (32) of ref. [13], andwe put

— r~K . v0, v0beingthe particlevelocity. The quantityf is adimensionlessconstantgiven
by = f w(k)~(K,K.vo), (9.53)

and is written in termsof the spectraldistribution function ~, which is the Fourier transform of
the space-timecorrelation function. This formula describesthe qualitative featuresof the Vienna
experiments,namely that the reductionof the visibility is observablewith a Gd solution, but not
with a Si crystal (seeref. [13]).

We shouldalso remarkthat the valueobtainedperturbativelyin eq. (9.52) is sensiblewithin the
limits of validity of the expansion(9.37). On the otherhand,the quantity kliI

2 “explodes”at very
low valuesof the transmissionprobability t, i.e. at high valuesof (ln t)2 (in first approximationt

0
canbe setequalto t). Somerecentdataobtainedby the Vienna group [84] seemto indicatethat
the deviationfrom the standardexpressionsis more substantialthanheresupposed.This is the
reasonwhy we have developeda non-perturbativeapproachto the calculationof C in the former
part of this subsection.

9.3. Two-photoncorrelations

As secondexample,we shall proposea tentativeexplanationfor some observeddiscrepancies
betweentheory andexperimentalresultsin a seriesof fourth-orderoptical interferenceexperiments
recentlyperformedby Mandel andcollaborators[9]. We shallarguethat the discrepanciesmight be
partially ascribedto statistical-fluctuationeffectsin the beamsplitter, ratherthanonly to the lack
of perfectalignmentof the optical devicesand/orto the differentbandwidthsof the interference
filters, as proposedby the above-mentionedauthors.

Theabove-mentionedresultsbelongto aseriesof interestingexperiments[9, 10], in which Mandel
andcollaboratorshavestudiedfourth-orderinterferenceeffects in quantumoptics, displayingin a
new way the differencesbetweenquantumandclassicaloptics, and the peculiarityof the so-called
nonclassicalinterferenceeffects.

Let us start by sketchingour main idea, andproceedafterwardsto a detailedcalculation. In a
fourth-orderinterferenceexperimenttwo photonsare usuallyproducedin a processof parametric
down-conversionin a nonlinear crystal, then superposedon a beam splitter (BS), and finally
detectedby two detectorsD1 and D2. If the incoming electric fields at the BS are E01 and E02
(wherea caret denotesan operator,andthe subscript1 (2) standsfor the field impinging on the
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BS from above (below)), then the positive-frequencypartsof the fields at the detectorsaregiven
by

‘. ~

~ ~t) = ~ ~ ~ — to) + 1ixG
02 !~t— t0 + 01),

E~~(t)= TEj~(t—t0)+iRE~~(t—to—Or), (9.54)

wheret0 is the propagationtime from BS to detector,±cOzrepresentsthe smalldisplacementsofthe
BS towardsoneor the otherdetector,and iRI

2 (iTi2) is the reflection (transmission)probability.
If the initial two-photonstate is describedby a vector ix), then the joint detectionprobability at
the detectorsD

1 andD2 at times t and t + 10, respectively,is given by

Pi2(To) = K(xiE ~(t)E~~(t + z0)E~~~(t+ ro)E~~~(t)ix), (9.55)

whereK is a constant. By integratingout TO over the resolvingtime of the coincidencedetection
system,we obtainfor the numberof photoncoincidences

= C(iTi
4 + iRi4) (1 - i~hi~I

4f(0T,~), (9.56)

whereC is anotherconstantand f is a function of Or as well as other experimentalparameters
(here conventionallyindicated as a), such as the initial two-photonstatefrequencyspread,the
frequencyresponsesof the filters, andsoon. The analyticexpressionof the function f dependson
the experimentalsituation,and reflects the fourth-ordercoherencebetweenthe two photons.It is
importantto observethat, for everyexperimentin ref. [9], onegets if i < 1, V0r, Va, so that the
“visibility” of the fourth-orderinterferenceis given by

V = 2iTi
2iRi2/(ITi4 + iRi4). (9.57)

We madeuseof quotesbecausethe quantity V is not, strictly speaking,a visibility accordingto
the usual definition in second-orderoptical interferenceexperiments.Let us utilize now the same
idea we applied to the analysisof neutron interferometryexperiments.In a typical interference
experiment,every photon interactswith a macroscopicBS, which is in turn characterizedby a
certainmicroscopicstate.Different photonswill interact with different microscopicstatesof the
macroscopicBS. The transmissionandreflectioncoefficientsT, R will thereforebe slightly different
for different photons.Let us write therefore

R = Ro(1 + 4~~)),T = T
0(l + 4/)), j = l,...,Nph, (9.58)

wherej labelsthe different photons,andNph is the numberof detectedphotonsin an experimental
run. The quantities

4R and4T are “corrections”to the “ideal” valuesR
0, T0. After manyparticles

havebeendetected,we obtain

R = Ro(l + A), T = T0(l + A), (9.59)

where a bar denotesan average on j, and we have assumed
4R = = A for simplicity.

Consequently

= iRi2(l — C), iTi2 = iTi2(l — C), C = (04)2/il + ~j2, (9.60)
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where iRi2_and_ITI2 are the average reflection and transmissionprobability, respectively,and
(54)2 = (A ~~~A)2 The “visibility”, computedfrom eqs. (9.54) and (9.55), is given by

V’ = 2T
1T2R1R2/(iT1i

2iT
2i

2+ iRii2iR
2i

2), (9.61)

where the subscript 1 (2) standsfor the field impinging on the BS from above (below). Since
the photonsimpinge on different partsof the BS, illuminating it from different sides, it is very
reasonableto assumethat they will interactwith different elementaryconstituentsof the BS. We
shall thereforemakethe hypothesisof statisticalindependenceamongdifferent coefficients when
taking the averagesdefined in eqs. (9.59) and (9.60). By using repeatedlyeq. (9.60) (assuming

= AR
2 =

4T

1 = AT2 = 4, for the sakeof simplicity), we obtain

V’ = V(l —C)
2 V(l — 2C), (9.62)

where V = 2iTI~R~/(iTi4+ Ri4) is the “standard”value (eq. (9.57)),and the last approximate
equalityholdsfor ~ small. (It is maybe worthstressingthat the so-calledreciprocityrelations,which
must alwaysbe valid for the transmissionand reflection coefficients of an ideal semitransparent
mirror, always hold true throughout our analysis.) Therefore, if our premisesare correct, the
“visibility” is always reducedby a factor (1 — 2C). In the experimentsin ref. [9], the correction
factor hasalwaysbeenfound (experimentally),to rangebetween0.8 and 0.9, andhasalwaysbeen
attributedto misalignmentsof the optical setup and/or different bandwidthsof the interference
filters. We will proposenow a differentexplanationby making useof an explicit Hamiltonianand
of statistical-fluctuationstechniques.

Let us start from the total Hamiltonian

Ne

H = ~{[p~—eA(r~)/c]2/2m + V(r~)}+~hwka~ak, (9.63)

where N~is the total numberof electronsin the beamsplitter, V a binding potential for the

electrons,and the notationis standard.The Hamiltonian canbe written as

H = H
0 + H0Pt + H’ — H°

1”= 7-ui~+ 71’, (9.64)

with H
0 = H~+ H0~,where

N~

H~’= ~[p~/2m + V(r0)], H~= ~hwka)~ak, (9.65)

arefree Hamiltonians,

Ne 2

H’ = ~ (_4~A(rn) p~+ 2~c2A2frnj)) (9.66)

is the interactionHamiltonian,~ = H0 + H0Pt, 71’ = H’ — H0Pt,and

H0pt = ~hAwka)~ak (9.67)
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is an “optical” Hamiltonian,hereintroducedfor future convenienceandwhosemeaningwill become
clear later. In termsof our newly definedquantities,the evolutionoperatoris written

e iHt/f~= S0Ui(t), (9.68)

wherer is the (finite) transittime of the photonin the BS, andwe havedefined

So = e ~~OT/6, Ui(r) = e~oht~~e~hhnth. (9.69)

The evolution operatoris easilycalculatedin termsof the Dyson series,similarly to eq. (9.37)

Ui(r) = (i + ~ fdt : fl~(t): + (ih)
2 /dtfdt’ : flç(t)fl~(t’): +...)~ (9.70)

where?-1~(t)= e~oh/~71~e ~ and the colonsdenotenormal ordering. We may also replaceSo
with a c-number,say T

0, which we shall interpretas the “ideal” transmissioncoefficient, in order
to avoidthe complicatedprocedureof derivingmacroscopicwaveoptics (with light velocity v <c)
from quantummechanics.Moreover,we will neglectthepossibilityof photonabsorptionin the BS
andwill limit our attentionto the one-channelcase.We write the photonfield as

A(r, t) = > ~Jhc/2kQ>e(k,s) [a(k,s) e
1~’~°’~+ h.c.]. (9.71)

In the following weshall suppressthe photonpolarization,becausethe interactionwith the BS does
not changeit.

Following the procedureof the previoussubsection,we can easilyobtain the transmissioncoef-
ficient from the matrix element(~‘ iLfi (t)i~*)betweentwo planewaveswith momentak’ andk,
normalizedin thevolume Q.

We write

= fd3r>0(r_rfl)A2(r), (9.72)

anddefine the electrondensity (numberof electronsper unit volume)

p(r,t)=fd3ri...d3rNeW*(rI,...,rNe,t)~0(r_rfl)W(rl,...,?~c,t). (9.73)

This is normalizedto N~,and W (r
1,. . . , rJ.4, t) = e ~ (r1,.. . , rp4, 0) is the wave function of

the electronsin the BS. We follow now a statisticalfluctuation approachanalogousto the one in
eq. (9.40),by setting

p(r,t) = Ps(r) + Op(r,t), (9.74)

where PS is a “static” electron density,and Op is a “noise”, which we require to obey the same
statisticalpropertiesin eq. (9.41). In this casethebracketsdenotethe statisticalensembleaverage
over all the possible microstatesof the BS, and G0 is, in general, an increasingfunction of the
temperature0 of the BS as well as a function of spaceand time. As usual, we will makethe
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following ergodicassumption:the ensembleaveragein eq. (9.41) andthe averageover theparticles
in an experimentalrun will be identified as

= . (9.75)

We can now make use of the contribution from HoPt, to compensatefor the “static” electron
density in eq. (9.74). Assumingps(r) to be roughly constant,say ps(r) = Po, we obtain, after a
straightforwardcalculation,

= rocpo/2, (9.76)

wherep~is the averagenumberof electronsper unit volume,c the speedof light, andr0 = e
2/mc2

is the classicalelectronradius.This relation explainswhy we madeuseof the opticalHamiltonian
in eq. (9.64), anddisplays the meaningof the quantityAw in HoPt (this procedureis apart of the
involvedderivationof macroscopicwave optics from quantummechanics).

We finally obtain

= ~ /~t d~r
0~(J)(r, t) ei~k’)r—i(w&—w&i)t (9.77)

for the first order term, j standing for the BS microstatemet by the jth photon. It follows
immediatelyfrom eqs. (9.41) and (9.75) that

A1 = (As) = 0. (9.78)

On the other hand,we obtainthe value

(2,r)~Jd3K w(Kfl~ii
2= t (/~~(~)2f(

2)3w(K)(P)G(K~K. c) (9.79)

for the correctionC in eqs. (9.60) and (9.62),at the first orderapproximation,where~ is Fourier
transformof the correlationfunction G0 definedin eq. (9.41).

In conclusion,if our idea is correctand statisticalfluctuations play an important role in the
photon—BSinteraction,the “visibility” is reducedto the smallervalue V’, given by eq. (9.62). At
the first orderin the Born approximation,underreasonableassumptions,the correctionC 1S given
by eq. (9.79).

It is importantto observethat this effect, if present,should be apparentin the experimentsin
ref. [9], but not in the experimentsin ref. [10]. In fact, in the latter case,the numberof photon
coincidencesis alwaysgivenby an expressionof the type

N~= CV(l + interferenceterm), (9.80)

where V is somecombinationof the transmission/reflectioncoefficients.In contrastto eq. (9.56),
the quantity V is factorizedandcannotbe interpretedas a “visibility”, like before.If the effect is
presenteven in theselast experiments,it is therefore“hidden” by other experimentalparameters
(containedin the “constant” C), which are alwaysadjustedfor the bestfit.

It is also necessaryto stressthatwe do not claim (and do not think) that the observedreduced
visibility in the experimentsof ref. [9] is completelyascribableto the effects describedin this
section.Indeed,it is reasonableto think that the main causefor the reductionof the visibility is just
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the lack of perfectalignmentof the opticaldevicesandthe differentbandwidthsof the interference
filters, as Mandelandcollaboratorssuggested.We only proposethat the effect heredescribedmight
be partially responsiblefor the changein visibility, up to afew percentat most. Indeed,variations
of the transmissionandreflection coefficientsbigger thana few percentwould be unacceptable,in
view of the fact that the whole field of high precisionoptics is firmly estabilishedtheoreticallyand
experimentally.

The practical examplesshown in this section should disclosethe meaningand importanceof
statistical fluctuations in the descriptionof macroscopicsystems:only the introduction of Op
yields a nonvanishing(04)2 in eqs. (9.49) and (9.60), andthereforea nonvanishingdecoherence
parameterC. In the light of our discussion,thesecasescorrespondto imperftct measurements,in
which the coherencebetweenthe two branchwavesis not completelylost.

9.4. Pion interferometryin high-energynuclearreactions

For the samereasonsthat enable us to measurethe size of a light source (a star) via the
Hanbury-Brown—Twisseffect (two-photoncorrelation) [85], we expectto be ableto estimatethe
size of a pion sourceproducedin high-energynuclearreactionsvia pion interferometry(two-pion
correlation).A few theoreticalmethods [86] for analyzingthe two-pion correlation [8] havebeen
formulatedalong a line of thoughtwhich is similar to that utilized in the caseof the two-photon
correlationdiscussedin the previoussection.In this section,however, in order to analyzethese
phenomena,we prefer to usea new method [87] basedon thermaloperatorfields, becausethis
methodcan easily take quantumstatisticaleffectsinto account,andcan systematicallyderive the
two or more particlecorrelationfunctionsby meansof a simpleoperatortechnique.

We startoff by giving an outlineof high-energynuclearreactionsyielding multiple productionof
hadrons(mainly pions). High-energyphysicistsusuallyconsidera hadron—hadron,hadron—nucleus
or nucleus—nucleuscollision divided in the following steps: (i) the initial quantum-mechanical
collision step, (ii) the formation of the quark—gluon plasma (QGP) fluid, characterizedby high
temperatureand density, (iii) the hydrodynamicalevolution of the QGP fluid followed by a
phasetransitionto the hadron fluid, (iv) the cooling down of the hadron fluid followed by the
productionof many free hadronsat the freeze-outtemperature,and (v) the final propagationof
freehadrons.Roughlyspeaking,therefore,we candivide the processinto two periods,the first being
the initial collision mechanismresponsiblefor the formation of the QGP fluid, and the secondits
hydrodynamicalevolution leadingto the productionof free hadrons.

As far as we are concernedwith head-oncollisionsspecifiedby high multiplicity, we can assume
that the QGP fluids producedwith the sameinitial conditionsby manyindividual collision events
in an experimentalrun, experienceaself-thermalizationprocesswith the samestatisticalaverage.
Different eventsfluctuate, eventby event, aroundthis average.Consequently,we can replacethe
ensembleaverage... for the event-to-eventfluctuationswith the purely thermal-statisticalaverage
(...) in the ergodic theorem, like in eq. (4.19) and in the previoussections. In this context,
the physicalprocesstaking place during the secondperiod is mainly subject to thermal-statistical
dynamics, so that our measurement-theoreticalargumentson nuclear reactionsare essentially
similar to the analysisof neutronabsorptioninterferencephenomenain the previoussections.On
the contrary, at the initial collision step,we have purely quantum-mechanicalfluctuationswhich
are essentiallydifferent from the thermal-statisticalonestaking place during the hydrodynamical
evolution of the QGP fluid. Our discussionbelowwill mainly focuson the secondperiod,but we
shallbriefly considerthe first period later.

The “uncorrelatedjet model” seemsto be convenientas a useful standardfor comparisonand
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discussionon the particlecorrelations.This modelis given by a free particleemittedby ac-number
sourcein vacuum.By denotingthe annihilationoperatorof a particlewith momentumk by a(k),
and the c-numbersourceby J(k) (otherquantumnumbersbeingsuppressed),we obtainan exact
solution by the following scatteringmatrix S

b(k) cxSta(k)S= a(k) + J(k), (9.81)

where b(k) is the outgoing operatorcorrespondingto an incoming operatora(k). Here we are
consideringthe casein which many particles describedby a(k) are producedby a high-energy
nuclearcollision. Hencewe easilyobtain

W(k) cx (0ib~(k)b(k)i0)= IJ(k)i
2 (9.82)

for the one-particledistributionof producedparticlesdN/d3k,

W(k
1,k2)cx (0Ib~(k1)b~(k2)b(k1)b(k2)i0)= iJ(ki)i

2iJ(k
2)i

2 = W(k
1)W(k2) (9.83)

for the two-particledistribution dN/d
3k

1d
3k

2, andso on for the many-particlecase,where 0) is

the vacuum (a(k)I0) = 0). Theseequationsimmediatelyyield
C(k1,k2) = W(k1,k2)/W(k1)W(k2)= 1 (9.84)

for the two-particle correlationfunction, andsimilar expressionsfor the many-particlecorrelation
functions. In theseequationsthe correlation parts (given, for instance,by C(ki, k2) — 1 for the
two-particle case) vanish perfectly. Thus we know that this model does not give any kind of
correlationsamongproducedparticles. This is the reasonwhy the model was called “uncorrelated
jet model”.

Let us modify our model as to give nonvanishingcorrelation parts, by replacing the above
operatora(k) andthe vacuumexpectationvalue (Oi... iO) with a thermalfield operatorath(k) and
a thermalaverage(...), respectively,

a(k) —‘ a~h(k), so that b(k) —~ bth(k) = a~h(k)+ J(k), (0~... iO) __* (...). (9.85)

As mentioned above, we have assumedthat many independentparticle sources,producedby
individualcollisions in an experimentalrun, makea thermaldistributionof which wecancalculate
the thermal-statisticalaverage.

We do not enter into technical details on how to define the thermal-field operatorand the
thermal-statisticalaverage,and how to calculatephysical quantitiesby making useof them. For
details,see ref. [87]. However,we shouldnoticethat the thermal-fieldoperatorobeys

[a~h(k),a~h(k’)] = 0(k—k’), (9.86)

and the thermal-statisticalaverageis subject to the so-called Kubo—Martin—Schwinger (KMS)
condition (we do not give its explicit form here).

In usual cases,the thermal-statisticalaverageof a product of an unequalnumberof ath’s and
a~hsvanishes:

(a~h(k))= (a~h(k))= 0, (a~ha~h)= (aha~h)= 0,..., (9.87)
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while the averageof a product containingthe samenumberof a~h’sand 4’s is subject to the
reductionformula

(a~h(k,)a~h(kJ).~•a~h(kk)alh(k1)...) = ~ (9.88)

wherethe summationis takenoverall possiblepairsof 4 and~ Thus,we know that all thermal
expectationvaluesandcorrelationfunctionscanbe written in termsof the following function

~(ki,k2) cx (a~h(k1)a~h(k2)). (9.89)

Here, we only describethe generalstructureof the correlation functions. The statisticalaverage
dependson the temperatureunder the assumptionof local equilibrium.

By making useof theseformulae,we canimmediatelyobtain

W(k) cx (b~h(k)bth(k))= X(k,k) + iJ(k)i
2 (9.90)

for the one-particledistributiondN/d3k, and

W(k
1,k2) (4(kI)4(k2)bth(ki)bth(k2))

=W(ki)W(k2)+ix(ki,k2)i
2+2Re{x(ki,k

2)J*(ki)J(k2)} (9.91)

for the two-particle distribution dN/d
3k

1d
3k

2. Here we haveusedthe abovereduction formulae.
Equations(9.90) and (9.91) yield the two-particlecorrelationfunction

ix(ki,k2)i
2 + 2Re{X(ki,k

2)J*(ki)J(k2)}C(k1,k2) = 1 + . (9.92)W(k1)W(k2)

Similar calculationseasily give the many-particle correlation functions. Every distribution and
correlationfunction is written in termsof x (k, k’) andJ (k). The quantityx (k,k’) is the Fourier
transformof the thermalpropagator,theoreticallygiven by finite-temperaturefield theory,while
J (k) is a free function that can be chosen in order to set up the model. The extensionto a
relativistically invariantdescriptionis straightforward.

Generallyspeaking,x (k,k’) is a decreasingfunction tending to zero, so that we know that the
correlationfunction C(k, k’) approachesto 1 starting from 2, as ik —k’i becomesvery largestarting
from 0. Experimentalistsuse this asymptoticbehaviouras normalizationfor their experimental
data, but we needto pay someattentionat this point, if we deal with wide fluctuationsstemming
from the first periodof the collision. We shall briefly discussthis point later.

Accordingto the recenttrend,we introducethe chaoticity definedby

(9.93)

so that

2— ix(k,k)I
2+2x(k,k)iJ(k)i2<

1 (994)
— [x(k,k)+iJ(k)i

212 — .

The chaoticity is apositive numberrangingfrom 0 to 1, and givesa measureof the two-particle
correlation:The values0 and 1 correspondto no and full correlation, respectively.
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The simplestmodel is given by the choiceJ = 0, for which we obtain

C(k1,k2) = 1 + ix (ki,k2)i
2 (9.95)

x (k
1, k1 )x (k2, k 2)

from which we infer that 2 = 1. We may discussthe qualitative behaviourof the correlation
function through the roughly approximateformula

C(k1,k2)c~1+exp[—(k1—k2).D.(k1—k2)], (9.96)

whereV is called structuredyadics, and representsthe size of the pion source.This expression
makesit clearthatwe cannotobservethe size effect in the one-particledistribution,but only in the
two-particle correlationfunction. This is one of the most importantresultsof pion interferometry,
i.e. of the Hanbury-Brown—Twisseffect in the pionic case.This fact is shownby detailedanalyses
basedon numericalsolutionsof the hydrodynamicalequationfor the QGP fluid [87].

Finally, wediscussa possibleeffectof the event-to-eventfluctuationsrootedin the initial collision
mechanism,stemming,for example,from different valuesof the impact parameter.In this casewe
must havenot only head-oncollisions, but alsoperipheralones,so that thereshould appearwide
fluctuationsin the particlemultiplicity. Thiskind of fluctuation is purely quantummechanical,and
not thermal.Accordingto ourprocedure,evenif we label individual eventsandthe corresponding
distributionsby an integerj, we cannotreplacethe averageof the distributionsover j with the
above-mentionedthermal-statisticalaverage:In other words, the ergodictheoremeq. (4.19) with
the thermalstatistical averagefor (...) doesnot necessarilyhold. In this casewe must deal with
variouspion sources,characterizedby different sizesanddifferent temperatures,eventby event,
in an experimentalrun. Therefore,we have to label the above distribution functions, W(k),
W(k1,k2),...,againby an integerj andthentakethe averageoverj, in orderto obtainthe overall
distribution accumulatedduring an experimentalrun. Denotingthe averageoverj by anupper bar,
the resultanttwo-particle distributionfunction becomes

W(k1,k2) = W(k1)W(k2) + ix(ki,k2)i
2+ 2Re{X(ki,k

2)J*(ki)J(k2)} , (9.97)

whichyields the two-particlecorrelationfunction

C(k1,k2) = W(k1)W(k2) (1 + ix(ki,k2)i
2 + 2Re{X(ki,k

2)J*(k1)J(k2)}’\ . (9.98)
W(k1).W(k2) \ W(k1)W(k2) )

Note that the factor W(k1)W(k2)/W(k1) . W(k2) is not necessarily equal to 1, but can even
take values larger than 1. In order to see this, let us use a very simplified model, in which
W

3(k) = n~f(k),where f(k) is independent of j andnormalizedby ff(k) d3k = 1, so that
n~= f Wi (k) d3k is the particlemultiplicity in the jth event. In thismodelwe immediatelyobtain

W(k
1)W(k2) = ~-. > 1. (9.99)

W(k1).W(k2) ~2

If n~widely fluctuatesas a consequenceof the collision mechanism,like for examplevarious
impact parameters,this factor can take large values. In general, therefore,we cannotjustify the
usualnormalizationin which the correlationfunction approaches1 as ik — k’i becomesvery large.
It might evenbepossibleto studythe initial collision mechanismvia the fact that thisfactor is not
equalto 1.
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10. QuantumZenoeffect

The quantumZeno effect was theoreticallysuggestedmany yearsago [88], when it was argued
that frequentmeasurementscan inhibit the transitionsbetweenquantumstates. The effect was
also examinedby Cook [89], who formulated a proposalfor an actual experimentaltest. In a
recentpaper, Itano, Heinzen, Bollinger and Wineland (IHBW) [90] claimed to have observed
experimentallythe quantumZenoeffect by making useof atomictransitions,on the basisof Cook’s
proposal.Their conclusionwas challengedby Petrosky,TasakiandPrigogine[91] who proved,via
a detailedtheoreticalcalculation,that the experimentalresult in Ref. [90] is just the consequence
of a successionof dynamicalchangesof the wave function, andthereforeneednot be ascribedto
any collapseof the wave function. Observethat they derivedexactly the sametheoretical result
that Cook obtainedby making explicit use of the wave-functioncollapse.A similar conclusion
was also drawn by Ballentine [391 on the basis of a rathergeneraldiscussionon the meaning
of wave-functioncollapseby quantummeasurement.IHBW replied to the abovecriticisms [92],
without anyway withdrawingtheir original conclusion.

The quantumZeno effect is also interestingfrom the measurement-theoreticalpoint of view.
Let us thereforebriefly review the IHBW experiment,in order to discussits real meaning.In the
above-mentionedexperiment,9Be+ ions wereput in a rf cavity. The ion energylevel configuration
was such that E

1 < E2 < E3, and the resonatingrf-field frequency~2 = (E2 — E1 )/h createda
coherentsuperpositionstateof the two lower levels. See fig. 19. Upon measurement,the ion can
be found in level 1 or 2, but neverin both levels atthe sametime. This meansthatthe eventsthat
the atom is in oneor the otherlevel are mutually exclusive.If we denotethe probability of finding
the atom in level 1 (2) at time t by P1 (t) (P2(1)), then we haveP1 (t) + P2(t) = 1. If the initial
condition P1 (0) = 1 (P2(0) = 0) is chosen,it is possible,under appropriateconditions,to find a
time T for which the situationis completelyreversed,so that P1 (T) = 0 (P2(T) = 1).

In order to observethe stateof the atom, IHBW irradiated it with very short opticalpulsesof
frequency(03 = (E3 — E1 )/h, andchosethe level configurationin such away that the spontaneous
decay3 —~ 1 was strongly favoured,while the decay3 —~ 2 was forbidden.In this way, the atom is
known to be in the first level if a photonwith frequency(03 is observed,while it is in the second
level if no photon is observed.

According to the quantum measurementtheory, the wave-function collapse takes place as a
consequenceof observation,andconsequentlythe densitymatrix of the atom losesits off-diagonal

Fig. 19. Level configuration in theIHBW experiment.
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components (with respect to the first and second states). If n observationsare performed during
the time interval (0, T), it is possible to prove [89, 90] that the probabilities of finding the atom
in the first andsecondlevel, respectively,are given by

P~(T)= ~[l +cos’2(ir/n)], P~(T)= ~[l—cos~(~r/n)]. (10.1)

The fact that P~(T)> P
1(T) = 0 for n � 2 andlim~.~,0P~(T)= 1 displays the quantumZeno

effect: frequentobservationson the system“freeze” the systemin its initial state,by inhibiting and
finally hindering transitionsto otherstates.

IHBW [90] experimentallyconfirmedthe formula (10.1) by sendingn optical pulses,andthen
claimedto have observedthe quantumZeno effect. However, it should be remarkedthat in the
aboveexperiment, a photon of frequency(03 was observedonly at the final step, after the nth
optical pulse was irradiated, and not after every pulse irradiation. In the light of this remark,
we share the opinion of other authors [91, 39] who think that the Zeno effect was in fact not
observed.Nevertheless,we wish to stressthat we do not agreewith Ballentine’s argumentabout
the equivalencebetweenan orthogonaldecompositionof the total wave function anda quantum
mechanicalmeasurement.Indeed,as clarified in section 6.2, the two above-mentionedconcepts
mustbe strictly distinguished.

As repeatedlystressedin this paper,in general,a quantummeasurementconsistsof two steps,
the first provoking a spectral decomposition, and the second being the detection itself. From this
point of view, the irradiation of a short optical pulse in the above experiment can be regarded as
a spectraldecomposition,becauselevel 1 is “separated”from level 2 by exciting the third level:
Indeed, if the atom is in level 1 it is likely to absorba resonantphotonandmakea transitionto
level 3, while if it is in level 2 no photoncan be absorbedandno transitiontakesplace.However,in
orderto knowthat the atom is in the first level, we haveto observean (03 photon:This wouldbe the
detectionstep.Consequently,the fact that IHBW observedthe photononly after n pulsesandnot
at everystep meansthat they performedonly a seriesof spectraldecompositionsfollowed by one
final detection.This is our understandingof their experiment,from the measurement-theoretical
point of view.

In orderto discussthe quantumZenoeffect in amoreclear-cutway, an experimentwas proposed,
by makinguseof a seriesof neutronspin-flip processesinsteadof atomictransitions[93]. This hasa
twofold purpose,becauseeverythingcanbe computedwithin the frameworkof elementaryquantum
mechanics,andmoreover,experimentalistscan useconvenientequipments,suchas multilayerand
magneticmirrors [57], recentlyinventedfor experimentson neutronswith a ratherlong wavelength
(1 20 A). It is proposedto utilize a magneticmirror as a“decomposer”,that splits aneutronwave
with indefinite spin (a superposedstateof up (1) anddown (~)spin) into two branchwaveseach
of which is in a definitespin state (1 or ~) alonga definitedirection.The magneticmirror yields a
spectraldecompositionwith respectto the spin states.Moreover,a multilayer mirror canbe used
as a “reflector” for aneutron wave,and leavesunalteredits spin state.Finally, anothermagnetic
mirror canbe usedas “superposer”of two branchwaveswith definite spins(respectively,I and~)
into a superposedspin state.It is very importantto bearin mind that the magneticmirror does
notdestroythe coherencebetweenthetwo branchwaves.Theexperimentperformedby IHBW can
be mimicked if the atomic levels 1, 2 anda photonemitted in the 3 —p 1 transitionare identified
with the spin up, spin down andthe spatialcomponentof the neutronwave function. In this case
we areled to the sametheoreticalresult both for n observationsaccompaniedby the wave-function
collapsesat every step,and for the above-mentionedseries of spectral decompositionsfollowed
by one final observation.For details, see ref. [93]. One may say that the two casescannotbe
theoreticallydistinguished.
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After completingthe presentmanuscript,we foundadefinite conclusionconcerningthe experi-
mentalverification of the controversialquantumZeno effect. This conclusionessentiallysupports
the argumentsof this section,and will appearin a forthcomingpaper[94].

11. Concluding remarks

We startedthis paperby outlining the experimentalfacts of the wave—particledualismandthen
set up the measurementproblemas follows: is it possibleto derive the wave-functioncollapseby
measurement,as describedin eq. (3.9),by applyingquantummechanicsto the totalsystemconsist-
ing of an objectquantumparticleandan apparatussystem?Unlike the conventionalCopenhagen
interpretation,we considerthe wave-functioncollapseby measurementas adephasingprocessthat
provokesthe disappearanceof the phasecorrelationsexistingamongthe differenteigenstatesof the
observableto be measured.We repeatedlyemphasizedthat the processis characterizedby the lack
of the off-diagonalcomponentsof the final total densitymatrix as a resultof the dephasingprocess,
andnot by asimple orthogonaldecompositionof the apparatuswave function.

Our answerto the measurementproblemis affirmative. In fact, we haveexplicitly derivedthe
wave-functioncollapseby measurement,eq. (3.9), by taking into accountthe statisticalfluctuations
in the measuringapparatus,in the limit of infinite numberof degreesof freedomof the apparatus
system.

The r.h.s.of eq. (3.9) is a sum of probabilitiesof finding one of mutually exclusiveevents,so
that we understandthat oncewehavefoundoneevent,the othereventsshouldneveroccur.This is
the exactcontentof what is usuallyunderstoodto be the “wave-functioncollapse”.Equation (3.9)
holdsfor the averagedistribution yieldedby the accumulationof many independentexperimental
resultsin an experimentalrun, in which differentobject particlesmeet,oneby one, different local
systemsinsidethe detector.This is dueto the generalcharacterof quantummechanics,which gives
a definite rule only for accumulateddistributions,but not for a single result. In this context, the
wave-functioncollapse is statistical. However, a single object particle, in an individual event,will
also meetmanylocal systemsof the detector,during its passage.These local systemsare similar
to thosemet by different particlesin an experimentalrun. For this reason,we canalso regard eq.
(3.9) as referring to the individual wave-functioncollapse.Nevertheless,we should noticethat we
needto accumulatemany experimentalresultsif we want to checkthe validity of eq. (3.9) for an
individual wave-functioncollapse.Summarizing,the wave-functioncollapse,eq. (3.9),holds for a
detectorsystemwith a huge numberof degreesof freedom,andcanbe observedby repeatingthe
experimentmany times.

It is very importantto remarkthat theexactwave-functioncollapsetakesplaceonly in the infinite
N limit (N beingthe numberof degreesof freedom)andis to be regardedasan asymptoticprocess,
like a phasetransition.However, in practice,afinite but very largeN sufficesto producethewave-
function collapse,aswas repeatedlydiscussedandwas shownby numericalsimulations.Of course,
as long aswe keepN finite, the presenttheoryyields only an approximatewave-functioncollapse,
even thoughthe exact collapsecan be approximatedup to any desiredaccuracyby increasingN.
Do not forget that the presenttheory describesthe exact wave-functioncollapseas an asymptotic
limit.

For fixed andfinite N, coherenceamongthe branchwavesengenderedby the spectraldecompo-
sition is partially lost, and the measurementis not perfect.In this case,we are facingan imperfect
measurement.Up to what extentameasurementis imperfectdependson the detailsof the physical
processtaking place in the detector.In this contextwe haveintroducedan orderparameterefor the
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wave-functioncollapse,nameddecoherenceparameter,which enablesus to examinequantitatively
whetheran experimentalinstrumentcanwork well as a detector.The decoherenceparameterC iS a
continuousvariablewhosevaluesrangebetween0 and 1. An instrumentwith C = 0 is only a phase
shifter keepingthe quantumcoherence,while an instrumentwith C = 1 is a perfectdetector.An
intermediatevalue of the decoherenceparameterin the interval 0 < C < 1 describesan imperfect
measurement.This implies that the presenttheory candeal with a wide classof measurementsor
experimentsrangingfrom pureinterferencephenomenato perfectdephasing(detection)processes,
including imperfect measurements.Imperfectmeasurementsareessentiallysimilar to the so-called
mesoscopicphenomenawhich haverecentlyattractedour interest.

Nowadays, in physics,new problemshave to be faced continuously. The recentexperiments
describedin this paper,in neutron interferometry,quantumoptics, andpion correlationsin high
energynuclear reactionsare just some of many possible examples.Rememberthat the theory
of measurementin quantummechanicshas always beenconsidered(and has always been) an
academicproblem,of greatconceptualinterest,but little practicalvalue. Here,for the first time to
the authors’ knowledge,wehaveadefinitequantitativecriterion, basedon the valuesof c, to judge
whetheran instrumentworks well or not as a measuringapparatus.The criterion is extraneousto
von Neumann’sapproach,and is alsovery usefulto analyzerecentexperiments,as was seenin this
paper.Many physicistsareinterestedin possibleinterfacesof the quantumtheoryof measurement
with other branchesof physics, including cosmologyand chaos.In particular, the contactswith
mesoscopicphysics will become more and more important in the near future. Our opinion is
that nowadaysthe taskof a satisfactorytheory of quantummeasurementis not only to describe
the “wave-function collapse”,but also to analyzeconcretelydiverseexperiments,andeventually
to disclosenew physical situations.Stateddifferently, a measurementtheory should be liable to
experimentaltest, andnot just confine itself to the realmof philosophyandacademicdiscussions.

Quantummeasurementsare performedby making useof a macroscopicapparatuswith a huge
numberN of degreesof freedom. As was repeatedlymentioned,the exact wave-functioncollapse
canbe realizedonly in the infinite N limit as an asymptoticprocess.In section5, we haveseenthat
in this limit the densitymatrix of the apparatusgoesto a continuous-superselection-rulespace.We
havealsoseenthat a densitymatrix in the continuous-superselection-rulespacecanbe represented
by an integralwith respectto a continuousparameter(the continuoussuperselectioncharge),and
that this kind of representationis very usefulfor generaldiscussionson the wave-functioncollapse.
However, this doesnot meansthat the presenttheory can explain the wave-functioncollapseonly
within such an integral representationfor the densitymatrix, that is to say, only by making useof
anonseparableHilbert space.

In this context, the criticism put forward by Busch, Lahti and Mitterstaedt [95], about the
appearanceof nonseparableHubert spaceswhen continuoussuperselectionrules areimplemented,
does not seemeffective to us, for two reasons:Firstly, there is no reason in principle to rule
out, a priori, nonseparableHubert spaces.On the contrary, their use in the practical resolutionof
problemsin quantumfield theoryandstatisticalmechanicsis widespread.Secondly,the asymptotic
approachto the exact wave-functioncollapsementionedin sections4 and 5 alreadycountersthe
abovecriticism, andmoreover,our treatmentof the “emulsion detector” in section7.2 providesa
counterexampleto the above-mentionedauthors’ claim: the transitionto the unitary-inequivalent
representation,in the infinite N limit, is performedwithout makinguseof anonseparableHilbert
space.Indeed,in the infinite N limit, the detectoris describedby meansof a coherentstate,in a
separableHilbert spaceon which a continuoussuperselectionrule forbids superpositionsof states
of the emulsionarray that are “macroscopicallydifferent”, i.e. correspondingto different values
of the superselectioncharge. Theseargumentsshowthat it is possible,at least in someexamples
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of practicalinterest,to formulatethe measurementproblemby meansof separableHilbert spaces
within the frameworkof the presenttheory.At anyrate,we stressagainthatthe useof nonseparable
Hilbert spacesshould not be utilized as an argumentagainsta physical theory.

As mentionedin section3 andat the beginningof this section,throughoutthis paperwe have
concentratedour efforts on the measurementproblemin order to understandwhetherthe wave-
function collapsecanbe derivedwithin the presentframework of quantummechanics.We repeat
thatour answerto the questionposedat the beginningof this section is affirmative. Nevertheless,
we haveto mention that this affirmative answerdoesnot necessarilyprovide a definite answer
to the famous questions,put forward by Einstein andothers,againstthe “nonlocal long-distance
correlation” and the “indeterminism” inherentto quantummechanism.We do not know how to
answerthisquestion,atthepresentstage.Quantummechanicsmayperhapsbewrong,or atleastmay
haveto be improvedat someessentialpoint. We knowof manyattemptsto reinterpret,reformulate
and/or modify quantummechanics.Even its theoretical framework has been reconstructedby
making useof Feynman’spath-integral[96] and/or the stochasticquantization[97], in addition
to the standardcanonicalone.

As an interestingremarkto closethis paper,we would like to quoteDirac [98]:

I think it might turn out that ultimately Einstein will prove to be right, becausethe
presentform of quantummechanicsshouldnot be consideredas its final form. Thereare
greatdifficulties, [...] in connectionwith the presentquantummechanics.It is the best
thatonecando up till now. But, oneshouldnot supposethat it will survive indefinitely
into the future. And I think that it is quite likely that at somefuture we may get an
improvedquantummechanicsin which therewill be a returnto determinismandwhich
will, therefore,justify the Einstein point of view. But sucha returnto determinismcould
only be madeat the expenseof giving up some otherbasic idea which we now assume
without question.We would haveto pay for it in someway which we cannotyet guess
at, if we are to re-introducedeterminism.

And also [99]:

Schrödingeralso did not like the statistical interpretationand tried for many years
to find an interpretationinvolving determinismfor his waves.But it was not successful
as a generalmethod.I mustsaythat I also do not like indeterminism.I haveto accept
it becauseit is certainly the best that we can do with our presentknowledge. One
can alwayshope that therewill be future developmentswhich will lead to a drastically
different theory from the presentquantummechanicsand for which there may be a
partial return of determinism...

But the “partial returnof determinism”would not be “going back to classicalphysics”. Here,one
of the presentauthors (M.N.) recalls Yukawa’s opinion [100] that there is no solution in going
back to classicalphysics.

Quantummechanicsis still young andopento many fundamentalquestionsandmany possible
modifications.If in the future we shall havea new quantummechanics,drasticallydifferent from
the presentquantummechanics,we shallbe led to a new measurementtheory,drasticallydifferent
from the presenttheory.
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